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LILIANA1 

La primera que se vino fue mi madre que fue hace cinco anos ... . nadie, ninguno de la familia la 

apoy6 .... pero nosotros nos separamos pequenos de la familia par el mismo hecho de haberse 

ido mi padre de la familia, y nos fuimos a otra ciudad porque mi madre decia que nadie iba a 

tener que cargar la responsabilidad de las hijos sino ella ... ella alli era educadora, trabajaba con 

niiios. Trabajaba para el estado y viajaba mucho. 

Yo un dia de repente fuimos al colegio y cuando volvimos ya no estaba .. . no lo entendi mucho, 

no era capaz de asimilar ... No, nunca lo entendi, no .... jamas entendi por que se vino ... mi maqre 

ha sufrido mucho ... yo, lo he visto ... mi padre se separ6 de ella cuando yo tenia ocho anos y ella 

nos llev6 a todos. Nunca lo entendi pero ella siempre ha tenido el apoyo de todos [sus hijos] por 

encima de todo. 

Nadie lo entendia e incluso decian cosas, pero ahora todo el mundo ve que ha sido la mejor 

soluci6n. Saben que alli no hubiesemos podido aspirar a muchas cosas que estamos 

aspirando ... de hecho somos la salvaci6n de muchos alli. 

Primera vinieron mis hermanos y luego yo ... que soy la mayor. Yo pase un ano y media 

pensandolo si venia o no. Yo tenia 18 anos y era la encargada de mis tres hermanos 

pequenos ... mi hermano dej6 de estudiar con 19 anos y yo casi perdi el ano ... Termine el liceo y 

ya me sentfa bien y me costaba dejar todo. Habia empezado la universidad alli y tenia mis 

amigas y mi sitio. Me costaba dejar todo ... yo, cuando vine a Espana, coma ya habia vivido una 

historia dura, no se me hizo muy nuevo lo que iba a encontrar ... al tener que venirme sentia que 

era coma volver a empezar ... yo estaba bien informada de lo que iba a suceder aqui, eso no lo 

puedo negar, pero luego las ilusiones tu no las puedes cambiar. 

Ella nunca ha vuelto [mi madre] ... a los dos arias vine yo ... cuando vine fue increible porque la 

encontre cambiadisima ... como, como mas seguridad en todo lo que hacia y siempre lo noto, yo 

me la quedo mirando y siento que tiene una seguridad .. .. todo, su persona ... y ella nunca ha 

dicho que se ha arrepentido de venir a Espana, jamas ... y ella alli era ya una mujer muy fuerte , 

eh?. Pero yo aqui la veo muy segura y fue lo que al llegar .. . yo cuando vine lloraba mucho ... pero 

al llegar y ver una persona tan segura, se me quit6 .... no la recriminaba par irse y todo eso, pero 

al principio, como que queria desahogarme y lo hice con ella, pero ahora se que no, que no es 

asi. 

1 See Appendix 2 for translations of all fragments from interviews and personal voices throughout 
this document. 
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No ... los que venimos no creo que se puede decir que pasamos por fases, esque cada cual vive 

su propia historia, entonces no podemos llamarle a cada historia una fase ... , son mas como 

etapas que uno pasa en su vida personal y que depende de muchas cosas ... no todo el mundo 

es igual, no es asf. 

Yo creo que la cultura no cambia. Yo he cambiado mucho el acento de hablar por muchas 

cosas ... a veces como que te marca un poco, no?, y entonces para atender a un publico, pues 

forzarlo, aunque sea ... y mi jefe incluso me dijo "en tu forma de hablar tienes que cambiar 

algunas cositas" ... he cambiado mi acento pero mi forma de hablar no, porque la cultura es algo 

que no, definitivamente no, ... en costumbres, en como dirigirte a una persona ... yo por ejemplo, 

no puedo tutear a una persona asr como asr porque es el respeto". 

Yo creo que algunos cambian por ser aceptados que no creo que esta mal, porque claro ... yo 

vine a Espana y esta casa de Espana tiene unas costumbres y unas leyes que yo tengo que 

cumplir. 

Cambiar, cambiar ... mira, decia el otro dia una chica queen Espana es mas libre que ella se 

sentia mas libre aqui en Espana ... y la respuesta mia fue" "mira, una persona que quiere hacer 

algo lo hace aqui y alla" ... no a mi no me parece ... poco a poco tambien nos vamos 

acostum brando a eso, y se pierden las cosas bonitas ... ". 

Si que yo quiero volver algun dia .. . . pero es muy diferente, no? Pero si quiero volver. 

Liliana and her mother both work as domestic workers and caregivers of two 

Spanish elderly. Liliana arrived to Madrid on 2002, two years after her mother. At 

present, she cannot study because she does not have papers. Both her and her 

mother are active in the Ecuadorian community in Madrid, working with 

immigrant youth and women. 
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MARICELA 

Yo vine en el 2000 ... nose, yo alla tenia una vida tranquila ... no tenia mucho pero lo tenia 

todo ... llevaba un negocio alla con mi marido ... esque el era muy mayor y ya habia problemas. 

Ademas yo querfa dejarles a mis hijos la educaci6n. Mi illusion era verlos profesionales. Me 

entregue entero al trabajo por eso, era todo lo que yo queria, esa era mi profesi6n. 

Cogi responsabilidades muy joven, y entonces me case muy joven .. . queria vivir, no habia vivido 

mi juventud ... entonces que ademas de problemas econ6micos tambien se cansa de la 

monotonia y los hijos se van ... esque habia momentos que yo no sentia nada ... coma muerta. Y 

ahora digo ... yo creo que tambien vine por buscar alga nuevo, coma queria aventurar. 

Esque alla el divorcio lo ven muy mal y yo decia, entonces la (mica soluci6n es irme y yo ya 

ejercra el papel de madre y padre alla, que era la que trabajaba. 

Mis hijos ... no, no me entendieron. Sufrieron mucho ... esque yo tenia muchisimos problem as con 

mi marido, y lo econ6mico, y yo decia" me voy, esque me voy y me voy y me voyff. 

No, nadie sabia nada que yo venia, solo mis hijos, ellos si. Yo, faltando un dia para venir 

comence a llamar a mis hermanos ... pero mis hijos sr sabian. 

Yo tengo una mentalidad abierta ... que siempre y me ha afectado mucho, yo he sido muy 

abierta .... pero he tenido muchos problemas en el Ecuador por eso . 

... Uno sufre mucho aqui, yo tuve muchas depresiones y era coma una pesadilla, esque yo no 

puedo ni acordarme de lo que yo pase ... que creo que ya entendi que hay un paso entre la 

depresion y la locura, que lo he vivido yo ... me senti perdida, coma ... si, un mal sueno, asi. 

Ya no estoy interna. Eso es como una carcel .. . que trabaje para una condesa ... ella si me hizo 

mucho dario ... yo creo que es por ella que ... yo la autoestima yo la tengo fatal pero con los 

espalioles, y esque no lo puedo controlar ... cuando trabajaba con la condesa es eso que me ha 

marcado mucho y pase humillaci6n tras humillaci6n. Ahora ya estoy externa yes diferente, ahora 

se puede decir que soy trabajadora coma cualquiera ... mi jefa de ahora me grita en el trabajo ... a 

todos grita ... esque es mas joven que yo ... y me duele porque yo soy como su madre pero trabajo 

coma las de veinte anos, que sigo su ritmo y ya me quieren mucho y me abrazan pero ... siempre 

es diferente, uno no esta a gusto ... despues, fuera del trabajo es diferente pero en el trabajo 

tengo cuidado y si muchas veces me siento humillada. 
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Ya les discuto mi cultura a los espanoles .. porque me molesta que no saben nada y dicen queen 

Ecuador todo es pobre y nosotros que somos muertos de hambre ... no saben nada, son muy 

ignorantes ... yo leo mucho, y me encanta leer y aprender, y desde que estoy aqui he leido 

m uchas cosas de la historia de Espana y de la cultura y todo, que ellos ni saben. 

Hubiese vuelto, yo ya hubiese vuelto [a Ecuador] ... hasta hace un mes hubiese vuelto, que ya me 

sentra lista para volver y por mis hijos ... pero esque ahora las cosas han cambiado porque mi hijo 

esta conmigo, y por los estudios ... quiero que haga sus estudios y despues que el tiempo diga ... 

Sf, el sf entendi6 cuando me fui. Me dijo "vende esta mierda y deja que todo se acabe" ... esque el 

veia lo que pasaba ... que mi marido no me pegaba pero era muy dificil todo y el lo veia. 

Con mi hijo, es muy dificil, porque ya no es lo mismo .... nose los deja de querer pero hay una 

distancia ... y el dice "esque mi mama ha cambiado mucho, ya no es la misma persona caririosa 

que era antes" .. . y yo le digo "esque he pasado tres anos sola, sin caricias ... eso se nota en uno, 

te cuesta ya, hacer caricias te cuesta [ .. . ] y tambien el ha cambiado mucho, esta muy serio, todo 

le molesta .. . es dificil para los dos. Me siento muy mal. Esque tengo un cargo de 

conciencia .. . que el tambien ha cambiado. 

Ahora yo ya se y ya no me quejo de nada con el. "Ya no me voy a operar" le digo, "porque me 

siento bien y esque yo estoy muy bien" porque el se siente mal y se preocupa ... y yo le digo "tu lo 

que tienes es que estudiar" pero el piensa que me incomoda y quiere trabajar para no 

incomodar. No entiende y se siente mal. 

Maricela is in Madrid since 2001 and works as a domestic worker in the mornings 

and cleans a restaurant at night. She is looking for ways to get involved and work 

for immigrant women. Her son arrived on June 2003, right after finishing high 

school. He has not found a job yet and he cannot study until he gets his papers. 

He has tried to join the immigrant youth group twice, but did not continue on 

either occasion because he did not feel he belonged. 
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JAVI 

La que vino aqui primero fue mi hermana y luego mi madre. Yo vine porque ... pues llam6 mi 

madre un dfa y me dijo si querfa venirme para aca ... y me decidf rapido y le dije que sf pero no 

me lo pense ni tampoco sabia lo que venra a hacer aqui... fue ... por probar algo nuevo, que ya 

estaba saturado de eso ... 

Hay mucha gente mala alla, sabes? Yo esque me vine por eso, te lo juro, ni buscando vida mejor 

no, pero cosas buenas y tranquilidad sf ... yo creo que aqui hay mas gente mala pero la gente de 

alla es mas mala que la de aqui, yo creo ... aqui yo he visto a cada chaval aqui... que son 

violentisimos, que agarran entre veinte a uno y le meten una paliza pero alli no se ... a mi padre 

ya le han robado tres veces y en su propia casa. 

Yo de Espana ... no me imaginaba pero nada, te lo juro. Yo con la gente se que no tengo 

problema ... pense, pues sera como todo el mundo, tendran su forma de hablar y lo que sea pero 

como todo el mundo ... pero sabes que cuando llegue se me hizo muy extrano ... realmente ... si. .. 

todos blancos asr. .. oye que alH hay muchos blancos, sabes, pero que se me hacen raros aqui, 

asi una form a de la cara asi como rara y entonces yo ... pues esto es la gente de Espana? Pues 

vale, pero que me esperaba de todo, eh?. 

Yo quisiera ser mi padre, que siempre saca fuerzas .. . que cuando vine yo trabaje en construcci6n 

y fue lo peor ... yo era consciente de que me estaban explotando pero lo hice por demostrar algo, 

no se ... pero ya no, fue horrible, pero horrible. 

Los j6venes que vienen de Ecuador, yo creo que se relacionan bien ... igual extrarian a sus 

coleguitas de alla, no es lo mismo. Yo a mis colegas alli yo los extralio muchisimo. Tambien un 

poco de rechazo ... porque imaginate site rechazan un poco por ser extranjero y ya te cuesta 

relacionarte con la gente. 

Se hacen muchos grupos de ecuatorianos aqui. Yo tengo pocos pero es porque mi perspectiva 

es diferente. Yo creo que se estan cerrando, eh? Yo lo veo mal porque conozco gente de 

Ecuador que solo tienen amigos ecuatorianos y ... bueno, tambien habra que ver por que lo hacen 

que eso es muy triste ... yo creo que es por alguna raz6n de rechazo. 
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Aqui los colombianos se creen mas, la crema de sudamerica, yo nose. Es verdad que tienen 

otra ... fisonomra en la cara, son un poco mas blancos y todo, pero no me parece ... 

Ella esta bien [mi madre), ... o no esta mal. Yo realmente no hablo de c6mo se siente pero si 

algo es c6mo la veo. Yo la veo que esta bien ... no es que no me importe c6mo se siente pero no 

lo se ... yo creo que a ella le preocupa estar bien, y nosotros y le preocupara volver, y no 

se ... muchas cosas le preocuparan ... no me las dice ... cuando hablamos no es de c6mo nos 

sentimos, sino de tonterias, de algo que hemes vista ... y aunque yo me sintiese mat yo no se lo 

dirra ... porque para no preocuparla. 

Yo site digo la verdad no hay un dfa que no pienso en volver. Nose c6mo explicar, nose. Es 

sentir algo que sentfa allay que no siento aquf...pero eso lo necesito muchfsimo, nose que es, 

supongo que algo te ata, entiendes? Algo te ata al lugar. Sentir que no tengo que darle cuentas a 

nadie. Aqui me van a criticar mas, no estoy en iguales condiciones. 

Extrano tambien la gente, porque no puedo hablar con mis colegas, como ... te acuerdas? Yo 

tambien quiero decir y recordar, y tal. [ ... ] Que aquf son un poco mas series, yo por dentro no 

paso de los cinco anos y me aburro con la gente aqui de mi edad, ... aqui la gente esta 

desesperada por hacerse mayor, por su imagen, por c6mo la gente te ve y piensa de ti, yo no lo 

entiendo. 

Javi arrived to Madrid in 2001. He had just turned seventeen and after working 

for a while, he entered his last year of high school in Madrid. He quit and started 

studying drama. He lives with his mother and his brothers and sisters. His mother 

takes care of an elderly woman, and is also a domestic worker. Javi is presently 

looking for a job. In the weekends, he works with immigrant youth in Madrid. 
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RAFAEL 

Pues yo trabajaba en el departamento de relaciones publicas ... . y al ser una instituci6n publica el 

salario no era muy alto. Con esto de las privatizaciones y todo nos quedamos mucha gente 

fuera. 

La instituci6n publica alla es muy mal vista, hemos participado en sindicatos, uniones de 

trabajadores y todo eso ... y pues, no es muy bien vista. Mi esposa trabajaba en un banco, que tu 

ya sabras lo que pas6 con los banco alla. 

Decidi darme una ultima oportunidad y en un principio querra ir a Australia ... pero ... a fin de 

cuentas la primera que vino fue mi mujer. Apenas lleg6 entr6 a trabajar en una casa y le hicieron 

sus papeles y nos trajo a mi y a nuestro hijo. Fue muy duro porque yo estuve como cinco o seis 

meses que no encontraba trabajo, tambien que cuando yo llegue habra unos 40,000 

ecuatorianos en Espana, esque ha habido un aumento muy fuerte. 

La emigraci6n ecuatoriana ha sido desde los anos 70 a los Estados Unidos y nadie, 

absolutamente nadie ha hablado, porque lo unico que se conoce es que los ecuatorianos han 

em igrado a los Estados Unidos, que pasan por Mexico ... y que se dedican a fabricas ... nunca se 

ha hecho un estudio, nunca un balance. 

A nivel personal han cambiado para bien muchas cosas. Aqui a mi se me ha dado el dicho de 

'nadie es profeta en su tierra'. Yo he tenido que emigrar para hacer lo que siempre he querido 

hacer en Ecuador ... lo interesante de eso es que no he cumplido todavia mis expectativas. 

En el Ecuador somos racistas. Somos mas racistas ... de que desde un principio nos han dicho 

que no, no que si el indiecito longo de la calle, que el negrito ... entonces uno viene con eso aca y 

alla tambien te dan la imagen "no, en Europa el racismo es terriblen ... yo confio mucho en la 

capacidad de opinion y de sensibilidad def colectivo espanol, que no se van a dejar 

influenciar ... porque aqui hay gente buena ... pero el racismo institutional estamos todos sujetos. 

Lo m io no es un trauma, es una realidad. 

Rafael arrived to Madrid in 2001. He spent his first two years from job to job while 

working as a volunteer with Ecuadorian immigrants in Madrid. After two years of 

volunteer social work, he was recently hired by a Spanish NGO to continue his 
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work with Ecuadorian immigrants. He is committed to informing both the Spanish 

and Ecuadorian public of the realities of migration and writes regularly for 

newspapers in both countries. Since her arrival to Spain four years ago, Rafael's 

wife continues to work as a domestic worker. For now, they don't plan to return to 

Ecuador and want their child to complete his studies in Spain. 
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Introduction 

Until the 1970s Ecuador was best defined as a receiving country for 

immigrants, particularly from Colombia and Peru. Today, only after China, 

Ecuador is the leading exporter of non-documented immigrants to Europe. Since 

the mid-90s Spain has become their main destination. 

Prior to the implementation of a visa requirement for Ecuadorians in 

November 2003, Ecuadorians entered Spain legally as tourists. There were two 

requirements to enter the country as a tourist. First, the traveler had to shows/he 

had a two-way ticket and second, s/he had to carry enough money (bolsa de 

viaje) to prove his/her status as a tourist (around 1,500 Euros). To allow these 

expenses, most immigrants sold their property or small business and/or acquired 

loans from the banks or, most likely, from friends and family. Some travel 

agencies include the service of 'bolsa de viaje' as part of their package. Upon 

arrival to Spain, the immigrant has a certain number of days to wire the money 

back to Ecuador before the agencies start charging interest. 

Travel agencies, and also family members abroad, offer the future 

immigrant advice on how to pass immigration control: what to wear (informal 

European clothing), how to speak (sound secure and assertive), and some 

cultural and geographical notions of Spain that will help the traveler answer the 

questions of the immigration officials, (a popular one is, "so, are you excited to 

swim in Madrid's beaches?" Madrid has no beach). Initially, the main port of 

entry was Madrid's International airport, but to avoid problems with the 

immigration police more Ecuadorians chose to fly into other European cities 
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mainly London, Amsterdam and Lisbon, and from there take another flight, train 

or bus into Spain. 

The population of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain quintupled between 

1999 and 2001. Today the number of documented Ecuadorians in Spain is 

estimated to be 300,000. Altogether, including non-documented immigrants, the 

numbers are anywhere between the half million and the million and a half, 

depending on the source. This is very significant, particularly because the 

population of Ecuador is about 12 million. 

The primary objectives of this thesis are: 1) to understand the workings of 

gender in migration processes between Spain and Ecuador; 2) to show how 

gender crisscrosses with race and constructions of the nation to shape the 

experiences of Ecuadorian women in Madrid; 3) to bring to the fore the realities 

of Ecuadorian migration to Spain, its causes and outcomes. 

In Chapter I, I present a literature review of theoretical perspectives on the 

subject of migration and women. My analytical approach to migration is 

transnationalism drawing from the work of Nina Glick, Linda Basch and Christina 

Szanton Blanc2
, and the recent studies on gender and tran·snationalism by 

Patricia Pessar and Sarah J.Mahler3
. In the transnationalist scene, the focus 

shifts from migration to the immigrant, who is re-defined as transmigrant. That is, 

2 Basch, Schiller & Blanc (1994). Nations Unbound. Transnational Projects, Postcolonial 
Predicaments and Deterritorialized Nation-States. Langhorne, Pennsylvania: Gordon and Breach. 
-Glick Schiller & Fouron (2001). Glick Schiller, Nina & Fouron, Georges Eugene. 2001. Georges 
Woke Up Laughing. Long-Distance Nationalism and the Search for Home. Durham/London: 
Duke University Press. 

3 Pessar, Patricia and Sarah Mahler. 2001. 'Gender and Transnational Migration'. Paper 
Given to The Conference on Transnational Migration: Comparative Perspectives. Princeton 
University, June 30th to July 151, 2001. 
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individuals with lives of constant and multiple interconnections across 

international borders and whose public identities are configured in relation to 

more than one nation-state•. Transnational ism is historically embedded, 

revealing the constant interplay between cultural narratives, social structure and 

human agency. The challenge is to use the notion of transnational ism with a 

focus on gender and combining anthropology and history to better understand 

the plurality of Ecuadorian women's voices in Spain. 

Research has shown a pattern of migration according to which receiving 

countries are the destination for the peoples from those country's areas of 

influence. This is certainly the case between Ecuador and Spain. Under the 

Viceroyalty of Peru, Ecuador (Reino de Quito) was part of Spain's colonial project 

between the 16th and 19th centuries. After the formation of the independent 

Republic of Ecuador in 1830, Spain's influence on Ecuador continued. Ecuador's 

national project drew from Spain's colonial project and, economically, Spain 

remained Ecuador's strongest investor and the main importer of Ecuadorian 

products, especially chocolate and cotton. Economic relations between both 

countries have continued to the present. 

Today, Spain is the largest foreign investor in Ecuador. Spain has a 

stronghold of Ecuadorian airlines (Iberia), electrical supply (Union FENOSA), 

publishing companies (Santillana, Espasa Calpe, Plaza Janes, Alianza, 

Guadarrama, Razon y Fe, Catedra, Taurus y Gredos), construction (Dragados, 

4 
Schiller; Basch (1995). 

-Schiller, Nina Glick and Basch, Linda.1995. From Immigrant to Transmigrant:Theorizing 
Transnational Migration. Anthropological Quarterly, 68 (1): 48-65. 
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Abengoa, OLH), canning industry (Isabel), cements (Selva Alegre), engineering 

(Tecnicas Reunidas), and communications (Alcatel) and it is the first foreign 

presence in the oil industry with the company REPSOL-YPF5. These relations 

bring to the fore questions about how long-term relations between Spain and 

Ecuador, first under colonialism and later under global capitalism, shape the 

present experience of Ecuadorian men and women in Spain. Amongst other 

things, historical relations between both countries influence Spain's legal 

initiatives towards Ecuadorian migration and Ecuador's response to these 

initiatives. Historical relations between Spain and Ecuador also influence 

Ecuadorians' expectations about Spain and Spaniards and Spaniards' 

perceptions of Ecuadorians, which plays out in the experiences of Ecuadorian 

immigrants in Spain. 

In Chapters II and Ill, I show how the lives of Ecuadorian immigrants in 

Madrid are embedded in historical processes both in Spain and in Ecuador. 

Spain's membership in the European Union adds complexity to its relations with 

Ecuador. For example, Europe's recent visa requirement for Latin American 

travelers weakens Spain's diplomatic relations with Ecuador. Spain has 

legitimized its economic interests in Ecuador through the discourse of a common 

history and cultural links between both countries (Hispanidad). Spain's alignment 

with Europe is often times counter to this discourse of Hispanidad and could 

have an effect on Spain's economic interests in Ecuador. 

5 Calvo-Sotelo, Pedro. 2001. 'Ecuador y Espana: Ciento Sesenta Anos de 
Relaci6n Bilateral en Perspectiva' in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria Elena (eds.). Ecuador -
Espana. Historia y Perspectiva. Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el Ecuador/ Archivo 
Hist6rico del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 120-125. 
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On the other hand, historical processes in Ecuador affect Ecuadorians in 

Spain. Ecuador's political and economic status influences immigrants' decisions 

on how much money to send home, what to do about their properties in Ecuador, 

and decisions about the family, including initiatives for family reunification. After 

oil, immigrants' remittances are Ecuador's second largest source of capital 

revenue. In Spain, Ecuadorian immigrants are a source of cheap labor that help 

Spain live up to the economic status that earns it a place in the European Union. 

Therefore it can be argued that ongoing migration of Ecuadorians to Spain is 

beneficial to the economies of both countries. 

Colonial relations between Spain and Ecuador frame the constructions of 

space, gender and ethnicity in both countries. Ecuadorian migration to Spain, 

specifically to Madrid, is overwhelmingly female. This demands a gendered 

analysis of migration, at all levels: historic-structural, cultural symbolic and 

personal. In Chapter IV, I examine the gendered constructions of 'nation', 'citizen' 

and 'immigrant' through a historical analysis of transnational relations between 

Spain and Ecuador. The construction of the nation as female and of the citizen 

and immigrant as male are convenient to the State discourses in Ecuador and 

Spain. The perpetuation of these gendered constructions distracts attention from 

the global forces behind Ecuadorian women's decision to migrate and limits the 

choices available to them in the transnational scene. 

Chapter V is an overview of Ecuadorian women's presence in Madrid. It 

also describes the circumstances behind women's decision to migrate. Female 

migration is not a new phenomenon in Ecuador. Looking at the similarities and 

13 



differences between female migration from Ecuador to Spain today and 

Ecuador's internal female migration through time, shows that women have 

historically performed similar roles. Under colonial rule, Ecuadorian indigenous 

women moved to the cities to perform domestic work. Today, under the global 

economy, mestizo Ecuadorian women move overseas to perform domestic work. 

The notion of stratified reproduction is helpful to analyze this trend. 

In Chapter VI, I use Shellee Colen's notion of stratified reproduction to 

analyze the legacies of slavery and colonialism and how they translate into the 

experiences of Ecuadorian women in Madrid, specifically as related to 

motherhood. According to the concept of stratified reproduction, physical and 

social reproductive tasks are accomplished differently according to inequalities 

based on class, race, ethnicity, gender, place in the global economy, and 

migration status. Social, economic and political forces structure these 

differences6
. Stratified reproduction sheds light on the labor niches open to 

Ecuadorian women in Madrid, and the place of both Ecuadorian and Spanish 

women in the global economy and labor market. 

Finally, Chapter VII examines how Ecuadorian women construct their 

identity in Spain. The findings in this chapter defy representations of women's 

migration as a move from tradition to women's emancipation. Processes of 

identity formation show that Ecuadorian immigrants arrive to Spain with their own 

hierarchies of power, which are gendered and racialized. In general, the location 

6 Shellee Colen (1995: 78) Colen, Shellee. 1995. Like a Mother to Them. In, Conceiving 
the New World Order. The Global Politics of Reproduction. Los Angeles: University of California 
Press. 
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of immigrant women in Ecuador's social geography of power is not transferable 

to Spain. Thus, Spaniards do not differentiate between an Ecuadorian indigenous 

woman and a mestiza. This is a painful realization for mestizas, who back in 

Ecuador prided themselves on their Spanish ancestry, last name and physical 

traits. The indigenous movement in Ecuador and Ecuadorian women's loss of 

status as mestizas in Spain are some of the reasons that explain why and how 

many immigrant women are reformulating the indigenous identity they despised 

in Ecuador. 

Ultimately, I try to show how relations of gender, ethnicity and place shape 

the experiences of Ecuadorian immigrants in Madrid, Spain. Some of the 

questions I bear in mind throughout my work are, how do women immigrants 

arriving from Ecuador work to exercise their agency and survive in Madrid, 

Spain? How is power constituted and contested within and by these women? 

How do these women reproduce the common discourses in Spain and Ecuador 

through their behavior, opinions, and feelings? 

Ecuadorian women in Spain face limited options. Regardless of their 

professional preparation and status in Ecuador, they know they will have to work 

in domestic work and under unsure conditions. Their families and children in 

Ecuador might accuse them of abandoning them, and their male partners might 

choose to start relationships with other women. Yet, these women react against 

their victimization. Prior to leaving Ecuador, women research their possibilities, 

contact friends and family and decide what and how to explain to their children 

that they will be leaving. In Spain, Ecuadorian women seek jobs, join groups of 
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other women take pride in their achievements, save money to reunite their 

families in Spain, demand their rights, change employers and ask questions. The 

variety of Ecuadorian women's stories and their accomplishments in Spain share 

a backdrop of historical processes in Spain and in Ecuador, and the gendered 

and racialized workings of the global economy in the 21st century. 

Madrid: An Ecuadorian Capital 

Madrid is the province of one of Spain's regional autonomies, also called 

Madrid, and the capital city of Spain. Its central location, its standing as one of 

Europe's cosmopolitan, urban centers, availability of spaces for rent, and 
{' 

dedication to the service sector, make Madrid an appealing destination, 

particularly for those seeking with the ideal profile for domestic work: Latin 

American women. In the following paragraphs I present some statistical data that 

illustrates the salience of Madrid as the main destination for immigrants in Spain. 

Statistical data on migration is significantly deflated, because it relies on data 

collected on work permits, ascriptions to Social Security and/or registration in the 

municipal census. Therefore, the statistical information I present in this thesis 

should not be read for accuracy, but for formulating questions and 

complementing qualitative observations. My main purpose is to explain the 

reasons why I chose to conduct my research in the city of Madrid. 

Madrid is a key location to witness how gender, intertwined with other 

historically embedded constructs, mainly ethnicity, nationality and class, is 
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articulated into the experiences of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain. I chose to 

conduct fieldwork in Madrid for various reasons. 

Madrid has the highest population of Spanish natives and non-natives in the 

country. The latest study from 2001 shows a growth in the foreign population of 

Madrid of 91.6% in the period from 1999 to 20007
• Madrid is Spain's first 

destination for both documented and undocumented immigrants8
. Statistical 

data on migration is more significant for Madrid than for Spain as a whole. (See 

appendix. Graph #1 & #2). Of the non-native population, Madrid has the highest 

concentration of immigrants from so called,developing countries, and nearly the 

lowest concentration of immigrants from countries with rich economies9
• (See 

appendix. Graph #3 & #4). 

Madrid is also the city in Spain with the largest Latin American presence. 

Data for the year 2001 shows that 35. 7% of the total foreign residents in Spain 

are Latin American immigrants in the city of Madrid. The estimations of Latin 

American population in Madrid today are highly unreliable, due to the high 

numbers of immigrants arriving from Ecuador in the last couple of years 10 (See 

appendix. Graph# 5). 

7 This is an incredible growth, more so because it represents only the foreign population 
that appears in the city census, and whose numbers are estimated to be much lower than the 
numbers of undocumented immigrants, many of whom do not appear in the municipal census. 
(Delegacion Diocesana de Migraciones. D.D.M. Delegaci6n Diocesana de Migraciones ASTI, 
D.L. (D.D.M.) 2001. Extranjeros en Madrid Capital yen la Comunidad: lnforme 2000. Lora 
Tamayo O'Oc6n Lora (ed.). Madrid: D.D.M. 2001:59). 

8 The city concentrates almost 20% of all of Spain's residency perm its, and about 23% of 
the total national requests for regularization (D.D.M. 2001:41). 

9 Immigration arriving to Madrid from so called, developing countries has multiplied its 
numbers by eight, whereas the city registers barely 12.6% of Spain's total numbers of 
documented immigrants from so called, developed countries. 
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Primera fueron los nacionales de paises del Cano Sur -argentinos, 
sobretodo, y chilenos secundariamente- quienes marcaron la 
presencia latina entre nosotros a principios de los ochenta. Luego 
peruanos y dominicanos desde mediados de las ochenta y durante 
los noventa. En el momenta, colombianos pero sobretodo 
ecuatorianos constituyen la cara mas visible de la presencia 
latinoamericana en Madrid11

. 

The numbers of Ecuadorian immigrants experienced a growth without 

precedents in Madrid going from 4,915 Ecuadorians registered in the Census on 

May 15
\ 1999 to 51,370 a year later and to 66,676 by March 2001 (variation of 

945.2%)12.0ut of the total of Ecuadorian immigrants who were granted residency 

upon the regularization process of 2000, thirteen thousand were established in 

Madrid, over half of Spain's totals 13
. 

El crecimiento migratorio se ha producido sobretodo en base a 
colonias relativamente nuevas en el panorama madrilelio y 
espanol: la ecuatoriana aumenta en mas de cincuenta mil personas 
en el ultimo alio y media, multiplicando por mas de nueve sus 
efectivos y constituyendose en la primera colonia de inmigraci6n en 
la comunidad de Madrid, y responsible principal del crecimiento de 
la poblaci6n extranjera en su conjunto 14

. 

10 D.D.M. 2001: 23 (This is the last statistical extended work available. A new study is 
expected by the end of the present year 2004). 

11 D.D.M. 2001 :50: "The first to arrive were those from the Southern Cone Countries
mainly Argentinians, followed by Chileans. They were the Latin presence amongst us at the start 
of the 1980s. During this decade and through the 1990s, Peruvians and Dominicans started 
arriving to Spain. However, Ecuadorians constitute the most visible Latin American presence in 
Madrid". 

12 D.D.M. 2001:143 

13 0.0.M. 2001:27 

14 D.D.M. 2001:28: "Migration growth is mainly the outcome of relatively new colonies in 
Madrid and Spain: the Ecuadorian colony has experienced an increase of over fifty thousand 
people in last year and a half, multiplying its numbers times nine and becoming the first migratory 
colony in the community of Madrid, and the reason for the rise in Madrid's foreign population as a 
whole". 
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It is too soon to know if the implementation of the visa requirement for 

Ecuadorians in December 2003 might have had an effect on this trend. 

The presence of Ecuadorians in Madrid is not only statistical. Ecuadorians are 

the most 'visible' immigrant group throughout the city (in some areas the 

Ecuadorian collective has multiplied fourteen times). Its significant presence in 

such a short period of time has caused adverse reactions in some of the capital's 

neighborhoods. 

A study by Antonio Bali6n Hernandez (2002) on the discourses of 

migration in Spain shows how the increase of Ecuadorian immigrants was 

accompanied by an increase of news that portrayed Ecuadorian men as a threat 

to civil security 15
. In Madrid, Ecuadorian migration has been increasingly 

perceived as 'a problem'. Ecuadorian immigrants have been accused of 

increasing insecurity, overuse of parks and public spaces 16
, and disrespectful 

behavior17
• These accusations point mostly at Ecuadorian men. Ecuadorian 

women rarely appear in the media and, differently from Dominican and Cuban 

women, they are not commonly associated with prostitution. This discourse 

works to focus attention on the violence, obscure businesses and drinking 

problems of Ecuadorian male immigrants. In contrast, Ecuadorian women, more 

15
Bali6n Hernandez, Antonio. 2002. Discurso e lnmigraci6n: Propuestas para el Analisis 

de un Debate Social. Murcia: Servicio de Publicaciones Universidad de Murcia. 

16 Large numbers of Ecuadorians would meet in parks and public spaces-el Parque del 
Oeste, la Chopera del Retiro-. Many sold Ecuadorian food, they played Ecuadorian music and 
organized soccer tournaments. A law in 2003 forbid Ecuadorians from selling and/or distributing 
food and/or drinks in parks. 

17 El Mundo, 10/16/2000 
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numerous than men, stand out as the preferred domestic workers and 

caregivers. 

Madrid employs more non-European population than any other Spanish city 18. 

Labor is key to understand the distribution of immigrants in Spain. Of the total 

work permits issued in Spain for the year 2001, 30.8% were for domestic work, 

followed by agriculture and farming (18.6%), hostelry (11.5%) and construction 

(8.1 %) 19
. The labor market in Spain is segmented according to national origin 

and gender. (See appendix. Illustrations #4, #5, #6 & #7). African immigrants are 

a male majority and work in agriculture, Chinese have a strong niche in hostelry 

and are also mostly male, and Indians and Pakistanis are concentrated in the 

small commerce sector. Finally, Latin Americans are mainly women working in 

domestic work, a historically female sector (See appendix. Graph #8). Most of 

the permits for domestic work in Spain belong to Ecuadorian women working in 

Madrid . So, in brief: 

Madrid presenta una piramide joven, con un predominio de 
mujeres, que muestra a su vez la importancia del niche laboral del 
servicio domestico que vienen a cubrir los emigrantes 
econ6micos20

. 

Given all these characteristics, it does not come as a surprise that Madrid 

is the only province in Spain that has larger volume of registered immigrant 

women workers than male workers. In fact, Madrid has the lowest numbers of 

18 It concentrates about 20 of all of Spain's permits of residency, and about 23% of the 
total national requests for regularization. (D.D.M. 2001:41). 

19 D.D.M. (2001: 29). 
20 D.D.M. (2001 :37): "The population pyramid in Madrid is young, and predominately 

female. This shows the importance of the labor demand in domestic service, which most 
economic immigrants come to cover". 
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male workers (less than 47%)21
. The estimated numbers of women in Madrid are 

higher than indicated, because statistics only account for those women who are 

registered in the census or are ascribed to Social Security. For the year 2001, 

56.9% of work permits were issued to women. 

Finally, Madrid has the 'oldest' Ecuadorian population in Spain22
• This is 

visible from the numbers of children born in Spain and registered in the public 

schools: 

En cuanto a la poblaci6n infantil, en la evoluci6n operada en la 
estructura por edades de la poblaci6n ecuatoriana en la 
Comunidad, se aprecia una tendencia al crecimiento de la misma 
en cifras absolutas y relativas, lo que habla del proceso de 
reagrupaci6n familiar en marcha y de la creaci6n de familias en la 
migraci6n. 23 

In short, Ecuadorian population in Madrid stands out from the rest of Spain 

in that it is female, mostly employed in domestic work, younger, and with the 

highest numbers of children. 

Madrid offers a space to speak to women at various stages of their 

immigrant experiences, from the recently arrived to those who have already 

managed to bring some of their loved ones to Spain. The lives of Ecuadorian 

21 D.D.M. (2001:31) 

22 Ecuadorian children constitute 22% of the child immigrant populations in Madrid, with 
far more Ecuadorian children than Moroccan or Colombian. This is very significant due the 
recentness of Ecuadorian migration to Spain. The numbers of children from Ecuador in Madrid 
are estimated to be much higher, due to the fact that many children are not registered in the 
census or ascribed to Social Security. Also, many of these children were born in Spain. Since 
they hold Spanish nationality, they do not appear as foreign population when compiling statistical 
data. The number of births is also highest for the Ecuadorian collective. 

23 D.D.M. (2001 :37): "As for the children, and their evolution by age in the Ecuadorian 
population in the region, we can see their tendency to grow in both absolute and relative 
numbers. This speaks of an ongoing process of family reunification and of the creation of families 
in the migratory process". 
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women in Madrid unveil the gendered and ethnic segmentation of labor, and 

raise questions as to how Latin American women, particularly Ecuadorians, have 

become the preferred domestic employees to Spanish employers. Most 

importantly, the migratory experience reshapes the concept of "motherhood" as 

immigrant women reunite with their partners and children at Madrid's airports. 

The reunification of Ecuadorian women with their families in Madrid, 

opens spaces for new definitions of the family, and ideas of what family relations 

and gender roles should be like. Women in Madrid are opening new transnational 

spaces, from which to define their place in the Ecuadorian nation and challenge 

its racial and gendered constructions. 

This thesis is the result of research I conducted in the city of Madrid during 

the summer of 2003. I spent two months in Madrid's neighborhood Moncloa

Aravaca (See appendix. Illustrations #1, #2, #3), where I lived with a migrant 

family from Quito, a couple and their fifteen year-old son. The time I spent with 

my host family was an open door for participant observation. Every evening we 

shared experiences and opinions and they challenged my research and findings 

and always added relief to my questions. 

I divided my time in Madrid between my own research and volunteer work 

I conducted at the Ecuadorian association for immigrants, Asociaci6n Ruminahui 

Hispano-Ecuatoriana. During those two months I helped organize the Encuentro 

de Mujeres Migrantes, which objectives were to address judicial issues and the 

situation of domestic workers. As part of this event, the organization started a 

group of women, who met every Saturday afternoon to discuss their concerns 
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and raise pertinent questions about the situation of Ecuadorian women in Spain. I 

helped with the organization of these meetings, bringing in different guest 

speakers, including immigration lawyers, school teachers, and Spanish feminists. 

I also helped the organization to start a youth group, which met every 

Sunday. We asked the women's group to inform their children about the youth 

group and soon we had a group of 16 members, most of them sons and 

daughters of the participants in the women's group. This provided me with a 

unique opportunity to learn about the experiences of these women, and then 

hear the same stories from their sons' and daughters' points of view. It also was 

an opportunity to look at how gender played into the experiences of these 

women, specifically as related to notions of family and motherhood. 

In Ecuador, the stereotype of the immigrant woman is of a "loose" woman, 

and a bad mother. At the meetings, women described their feelings of guilt and 

expressed feeling responsible for any problems in their families, or with their 

children. On the contrary, their sons and daughters expressed admiration for 

their mothers' strength. Their discourse countered the unpopular image of the 

immigrant woman. On other occasions however, these kids would revitalize 

these images. Thus, they explained having used these images to avoid scolding. 

For example, they would tell their mothers that their low performance in school 

was their fault. Not to undermine the hard experiences these kids had 

undergone, the argument is that focusing attention on issues of good/bad 

motherhood moved attention away from the root causes of migration. 
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Throughout the present thesis, I combine printed materials gathered at 

political institutions and immigrant centers in Madrid, literature on gender and 

migration and, most important, the words and experiences of the Ecuadorian 

women, men and youth through twenty-one formal interviews, uncountable 

informal interviews and participant observation. 
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CHAPTER 1- Gendering Migration: Theoretical Perspectives 

In an analysis of anthropological studies of migration and development, 

Michael Kearney describes the dramatic changes in anthropological studies to 

the study of migration since the 1970s24
• He posits that each migration theory is 

aligned with a different theoretical orientation: modernization theory frames the 

equilibrium theory of migration, dependency theory frames the historic-structural 

theory of migration, and articulation theory frames the study of migration with a 

focus on social networks and household studies. 

Despite some advances, Kearney insists on the need for anthropological 

field research at the local level that speaks to more general issues of migration 

and development. For Kearney, migration is a historical process. Long trends 

and tendencies shape a migrant community and migration spans through widely 

different economic, social and cultural milieus25
• Kearney's study brushes over 

some of the questions present in the emerging studies on female migration, such 

as the historical gender and ethnic segmentation of labor. Although he takes 

differences between men and women into account, gender is not central to 

Kearney's study, nor is Kearney the first to address female migration. 

Work on female migration has challenged existing theories of migration 

since the 1970s. Scholarship with a feminist angle produced work that 

challenged the prevailing image of the male immigrant and documented the 

24 Kearney, Michael. 1986. 'From the Invisible Hand to the Visible Feet: Anthropological 
Studies of Migration and Development'. Annual Review of Anthropology 15: 331-361. 

25 Ibid (1986: 353). 
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predominance of women in migratory flows26
. Scholarship on female immigrants 

also questioned research that focused on household studies and social networks 

to overcome the limitations of equilibrium and structural theories of migration27
• 

Thus, Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo shows how households are deeply implicated 

in gendered ideologies and practices: 'Opening the household "black box" 

exposes a highly charged political arena where husbands and wives and parents 

and children may simultaneously express and pursue divergent interests and 

competing agendas'28
• 

As for the study of social networks and their role in facilitating and 

sustaining migration, Monica Boyd29 posits how, "little systematic attention has 

been paid to gender in the development and persistence of networks across time 

and space"30
. Focusing on female migration, Boyd explains how both the 

structural factors and situational context influence women's decision to migrate. 

Boyd shows how the institutionalization of social networks is bound up with 

gender. Gender differences at the social and economic levels influence 

migration decision-making processes and their outcomes. 

26 Morokvasic 1984. 'Birds of passage are also women ... n. International Migration 
Review, 18(4): 886-907. 
-Pedraza, Silvia. 1991. 'Women and Migration: The Social Consequences of Gender'. Annual 
Review of Sociology, 17: 303-325. 

27 Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994); Grasmuck and Pessar (1991). See bibliography. 

28 Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994). 

29 
Boyd, Monica. 1989.'Family and Personal Networks in International Migration: Recent 

Developments and New Agendas'. International Migration Review, 23 (3): 638-670. 

30 Ibid (1989:656). 
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Altogether, the scholarship of female migration has gradually moved away 

from conceptualizations of migration driven by a labor migration model, where 

labor is assumed to be male31
. Despite this, scholars insist on the need for 

further consideration of gender as a significant analytical category in the study of 

migration: 

The new fields of interest and the accumulation of studies, including 
those that are European-wide, have yet to make any substantial 
impact on theorizations of key migration or European studies of 
migration. A selection of key texts confirms this silence and the 
assumption that the only migrant who counts is male ( et.al. 
Collinson 1993; Kin~ 1993; Miles and Tharanhardt 1995; Ucarer 
and Puchala 1997)3 

. 

Patricia Pessar and Sarah Mahler33
, have pointed out that despite significant 

advances in female migration, these works fall short in that they treat gender as a 

variable, but do not include it as a central research focus34
: 

Gender is not simply a variable to be measured, but a set of social 
relations that organize immigration patterns. The task, then, is not 
simply to document or highlight the presence of undocumented 
women who have settled in the United States, or to ask the same 
questions of immigrant women that are asked of immigrant men, 
but to begin an examination of how gender relations facilitate or 
constrain both women's and men's immigration and 
settlement. .. Gender is exercised in relational and dynamic ways, 
and in this study I examine how social relations of gender contour 
women's and men's immigration and settlement experiences. 35 

31 
Kofman, Phizacklea, Raghuram, Sales (2000) Gender and International Migration in 

Europe. Employment, Welfare and Politics. New York: Routledge. 

32 Ibid. (2000). 

33 Pessar and Mahler (2001) 

34 Ibid. 

35 Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994:3). 
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Mahler and Pessars observations are framed in their work on 

transnationalism and gender. Transnationalism made its debut in 1995 as a 

novel analytic approach to understanding contemporary migration in the work of 

cultural anthropologists Nina Glick Schiller, Linda Basch and Christina Szanton 

Blanc. In the transnationalist view, the focus shifts to the immigrants, who are re-

defined as a transmigrants. That is, individuals with lives of constant and multiple 

interconnections across international borders and whose public identities are 

configured in relation to more than one nation-state36
. The transnationalist view 

changes old notions of time and place. In response to these changes, new 

efforts emerge from a variety of disciplines, including Anthropology, History and 

Women's Studies, to articulate the transnational theoretical framework. 

The last of a long list of analytical theories of migration, transnationalism 

also faces challenges. Its meanings, processes, scales and methods seem to 

entail a wide variety of descriptions --transnationalism as social morphology, as a 

type of consciousness, as a mode of cultural reproduction, as an avenue of 

capital, as a site of political engagement, and as a reconstruction of 'place' or 

locality. At times transnationalism is said to be as old as labor immigration37
, and 

at others it is portrayed as novel and emergent38
. Some consider 

transnationalism a reaction to capital pressures39
. According to the latter, the 

36 Schiller; Basch (1995). 

37 Chinchilla, Norma & Nora Hamilton (1999). 'Changing networks and alliances in a 
transnational context: Salvadoran and Guatemalan immigrants in Southern California' In Social 
Justice, 26 (3): 4-26. 

38 
Schiller & Basch (1994); Guarnizo (1994); Faist, Thomas (2000). See bibliography. 

39 
Schiller & Basch, (1995); Portes, Guarnizo and Landlot (1999). See bibliography. 
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immigrant-agent creates transnational links as a way to meet the demands of 

migration, while keeping his attachments to the homeland. As a result of the 

different views on transnationalism, transmigrants are depicted as either a new 

breed or an old species. 

In response to this multiplicity of directions, various authors are calling for 

the need to properly articulate transnationalism40
. Amongst this group, once 

again challenging parameters, are scholars interested in female immigration and 

the articulation of gender in the study of migration. Hondageneu-Sotelo and Avila 

caution against 'the celebratory nature of the transnational perspective'41
, 

because it threatens to underestimate the power of the nation-state and the 

emotional, financial and social costs of migration42
. They also denounce, once 

again, the predominance of the genderless migrant. 

But feminist scholars also appreciate the potential of Transnationalist 

theories to clarify gender perspectives on migration. As a theoretical approach, 

transnationalism is a move beyond the evolutionary perspectives that understand 

40 (Portes, 1999; Portes 2001; Guarnizo & Landlot 1999; Faist, 2000; Vertovec, 1999). 
Thomas Faist argues that the effects of transnationalization on cultural identity and citizenship 
have not been adequately studied (Faist 2000). He encourages scholars to consider three main 
mechanisms of transnationalism (reciprocity, solidarity and exchange) and the correspondence of 
these mechanisms to three types of transnational social spaces (kinship ties, group ties based on 
solidarity, and the circulation of goods, people and information). Alejandro Portes, also presenting 
the need to define transnationalism, divides it into political, economic and sociocultural (Portes, 
1999). In response to Portes, Jose ltzigsohn (1999) in a study of Dominican transnationalism 
critiques Portes' priority on the two first divisions, the political and the economic. The 
interdependence of the sociocultural with the political and the economic cannot be denied, and it 
sheds light on the debate of whether transnationalism is resistance or consequence of Capitalist 
forces. Resistance coexists with production of the structures of power in complex specific 
historical processes. See bibliography. 

41 Hodagneu-Sotelo and Avila (1997: 550). 'I'm Here, But I'm There: The Meanings of Latina 
Transnational Motherhood'. Gender and Society, 11 (5): 548-571. 

42 Ibid. 
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migration as a move from tradition to modernity, either as result of individual 

rational choice (equilibrium theory), or the outcome of structural forces beyond 

the immigrants' control (historical-structural theory). This is especially significant 

for the study of female migration, where women are often portrayed either as 

passive followers of males, and/or traditional women seeking liberation from their 

traditionally oppressive societies. In other words, transnationalism opens new 

spaces for the study of migration and gender, further questioning female 

immigrants' entrapment in the tradition-modernity continuum43
• 

Aware of the possibilities, numerous scholars are working to articulate 

gender with transnationalism and transmigration44
• Mahler and Pessar find that 

several researchers' of transnational contexts included gender as a 'feature', 

rather than as a 'definite force behind the conduct of gender relations across 

borders' 45
• Their claim is that gender is a constituent element of migration, not a 

variable. The idea of gender as a variable appears to stem from the archaic 

definition of gender as 'male vs. female' rather than as a socially specific 

construct. Studies of migration that treat gender as a variable tend to focus on 

the experiences of female immigrants, rather than on the larger gender structures 

that shape these experiences. Mahler and Pessar's work insists on the need to 

move from studies of women immigrants to a focus on gender as both a structure 

and a process. A transnational perspective on gender must move away from 

43 Morokvasic (1983); Morokvasik (1984). See bibliography. 

44 Pessar and Mahler (2001); Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila (1997); das Gupta (1997), 
Alarcon, Kaplan & Moallen (1999); Kondo (1999); Kaplan and Grewal (1999). See bibliography. 

45 Ibid. 
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essentialist definitions of gender and the male-female dichotomy. Gender is 

about pow~r, and organizes major areas of life including sexuality, family, 

education, economy and the state. Gender principles are embedded in 

continuous processes that have historical specificity, and operate simultaneously 

on multiple spatial and social scales and across transnational spaces: "it is both 

within the context of particular scales as well as between and among them that 

gender ideologies and relations are reaffirmed, reconfigured, or bothn46. 

This thesis looks at gender from this broad perspective, to understand the 

experiences of Ecuadorian women in Madrid, Spain. Ecuadorian women are 

'socially located' 47 in a hierarchy of class, race, sexuality, ethnicity and 

· nationality. Combined with gender, these 'locations' operate at various levels that 

affect the location of both, each individual and the Ecuadorian collective as a 

whole. This intertwining is embedded in historical processes and it is historically 

specific. 

Gender, intertwined with other social locations, especially ethnicity and 

class, shapes the migration processes from Ecuador to Spain at all levels. 

Gender is key to the relations between Ecuador and Spain and between 

Spaniards and Ecuadorians. It shapes the supply and demand for Ecuadorian 

labor in Spain, Ecuadorians' conditions of entry and rights of residence, 

employment and family rights. Gender is embedded in the decision to migrate. It 

works through personal histories, social identities, resources, and broader 

46 Pessar and Mahler (2001 : 5). 

47 Ibid (2001 :6). 
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structural conditions. Gender is behind the decisions to migrate and choices 

available in the country of arrival. Finally, Ecuadorian women in Spain challenge 

constructions of gender and open spaces for alternative definitions of the Nation. 

Many have appropriated the discourse of migration and indigenous rights to 

claim their own rights as transmigrant women in Madrid. 

1.1. Migration in Ecuador~ Literature Review 

Because external migration is a relatively new phenomenon in Ecuador, 

there is but a limited body of literature on the subject. Most studies focus on the 

internal migration of men, specifically in rural to urban migration48
• Female 

migration has been almost absent from the literature in Ecuador, where female 

immigrants are still inconsistently represented in national statistics. The scarce 

literature on female migration, also focuses on the move of poor women (mostly 

identified as 'peasant' and/or 'indigenous') from rural to urban settings49
. Most of 

these studies follow the logic of historic-structural theories of migration, whereby 

immigr~nt women have no other option left but to migrate. There are no 

Ecuadorian studies on migration that treat gender in the broader sense, nor any 

that look at female migration outside Ecuador. 

48 
Brown, Brea & Goetz (1988); Preston (1974); Carpio (1992), Elizaga (1975). See 

bibliography. 

49 
Borrero Vega & Vega Ugalde (1995); Palan, Moser & Rodriguez (1993), Miles (1992). 

See bibliography. 
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In Spain, various scholars have written about the situation of migrant 

women50, and some have written specifically about Ecuadorian women51
. These 

studies focus on the situation of Ecuadorian women in Spain, their numbers and 

the material and psychological factors that influence their situation in Spain. 

There are no transnational studies on Ecuadorian female migration to Spain. 

David Kyle's study is the only one I found that analyzes Ecuadorian 

immigration from a transnationalist perspective52
. Kyle looks at the experience of 

transnationalism between the Northern regions of Ecuador (regions of Azuay and 

Caliar) to New York State. His study focuses on history at the regional level and 

explains transnationalism as historically embedded, a constant interplay between 

cultural narratives, social structure and human agency53
. According to Kyle, 

migration from these regions to New York State was motivated by the fall of the 

Panama hat trade with the U.S. and Europe during the 1980s and 1990s. Kyle's 

study focuses on the gradual formation and strengthening of social networks 

between Ecuador and the United States up to the present. 

50 
Ribas-Mateos (2000), Escriva (2000), Gregorio Gil (1997a, 1998, 1996, 2000), 

Ramirez (1998), Garcia-Dominguez & Garcia Borrego (1998), Gomez Crespo (1999, 2000); 
Izquierdo A. (1996), Goicoechea (1996), Sole (1994), G6mez Crespo (1999, 2000). See 
bibliography. 

51 
Fresneda (2003), G6mez Ciriano (1998, 2000), Nunez, Esther (2001 ), Castillo & 

Mazarrasa (2001), Actis, Pereda & de Prada (2001). See bibliography. 

52 
Kyle, David. 2000. Transnational Peasants. Migrations, Networks, and Ethnicity in 

Andean Ecuador. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 

53 Ibid (2000: 194). 
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Kyle presents transmigrants as active agents capable of periphering the 

core, 54 as reflected for example in Ecuador's granting of dual citizenship with the 

United States in 1 ~95. In his work Kyle contrasts the experience of indigenous 

Otavalans with that of Mestizo Ecuadorian immigrants who, despite their higher 

social status at home, end in much less desirable occupations in the United 

States because they lack the networks that sustain Otavalan transnational 

enterprises. 

Kyle's work is relevant to my study for other reasons besides being the 

only transnational study of Ecuadorian migration, and Kyle's commitment to both 

historical and anthropological analysis. First, Kyle's research took place during 

the time when migration to Spain was just starting. By the time his book was 

published, the United States had gone from first to third country of destination for 

Ecuadorians after Spain and Italy: 

El cambio mas importante en la emigraci6n ecuatoriana, ha sido el 
giro dado, aparentemente de la noche a la manana, hacia Espana 
coma destine preferido. La emigraci6n ecuatoriana a Espana se 
desarroll6 rapidamente pasando de menos de 11,000 en 1997 a 
casi 125,000 en el ano 200055

. 

Second, the regions of Loja and Otavalo leaded the first years of migration 

to Spain, quickly followed by immigrants from the regions of the Ecuadorian 

Sierra and the coast, mostly urban centers. In contrast, the more rural regions of 

54 Expression used by Saskia Sassen (1996) to describe migration in the so called 'age of 
globalization' .Sassen, Saskia. 1995. Losing Control? Sovereignty in an Age of Globalization. 
New York: Columbia University Press. 

55 Jokisch (2003:316). 'Desde Nueva York a Madrid: Tendencias en la Migracion 
Ecuatoriana' in Ecuador Debate 54: 313-323. "The most important change in Ecuadorian 
migration has been the quick shift to Spain as the preferred destination. The numbers of 
Ecuadorian immigrants experienced a rapid growth from less than 11,000 in 1997 to almost 
125,000 for the year 2000". 
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Azuay and Caliar have experienced slower and less abundant migration to 

Spain. Kyle's study is still a move from rural regions in Ecuador to urban settings 

in the U.S., whereas migration to Spain meant a shift to a predominantly urban to 

urban migration, mainly from Quito and Guayaquil, to Madrid and Barcelona. 

Finally, Kyle's findings fit the hegemonic image of the male immigrant, 

later followed by his dependents (women and children). Kyle finds a significant 

increase in the numbers of immigrant women to the United States during the 

1990s, and explains it as the result of the economic and emotional difficulties that 

women suffer as a result of transnational male migration through time. On the 

contrary, women pioneered Ecuadorian migration to Spain and quickly 

outnumbered the numbers of Ecuadorian males outside the country: 

A pesar de que la mayoria de informes de prensa ecuatoriana 
ponen enfasis en el numero de hombres que trabajan en 
agricultura (sobretodo en Murcia) y en la construcci6n, la corriente 
migratoria a Espana fue liderada por m~eres, y la mayoria de 
ecuatorianos que viven am son mujeres 6

. 

In order to understand the context for these changes in migration patterns, 

one must turn to the history of both Ecuador and Spain, and unveil how gender, 

class and ethnicity work at different levels in the new transnational space, Spain. 

In the following chapter, I show how the lives of Ecuadorian immigrants in 

Madrid, including the decisions of who will migrate and where, are embedded in 

historical processes both in Spain and in Ecuador. 

56 Ibid. (2003: 319): "Although the Ecuadorian press highlights the numbers of male 
immigrants working in agriculture (mainly in the Spanish region of Murcia), and construction, 
women pioneered the migrant flow to Spain, where the majority of Ecuadorians are women". 
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CHAPTER 11- Spain: A New Country of Destination 

During the last fifteen years, migration to the European Community has 

experienced continuous growth. In the course of this process, Spain has 

changed from a country of origin to a country of destination57
• Some of the pull 

factors to Spain include the feeling of cultural affinity with Spain, its geographical 

location, the magnitude of its informal economy, and its demand for domestic 

work. The latter is influenced by additional factors including the aging of Spain's 

population, the inability of the country's social services to meet the demands for 

both childcare and elderly care, and the gradual integration of women into 

professional careers. More culturally rooted factors include the tradition of live-in 

servitude. 

Spain's shift to a country of destination has coincided with a tightening of 

Europe's migration laws, and reinforced after the events of September 11th, 2001 

in the United States. In 1996, the fifteen countries belonging to the European 

Union agreed upon a common regulatory tool and signed the Schengen 

Agreement. The agreement establishes the regulations for entering and settling 

in the geographic boundaries of the European community. Spain was one of the 

signatories: 

Debemos ser conscientes de que estamos ante una realidad con 
evidentes implicaciones internacionales, ante un fen6meno que no 
puede ser abordado (micamente de forma individualizada par el 
pais de origen, ni par el pais de destine de los inmigrantes. Por 
ello, en faros como el de la Union Europea, la emigraci6n va 

57 Spain closed the year 2003 with 1.6 million documented foreigners in Spain (I.N.E. 
2003) . . 1 have found estimations for the numbers of undocumented immigrants ranging anywhere 
from five hundred thousand to a million and a half, depending on the source. 
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adquiriendo una mayor importancia, al haber tornado conciencia 
los Estados miembros de la necesidad de encontrar, de forma 
conjunta, salidas a los retos derivados de la inmigraci6n. (Proposal 
Plan G.R.E.C.O. My emphasis)58 

As late as 1984, Castles describes Spain as a traditionally labor-exporting 

country, together with Portugal, Italy and Turkey: "While the popular image of 

immigrants from countries like Spain or Portugal is of simple, uneducated 

peasants, the reality is quite different. .. "59 
. In effect, immigration to Spain started 

slowly during the 1980s, and confirmed itself during the 1990s. Before the 1990s 

migration was minimal and for the most part, arriving from so called 'developed 

countries', mainly European countries and the United States60
• 

Robin Cohen points out that, despite the nee-liberal turn, the state retains 

a strong political presence, controlling migration, and galvanizing a single identity 

around a national leadership, common citizenship, and exclusion to outsiders61
. 

Spaniards' feelings of animosity towards immigrants have risen in recent years, 

at least partly because of the negative representations of immigrants in the 

media. Spain's membership in the European Union has also promoted 

discourses of national pride and galvanized different identities under feelings of 

58 Programa Global de Regulaci6n y Coordinaci6n de la Extranjeria y la lnmigraci6n en 
Espana (Documented from the Ministry of Labor and Social Issues: 
http://www.imsersomigracion.upco.es ): "We must realize that immigration has evident 
international repercussions. It is a phenomenon that the countries of origin and destination 
cannot tackle individually. As a result, migration has become more important in meetings like 
those of the European Union, where the different member countries realize the need to work 
together to find outlets and face the challenges of migration -my translation). 

59 Castles (1984:82). Castles, S. Here for G_ood: Western Europe's New Ethnic Minorities. 
New York: Pluto. 

60 (D.D.M. 2001:15). 

61 
Cohen, Robin (1987: 156). The New Helots. Migrants in the lntemational Division of 

Labor. Vermont: Research in Ethnic Relations Series. 
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European Spain and European citizenship. This discourse legitimizes the state's 

decisions to remove the undocumented immigrant from his/her rights. In a way, 

this assures that the benefits of cheap immigrant labor will continue, often times 

under conditions of exploitation. By turning the undocumented worker into the 

criminal, the state rids itself from any responsibility, while playing its key part in 

the economy. A look at migration policies reveals that the state's withdrawal 

from the economy is at the least, a fa~de. 

Saskia Sassen also discussed this, presenting the seemingly paradox that 

while globalization denationalizes national economies, immigration is 

renationalizing politics62
. Added to this contradiction is the focus on migration in 

recent Human Rights' discourse63
. Sassen describes how these apparent 

contradictions are the foundations of a new transnational hegemony that lends 

itself to distinctive forms of power and legitimacy. The Spanish government, while 

increasing its investments in its former colonies, has responded to the increasing 

migration to Spain with a gradual tightening of national migration laws, starting in 

1985 and continuing to the present. The history of migration law in Spain for the 

past fifteen years, supports Cohen's and Sassen's arguments. 

The Spanish government approved its first migration law in July of 1985. 

This law included in its policies the regularization of any undocumented residents 

62 Sassen (63: 1995). Sassen, Saskia. 1995. Loosing Control? Sovereignty in an Age of 
Globalization. New York: Columbia University Press. 

63 
i.e: On July 151, 2003 the United Nations Human Rights Commission ratified the 

'International Convention for the Protection of Immigrant Workers and their Families'. The goals 
of the convention were to discuss the vulnerability and serious situation of non-documented 
workers and, at the same time, cooperate to foment the regulation of migration through 
agreements with countries of transit and destination of immigrants. (El Mundo, 2/22104). 
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in Spain, who enjoyed the same rights as Spaniards. A second process of 

regularization in 1991 reveals the notable rise in the numbers of immigrants 

arriving for economic purposes and who, for the first time, override the numbers 

of well-off immigrants from so called 'developed countries'. 

Starting in 1993, the Spanish government began the implementation of a 

legal machinery to channel and regulate migration, setting the numbers of 

immigrants that would be allowed each year except for the years between 1996 

and 1999. In 1996, a third regularization reveals significant inconsistencies. The 

numbers of people applying for documented status in Spain were much higher 

than the annual quotas of immigrants set by the government. The perceived 

need for more effective migration control has peaked with the 'visibility' of the 

immigrants' presence throughout the country. 

A new law, known as Ley 2000 Sobre los Derechos y Libertades de /os 

Extranjeros en Espana y su lntegraci6n Social, brought with it a fourth process of 

regularization. However, this one had conditions. In order to apply, non-residents 

had to show legal proof of their presence in Spain prior to June 1st, 1999. Many 

requests for regularization were denied, and many immigrants did not even make 

the attempt for lack of the required proof. The numbers of denials varied widely 

from region to region, unveiling the inconsistencies of Spain's legal machinery. 

Furthermore, the regularization did not proceed until July 31st, 2001, creating a 

time gap of eleven months between its announcement and its implementation. 

Immigrants arriving to Spain during this period were also left out of the 
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regularization process, and joined the already high numbers of undocumented 

immigrants. 

The apparent inefficiencies of the 2000 Law led to its reformulation on 

December 22nd, 2000. The new law (Nueva Ley de Extranjeria) denominated Ley 

Organica 812000, Regulatoria de los Derechos, Deberes y Garantias de los 

Ciudadanos Extranjeros en Espana y de su lntegraci6n Social, inherited high but 

undetermined numbers of non-documented immigrants. Its implementation 

began on January 21 5
\ 2001 and it is the definite turning point in migration laws 

in Spain. 

The Nueva Ley de Extranjerla64
, still active today, benefits documented 

immigrants but does nothing to extend benefits to the undocumented, much to 

the contrary. The text of the law modified 80% of the previous policies and drew 

a clear divide between the documented and undocumented immigrant 

populations. This opened divisions in the immigrant population between those 

'con papeles' and those 'sin papeles', which can potentially weaken the 

immigrants' fight for rights. Thus, many 'con papeles' stopped joining public 

protests because their legal situation is already 'in order'. Under the new law, 

undocumented immigrants lost their rights of assembly, association, public 

participation and strike. Undocumented residents in Spain were now criminals in 

the face of the law65. 

64 The Nueva Ley de Extranjerfa can be found at: 
http://infojuridico.comnegislacion/leybuscador.asp 

65 The President's party in Spain, Partido Popular, despite claims, did not ratify three of 
the protocols from the Human Rights code concerning immigrants' rights. (El Pals, 05/24/01 :24). 
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Furthermore, the Nueva Ley de Extranjerfa also added difficulties to the 

attempts at estimating the numbers of non-documented immigrants in Spain. 

Prior to the Ley Organica 8/2000, non-documented immigrants had strong 

incentives to register in the municipal census. The new law kept the right to 

medical assistance, but removed all other benefits66. Added to the fear of 

deportation, incarceration and fines, the result was growing discrepancies in the 

estimated numbers of undocumented immigrants. 

The 2001 law tightened living and labor conditions and also facilitated the 

deportation of immigrants by the thousands67
. Up to this date, the law denied 

living assistance to non-documented immigrants, which includes access to 

government housing, and payment plans. Furthermore, Spaniards who rent their 

property to non-documented immigrants do not qualify for insurance and cannot 

resort to legal action in case of non-payments and property damages. As a 

result, Spaniards are cautious about renting apartments to non-documented 

immigrants and those who do, often take advantage of the immigrants' limited 

options by charging high rents, and overcrowding the apartments. 

66 Art. 12. Right to medical assistance. "Foreigners in Spain who appear registered in the 
municipal census and with updated address, have the right to medical assistance under the same 
conditions as Spanish citizens" This article survives the law reform. (D.D.M. 2001 :43) 
Art. 13 (right to housing assistance): ... "to everybody registered in the municipal census where 
they reside". The reformed law erases this part, limiting the access to this right to documented 
immigrants. The same is true for Art. 20.2 (right to free judicial service). Furthermore, article 6.3 in 
the original law ("the City Hall will design and keep an updated census of the foreign residents in 
the municipality") changes in the reformed law to: "The City Halls are in charge of adding the 
estimated numbers of foreigners to the census and keeping these numbers up to date". The 
power shifts to the City Hall in an attempt to centralize control over immigration. (D.D.M. 
2001:43). 

67 
The number of registered deportations went from practically none to 45,544 in 2001. In 

2002, the numbers rose to 75,497. (El Mundo, February 24th, 2003). 
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The emphasis of the 2001 law focused on limiting immigrants' access to 

labor. Under this law non-documented immigrants were denied judicial 

protection, which made them prone to any form of labor exploitation. The law 

also allotted strong penalties, including jail, to employers who hire non-

documented workers. The most immediate and visible outcome upon the 

implementation of the Nueva Ley de Extranjerla, were the thousands of 

unemployed farm workers, mostly men, in Spain's agricultural regions. This was 

followed by various marches in solidarity for these workers and overt 

demonstrations of discontent in numerous Spanish cities including Madrid, 

Barcelona, Jaen, Murcia, Cadiz and Almeria. Spanish farmers also expressed 

their discontent with the law, which had left them hand-tied watching their crops 

go to waste due to lack of farm labor. 

18/ESPANA 
.. LA . REFORIIIA. DE. LI LEY DE El'l'RANJBdA 

EL PA.ts. viemes 16 dejunio de 2000 · _ 

In response to these manifestations of discontent, displayed through 

hunger strikes and public demonstrations mainly by groups of Ecuadorian and 

Moroccan immigrants
68

, the Spanish government approved a last regularization 

process, exclusively for those who had applied and been denied in the 

68 BBC Mundo, 01/31/01 
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regularization of 2000, and who were rejected on the basis of not being in Spain 

prior to June 1st, 1999. Of course, this left out all the denied applications from the ; 

previous regularization. It also excluded those immigrants who did not apply but 

who had been in Spain prior to that date, and everybody arriving after that date. 

Once again, the numbers of undocumented immigrants remained uncertain. 

Finally, a last modification of the law was approved two days before 

national elections on May 23rd, 2003 and implemented on January 22nd, 2004. 

This third reform modifies twenty of the seventy articles of the original Ley de 

Extranjerfa. Its stated goal is to further adapt Spain's regulations to the European 

directives on migration69
. The new modification focuses on the legal mechanisms 

for the control and deportation of undocumented immigrants. It increases the 

obligations of transportation companies in controlling migration, and confers the 

visa with work and residency permits. In a press conference on December 14tt1, 

2003, a group of twelve intellectuals and experts on migration, most of them 

university professors, presented the 'Manifiesto de Madrid de 13 de diciembre', a 

document pledging for a new regularization process that responds to the need of 

an estimated number of at least a million and a half undocumented immigrants in 

Spain. This group describes the new reform as a violation of human rights, by 

69 One of the latest European initiatives, approved in Rome 2003, is the establishment of 
European quotas to regulate the arrival of immigrants to Europe. The agreement is that each 
country of the E.U. determines its national quota of legal migration and the European quota would 
be the total sum of these quotas. As part of the policies against illegal migration, this agreement 
includes projects to improve the control of both maritime and terrestrial borders. These initiatives 
would be financed by all members of the European Union, not just those with international 
borders, such as the Mediterranean countries. (El Universo, 9/11/03; El Comercio, 09/11/03; El 
Mundo, 09/11/03) 
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which undocumented immigrants find themselves turned into "infrasujetos de 

Derecho"70
. 

The legal processes in Spain however, did not have the same effect on 

every group of immigrants. In order to understand how migration laws apply 

specifically to the Ecuadorian population, one must turn to the history of colonial 

relations between Spain and Ecuador and the ideology of Hispanidad. 

2.1. Ecuadorian migration and the Spanish State 

Ecuadorians have arrived to Spain in large numbers in the period starting 

in 1999, despite the gradual tightening of Spanish laws. In fact, most arrived in 

Spain after June 1st, 1999, which excluded them from the last two regularization 

processes and turned them into Spain's largest non-documented population. 

In January of 2001, amidst the protests towards the Nueva Ley de 

Extranjeria, an incident turned national attention to the reality of Ecuadorian 

presence in Spain. In the province of Lorca, region of Murcia, twelve Ecuadorian 

farm workers, all undocumented, died in a truck accident, including a young girl. 

This event marked a turning point for the fight of Ecuadorian immigrants' in 

Spain: 

A raiz de los sucesos de Lorca, se fortaleci6 el movimiento 
asociativo y se sac6 a la luz la realidad ... y toda toda la poblaci6n 
civil se di6 cuenta ... lo de Lorca di6 la vuelta al mundo y empezaron 
a abrirse espacios (Raul Jimenez Zabala, journalist)71 

10 El Mundo, 12/15/03 

71 Field interview: "As a result of the event in Lorca, the associative movement 
strengthened and the reality of Ecuadorians in Spain came to light. .. the people realized what was 
happening .... the events in Lorca became known worldwide and spaces began to open up". 
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This event added strength to the protests against the law, and 

Ecuadorians were at the head of most protests, taking over churches and 

carrying out hunger strikes in public spaces (See appendix, illustrations #8 & #9). 

For the first time, Ecuadorian immigrants became the protagonists of the media, 

their images appearing in broadcast news and on the cover pages of national 

newspapers. The reality of Ecuadorian presence in Spain hit the forefront. 

~ luncs 15 de cncro de 2001 

• PROILEMAS DE LOS INMIGRANTES 
ESPANA 
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The events in Lorca in January of 2001 strengthened the protests for the 

new Law, which was to be approved at the end of the same month. Altogether 

these events drew international attention and turned Ecuadorians' fight in Spain 

into a transnational concern. In Quito, the families and supporters of immigrants 

formed groups to pressure the Ecuadorian government to respond to the needs 

of their compatriots in Spain. The events of Lorca played a strong part in this: 

Yo creo que para cualquier momenta hist6rico hacen falta una 
encrucijada de cosas. La acumulaci6n de injusticias ... el tema de 
las once muertos pues desencaden6 muchas cosas: primero fue la 
muerte de las ecuatorianos que afect6 la sensibilidad de muches, 
anadido a las imagenes en las noticias de todos las que se estaban 
quedando sin trabajo ... y tambien el levantamiento indigena alla en 
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el Ecuador ... sea, fue eso basicamente, la cosa de decir algo hay 
que hacer. (Adriana, community leader). 72 

Altogether, these national, international and transnational pressures forced the 

governments of both Ecuador and Spain to restart official negotiations. 

El numero de ecuatorianos en Espana es tan elevado que ha 
hecho que los dos paises amplfen sus relaciones bilaterales en 
cuesti6n de politica migatoria, con el objetivo de crear instrumento_s 
juridicos rara regular, dirigir, y limitar la oleada migratoria a 
Espana.7 

During these negotiations, both Ecuador and Spain took a hold of the 

ideology of Hispanidad. Both governments framed their negotiations in a 

discourse that defended the historical and cultural ties between both countries. 

This discourse contradicted Spain's cancellation of numerous treaties with 

Ecuador, initially ratified under the ideology of Hispanidad, including the 

Convenio de Doble Nacionalidad ( 1964) and the recent cancellation of the 1973 

agreement that removed the requirement of a tourist visa in November of 2003. 

On May 2001 representatives of both countries met in Madrid to write the so 

called Acuerdo entre la Republica de/ Ecuador y el Reino de Espana Relativo a 

72 Field Interview: "I believe any historical moment requires a combination of events. The 
accumulation of injustices ... the whole thing of the eleven casualties caused a chain reaction: first 
the death of the Ecuadorians affected the sensitivity of many and this added to the images in the 
news of all those who were left unemployed ... also, the indigenous uprising in Ecuador .. . so, really 
basically what happened is that it all created a feeling that something just has to be donen 
(See chapter VII for an overview of transnational links between the Indigenous movement in 
Ecuador and the immigrants' plight in Spain). 

73 Morales, Suarez, Alfonso (01/02), 
http://sela.org/public html/aa2k2/esp/docs/coop/migra/spsmirdil8-02/spmirdi18-3.htm : "Due to the 
high numbers of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain, both countries have had to broaden their 
bilateral relations in regards to immigration policies. The goal is to design legal instruments that 
will regulate, direct and limit migratory flows into Spain" 
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la Regulaci6n y Ordenaci6n de los Flujos Laborales74
. This treaty was intended 

to regulate migration from Ecuador, as well as to find a solution to the situation of 

the undocumented workers. The first goal took preference over the latter. 

~OQUE 

·LEI accidente en Murcia dejara en 1-1 >Aa a clentos de miles cl@ ecuatorianos7 

The first initiative was a plan called Plan de Retomo Voluntario , which 

established that undocumented workers in Spain had the opportunity to return to 

Ecuador and then back to Spain with their legal papers and a formal job offer. 

This plan applied exclusively to Ecuadorian nationals and was framed in a 

discourse of Ecuador's shared history with Spain. 

The legacy of colonial relations between Spain and Ecuador might benefit 

Ecuadorian immigrants, who are seen as more like Spaniards and generally 

preferred over immigrants from Africa (especially Morocco) and Eastern Europe. 

Framed as a Spanish concession to Ecuador, the Plan de Retomo Voluntario 

had a double edge. It soon became evident that the discourse on Spain's 

74 
The treaty was ratified in Quito, December 31 81, 2001 by the Ecuadorian chancellor 

Moeller and Spain's minister Internal Affairs. At this time, Ecuadorian president Noboa was 
pouring his energies on the indigenous uprisings throughout the country. 
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affinities with Ecuador was just a political strategy. Neither the Spanish nor 

Ecuadorian governments had the means to pursue this expensive and 

impractical initiative. The hope was that undocumented immigrants would reveal 

their undocumented status and flock back to Ecuador to process paperwork and 

return to Spain. Instead, the plan was perceived as a serious risk and only a 

small group ascribed to it. Rather than benefiting Ecuadorians, the Plan's main 

success was to open fissures between Ecuadorians and other groups of 

immigrants, weakening the immigrants' fight for rights. Thus, other immigrant 

groups, who had also participated in the protests against the last migration law, 

mainly Moroccans, denounced Spain's favoritism towards Ecuador. 

tunes S de febrero de 2001 ESPANA 
lOBLEMAS DE LOS INMIGRANTES 

€xtranieros irregulares deben acreditar aue estaban en Espana ant~_~c;l ~~~-o 22 de cnero 

In January 2002 representatives of the Spanish and Ecuadorian 

governments held their first follow-up meeting. The outcome of the meeting was 

the implementation in Quito of a Migrant Selection Committee responsible for 
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selecting the recipients of visas according to job offers issued from Spain75
. The 

results are further discouragement to apply for a legal visa, and further 

encouragement for finding alternative paths to migration. 

In June 2003, the Schengen countries approved the revision of a list of 

third countries to be included in the visa requirement, which included Ecuador 

and Colombia. Spain was not able to enforce the visa requirement until 

November, due to the many agreements active between Ecuador and Spain76
• 

The visa requirement was a direct attack on the discourse of Hispanidad, and 

raised public discontent at all levels. 

75 This is quite ironic, since most job offers are granted to women for positions in 
domestic work. The way the governments present this committee makes it seem as if Spain was 
issuing job offers for professionals in all fields. It leaves one wondering about which criteria they 
use to define a good candidate for domestic work in Spain. 

76 i.e.Convenio de Doble Nacionalidad (1964), and the 1973 agreement that removed the 
requirement of a tourist visa. 
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During the XII Cumbre lberoamericana, the Ecuadorian chancellor expressed to 

Spanish president Jose Maria Aznar the resentment that the change of policy 

stirred in Ecuador77
• Colombian Nobel prize-winner Gabriel Garcia Marquez also 

expressed this feeling: 

Within the dignity that we learned from Spain, we will not return to 
that country as long as it submits us to the humiliation of having to 
present a permit to visit what we have never considered foreign78

. 

On March 15th of this year 2004, the presidency changed from the 

conservative party Partido Popular (P.P.) to the socialist party (P.S.0.E.). For 

many, this brings hope that immigration policies will somewhat soften. The new 

president has expressed his intent to tighten relations with Latin America, 

legitimized in the colonial discourse of Hispanidad. This runs counter to his 

public commitment to work for the "resurgimiento de Europa". This European 

sentiment is part of the construction of a new supranational discourse that rests 

on shared 'Europeanness' and clearly demarks who can and who cannot be 

included in this sentiment- a comfortable cushion that legitimates forthcoming 

tightening of migration policies. 

While Spain is making itself a place in the European Union, it has also 

become a strong investor in Latin America, including Ecuador79
• The former may 

77 El Mundo, 11/16/02 

78 Garcra Marquez, Migration News, 06/02. 

79 As stated in the introductory chapter: In Ecuador, Spain has a stronghold of 
Ecuadorian airlines (Iberia), electrical supply (Union FENOSA), publishing companies (Santillana, 
Aguilar, Espasa Calpe, Plaza Janes, Alianza, Guadarrama, Raz6n y Fe, Catedra, Taurus y 
Gredos), construction (Dragados, Abengoa, OLH), canning industry (Isabel), cements (Selva 
Alegre), engineering (Tecnicas Reunidas), and communications (Alcatel) and it is the first foreign 
presence in the oil industry with the company REPSOL-YPF (Calvo-Sotelo (2001). 
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be a result of the latter, but either way, Spain's economic situation in the world 

today depends on its capacity to legitimate both supranational discourses: 

Hispanidad and Europeidad. This requires Spain's cooperation with Europe to 

control migration, and convincing Ecuadorian immigrants that, despite of it all, 

they are brothers and sisters under Hispanidad. 

2.2. Hispanidad - Ecuatorianidad- Espaiiolidad- Europeidad 

El patriotismo sudamericano se apoya cada vez mas en el 
parentesco etnico con Espana y Portugal. En ciertos Estados de 
America espanola, la masa de patriotas, tolera cada vez menos 
que se hable mal de Esparia.80 (my emphasis) 

On February 16th, 1840, Spain and Ecuador signed the Tratado de 

Reconocimiento, Paz y Amistad entre el Ecuador y Espana, whereby Spain 

recognized the Republic of Ecuador as an independent nation. This however, did 

not mean an end to the links between both nations. With some exceptions81
, the 

relations between Spain and Ecuador have been continuous since 

Independence. Spain has acted as the mediator in the Ecuador-Peru conflicts on 

numerous occasions (1887, 1904, 1995, 1998, 1999). Ecuador was the second 

Latin American country after Mexico to restart peace negotiations with Spain 

( 1840), and the second after Colombia to create a Spanish Academy of 

Language under the auspice of the one in Spain. It was one of the few countries 

80 Robert Michels, 1932. Et. al. Ribes Borreg6n (1951:326). Ribes Borreg6n, Vicente. 
1951. Emigraci6n Espanola a America. Vigo: Premio Nacional Marua. 

81 Spain did not negotiate with Ecuador during the presidency of Juan Jose Flores in 
Ecuador (1846-1850). Years later, in 1864, Spain's intervention to take over of the Chinchas 
islands on the Peruvian coast, resulted in a crisis in Spain's relations with Ecuador. Bilateral 
relations were also weak in 1976, immediately after Franco's dictatorship in Spain, and due to the 
economic crisis and the slow recovery of political initiative concentrated in the democratic 
transition. , 
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that voted against Spain's exclusion from the U.N. (1946) and one of the first to 

establish an lnstituto de Cultura Hispanics. 

Many of these initiatives were responses to the ideology of Hispanidad, 

which aimed to create a supranational Spanish sentiment in Latin America. As a 

national movement, Hispanidad rests on totalizing and exclusionary practices 

that underlie colonial relations between Spain and Ecuador. 

During the late colonial period, the cities of Spanish America were at the 

center of the Bourbon reforms and the loci for new discourses of independence 

from Spain. The Bourbon measures affected the questions of birth and race, 

specifically the Royal Pragmatic Marriages Law and the increased mobility of the 

illegitimate and racially mixed. Elites felt urged to discriminate against the urban 

poor because linking racial mixture with illegitimacy was turning increasingly 

difficult. The growing numbers of poor Spaniards in the city and a significant 

group of mulattos and mestizos who were 'almost white' were perceived as a 

growing threat82
. The discourse of liberation and modernization reformulated the 

relation between place, ethnicity and gender in many colonial cities, including 

Quito and Guayaquil, marked by a defensive tightening of the social hierarchies 

during the 18th century. 

Chatterjee's book Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World may be 

taken as representative of the colonial position on the question of nationalism. He 

argues that the independent movements appropriated the discourse of the 

82 Twinam (1999:13) 1999. Public Lives. Private Secrets. Gender, Honor, Sexuality And 
Illegitimacy in Colonial Spanish America. Stanford: Stanford University Press. Vertovec, Steven. 
1999. 'Conceiving and researching transnationalism'. Ethnic and Racial Studies, 22(2): 447-462. 
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European Enlightenment, perpetuating the colonial relations and the European 

discourse of domination in Latin American nationalisms. The ideology of 

Hispanidad was one of the discourses of independence and it fueled the 

construction of Latin American nationalisms. 

In Ecuador, Hispanidad shaped the construction of Ecuatorianidad. The 

ideals of Hispanidad took a stronghold of the more conservative sectors of the 

population, especially in the 19th century, in the period immediately after 

Ecuador's independence from Spain. Its aim was the creation of an imagined 

transatlantic family, community and race conformed by the peoples of Latin 

America who shared a history with Spain. Under the spiritual tutelage of Spain, 

Hispanidad sought to strengthen the supranational community of Spaniards and 

Latin Americans. The axis of this movement was /a cultura, in defense of a 

common identity, which exhorted a common glorious past. As an ideology, 

Hispanidad rested on the cross of four central elements: Catholic religion, 

Castillian language, social hierarchy, and limited recognition of cultural 

contributions other than Spain's83
. The ideology of Hispanidad, in the name of la 

cu/tura, was institutionalized throughout Latin America84
. The State's efforts to 

83 Bustos (2001: 153). 'El hispanismo en el Ecuador in in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria 
Elena (eds.). Ecuador-Espana. Historia y Perspectiva. Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el 
Ecuador/ Archivo Hist6rico del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 150-155. 

84 In Ecuador, over less than two decades: creation of the Biblioteca Hispanica (1946), 
space for the later lnstituto Ecuatoriano de Cultura Hispanica (1949), Convenio Cultural (1953), 
Hispanic scholarship programs starting in 1954, center for Congresos lberoamericanos organized 
from Madrid (1955, 1958), various university and intellectual exchanges, and treaties on the 
promotion of the Spanish language. In the political realm, Spain and Ecuador signed treaties of 
cooperation on the British colony in the Spanish territory of Gibraltar, agreement of dual 
nationality (1964), exemption of visas (1963) and social security (1960). 
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instill a Spanish sentiment in Latin America continue to the present, fueled by 

Spain's strong economic investments in Latin America. 

The discourse of Hispanidad was formulated in totalizing terms. In regards 

to ethnicity, Spanish philosopher Ramiro de Maeztu posits: 

La Hispanidad, desde luego no es una raza ... solo podria aceptarse 
en el sentido de evidenciar que /os espanoles no damos 
importancia a la sangre, ni al color de la pie/, porque lo que 
llamamos raza no esta constituido par aquellas caracteristicas que 
pueden transmitirse a traves de las oscuridades protoplasmaticas, 
sino por aquellas otras que son luz del espiritu, coma el habla y el 
credo. La Hispanidad esta compuesta de hombres de las razas 
blanca, negra, India y Malaya, y sus combinaciones y seria 
absurdo buscar sus caracteristicas par los metodos de la 
etnografla85

. 

This quote reflects the paradox of Hispanidad. Through its emphasis on 

the pillars of la cultura (religion, language and values) this ideology manages to 

create an imagined community that erases ethnic differences and denies the 

ideology of pureza de sangre from the historical record. Maeztu reads race as a 

physical trait rather than as a social construction and does not differentiate it from 

ethnicity. By assuming a common ethnicity, rooted in a common culture, 

exclusion results from imagined inclusion. Contrary to Maeztu's definition, 

Hispanidad rests on gendered and racial foundations. 

Various authors work from the notion that the discourse of nation-states is 

based in the equilibrium of denial and universalization of sexual and racial 

difference86
• The body, certainly in the last 500 years of the Americas, has been 

85 Ramiro de Maeztu, 1938. Et al. Borreg6n Ribes (1951:319) 

86 Balibar (1994), Anthias andYuvall-Davis (1992), Omi and Winant (1994). Et. al. 
Alarc6n, Kaplan and Moallen ( 1999). 
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racialized and sexualized87
• The emerging National identities in Latin America 

during the 19th century worked through the common rejection of the despised 

Other88
. The construction of the mixed national race through mestizaje is bound 

up with the discourse of Hispanidad. As discourses of independence and 

modernity Hispanidad and Mestizaje align the urban center with white mestizos 

and modernity, and the countryside with tradition and lndians89
. According to this 

rationale, elites read mestizaje as a gradual decolonizing process, defined in 

terms of race and color lines. Indigenous women are seemingly trapped in an 

evolutionary dichotomy between Indian and white mestizo. 

Ecuador's national discourse is rooted in the discourse of mestizaje, which 

largely exhorts the similarities between Ecuador and Spain. Hispanidad managed 

to survive through time, taking different forms and preferences, but always 

aligning Spain with modernity and Ecuador with tradition. 

Today, Spain shows a contradictory discourse shifting from an identity of 

Hispanidad rooted in similarities between Spain and Ecuador, to an identity of 

Europeanness rooted in differences between Spain and Ecuador. The end of the 

dictatorship of Franco in 1976 and the democratization of Spain have been 

marked by a double discourse calling for both the integration with Latin America 

and the turn to Europe. At times, this works to create an image of Spain as the 

87 Probyn, Elspeth (1999:66). 'Bloody metaphors and other allegories of the ordinary' In 
Kaplan, C., Alarcon, N. & Moallen, M. 1999. Between Woman and Nation. Nationalisms, 
Transnational Feminisms and the State. Durham: Duke University Press. 

88 Twinam, Anne. 1999. Public Uves. Private Secrets. Gender, Honor, Sexuality and 
I/legitimacy in Colonial Spanish America. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 

89 
Alonso (2003). 'Forging the Iron and Bronze Nation: Mestizaje and the Politics of 

Hybridity in Mexican Official Discourses and Public Culture'. Forthcoming. 
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Latin America's bridge to Europe, and at times Spain's turn to Europe is seen as 

turning the back to Hispanidad. Spain's alignment with Europe is read as an 

alignment with modernity and progress. 

Ecuador, la Patria v los Patriotas 

-Nuestra tierra, vs. 
-Tierra Linda, querida 
-Los nuestros, nuestras costumbres 
-Dias y la familia y seres queridosvs. 
-La tierra que me vi6 nacer, su vs. 
bondad natural 

-Trabajo de menos dinero vs. 

-Singular hermosura, 
calidez de su gente, tranquilidad vs. 
-Pueblo simple, pobre, vs. 
subdesarrollado 
-lngenuidad, ignorancia, torpeza vs. 
-Rebeldes, orgullosos, honrados vs. 
-Dias vs. 

Espana v los espanoles 

tierra ajena, extrana 

vs. ellos, sin costumbres 
soledad, amargura, anoranza 
Espana: endiabladamente dificil 

Mas dinero, pero mas fuerte, mas 
horas y mas gritos. 

dolor, sacrificio y frialdad 
pueblo culto, adinerado 

Desarrollo, ambici6n 
maquinadores, retorcidos 
dinero 

Tradition -- ...., _________ ...., _________ ...., ______ ...., _________ ...., To Modernity _________ ...., 

(All words in the above chart are extracts from both interviews and the letters to El Comercio). 

Latin America and Europe are presented as the opposing ends in the 

tradition-modernity continuum, while Spain oscillates in the middle. As a result, 

immigrants often times describe migrating as a condition for social advancement: 

"aqui tienes posibilidades de crecer tanto intelectual como moralmente" (Miriam), 

or "vivir en Espana significa: demostrar que has aprendido, que buenas 

costumbres tienes, que capacitado estas para convivir en una cultura distinta y 

enfrentar retos" (Cumanda). Framed in colonial relationships, the image of Spain 

as Latin America's access to culture persists: 
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En los veinticinco alias desde la reimplantaci6n de la monarquia 
constitucional, la sociedad espaf\ola ha dado un vuelco de 
modemidad, de dinamismo a su economia y a sus instituciones y a 
sus potencialidades. Esta Espana renovada, segura de si misma, 
ha recuperado su interes en America Latina luego de decadas de 
distanciamiento y se ha transformado, como era previsible, no 
solamente en el puente de nuestra regi6n con Europa, sino en 
contrat>oarte individual y activa de los principales paises de la 
regi6n . 

Spain today is dangerously balanced between the supranational 

discourses of Hispanidad and Europeidad. In the former, Spain is part of the 

imagined community of all so-called Spanish speaking countries, whereas in the 

latter Spain stands by the imagined community of Europe. Both supranational 

discourses are key to the construction of Ecuadorian transnationalism. 

90 Carri6n Mena (2001: 135). 'Espana en la Polrtica Exterior Ecuatoriana: del Siglo XVI al 
XXI', in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria Elena (eds.). Ecuador-Espana. Historia y Perspectiva. 
Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el Ecuador/ Archivo Hist6rico del Ministerio de Relaciones 
Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 130-135. 
Translation: In the 25 years since the implementation of the Constitutional monarchy, Spanish 
society has experienced a turn to modernity, economic dynamism and political potential and 
growth. This reborn Spain, secure of herself, after decades of distancement, has recuperated her 
interest in Latin America. As could be predicted, Spain has turned into a bridge between our 
region and Europe, and an active presence and individual protagonist in the main countries in the 
region. 
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CHAPTER Ill. Ecuadorian Transnationalism in Spain 

"Sin duda alguna pertenecemos a una raza de 
emigrantes, nuestro pals es el mundo" (Juan)91 

During the 1980s, academics like Arjun Appadurai and Michael Kearney 

argued that transmigration would start a postnationalist period. Today, it is widely 

accepted that immigrants, despite their geographical distance, continue to 

identify with the Nation state, regardless of the transnational processes92
• This 

holds true for Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain. Ana Alonso defines nationalism 

as, "a structure of feeling through the articulation of different modes of 

signification" 93
. Ecuadorian immigrants, despite their distance, define 

themselves as citizens of the Ecuadorian nation. 

The feeling of "we-ness" is a result of processes taking place in both 

Ecuador and in Spain and the involvement of Ecuadorian immigrants in both 

countries. Some immigrants own property in Ecuador and some have kept their 

small family business back home. Most Ecuadorians in Spain have family in 

Ecuador, and they keep constant communication via e-mail and phone. 

Thousands of 'locutorios' (phone offices) have opened all over Madrid, most run 

by the immigrants themselves. These spaces often become true community 

centers, distributing the latest information on migration policies, and offering 

informal assistance to immigrants. 

91 "Without doubt, we belong to a breed of immigrants; our country is the world". 

92 Schiller & Fouron (2001 :30). 

93 Alonso (1994:389). 'The politics of space, time and substance: state formation, 
nationalism, and ethnicty'. In Annual Review of Anthropology, 23: 379-406. 
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Madrid has various travel agencies that cater to the Latin American public, 

and numerous stores and restaurants with Latin American products and dishes 

(See appendix. Illustrations #14-#19). Sometimes Ecuadorians run these 

businesses, but commonly they are initiatives by Dominicans, Colombians and 

Peruvians, the three older migration groups in Madrid from Latin America. 

Sometimes Latin American immigrants from different nationalities work together 

in a group initiative, opening businesses that target the Latin American 

collectives in Madrid as a whole94
. 

Radio stations like OcioLatinoRadio and Radio Pueblo Nuevo cater to the 

Latin American communities in Madrid, as do magazines like Madrid Mestizo, 

Tomuaii, Ocio Latino, La Migra, Ecuador and Silencios (See appendix. 

Illustrations # 12 & #13). The first two address all immigrant populations in 

Madrid, whereas the last three focus on the Ecuadorian populations95
. These 

publications include current bits of national and international news (especially 

news from Latin America), and updated information on immigrant organizations 

and legal proceedings related to the immigrant situation. The first page of 

94 It is impossible to determine whether there is truly a Latin American 'we-feeling'. Most 
of the Ecuadorians I interviewed described themselves as different from other Latin American 
groups (esque /os ecuatorianos somos muy diferentes). The differences of the long history of 
conflict between Peru and Ecuador are maintained in Spain. Amongst the youth with whom I 
worked, I often heard derogatory terms towards Peruvians (Peruchos). A female in-this group 
stopped attending because she had befriended some Peruvian girls in the church reunion and 
was afraid they would not be welcomed by the rest of the group. 

95 
These are all independent initiatives, and therefore their publications do not appear on 

a regular basis. 
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Silencios, regularly includes interviews where immigrants are asked about their 

favorite places in Madrid96
• 

As transnational documents, these magazines also feature news and 

topics that revive Ecuadorians' memory of the homeland. The titles of the 

different sections in the magazine La Migra97 illustrate the significance of memory 

('El buz6n de la memoria', 'El ojo nunca olvida', 'Mi lindo Ecuador'). Other 

sections refer to transnational realities ('Dos hemisferios', 'Miradas cruzadas'), 

the hardships of migration ('Claro/oscuro), and the need to keep communication 

('Comunicandonos mas'). La Migra regularly includes a section on recent 

changes in Ecuador, specifically changes to old buildings and the construction of 

new roads, bridges, etc. ('Cambia, todo cambia'), recipes from the countries of 

origin ('Los platillos') a small section for jokes ('Nuestros caches'), popular 

legends ('El Espiritu de Abya Vala'), and samples of Ecuadorian slang ('El 

diccionario del migrante. Para que mi broder no se olvide sus palabras mas 

bacanas')98
• 

These transnational magazines respond to the immigrants' longing for the 

homeland. It is revealing how, in response to this longing, the magazines 

preference 'light' news (food, jokes, music, legends, trivia facts about the 

country ... ) over serious news coverage of events in Ecuador and Spain. These 

96 Silencios ( #3, 2003). 

97 The name of this magazine shows how Ecuadorians' transnational relations with the 
United States can influence transnational relations in Spain. The term 'la migra', which for 
Ecuadorians in the United States is the U.S. Migration police, is appropriated by Ecuadorians in 
Spain to refer to the collective of Ecuadorian immigrants. 

98 La Migra (#1, 2003) 
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magazines awaken the good memories of Ecuador and create a feeling of 

collective nostalgia. Further in this chapter, I will describe how these feelings of 

nostalgia can impulse immigrants to get politically involved in both Ecuador and 

Spain. 

In politics for instance, various organizations exist both in Spain and in 

Ecuador, especially in Quito and Guayaquil, that support the immigrants abroad. 

Their leaders travel back and forth between Ecuador and Spain to participate in 

negotiations, forums and to serve as representatives of Ecuador's support to the 

immigrants' struggle. After the death of the twelve Ecuadorians in Lorca, 

immigrants' plight for a new regularization process was backed up at home99
. 

While in Spain Ecuadorian immigrants organized public marches, and hunger 

strikes inside churches, in Quito people went out to the streets to show their 

support. 

One of the most recent and salient transnational moments has been the 

terrorist attack in Madrid's train stations last March. Soon after the tragic events, 

El Comercio announced that over fifteen hundred people had arrived to the 

Spanish embassy in Quito: "la embajada de Espana en Quito fue blanco de una 

avalancha de ecuatorianos que buscaban informaci6n sabre la posibilidad de 

que algunos de sus familiares pudieran haber sido alcanzados por los 

atentados"100
• In Ecuador, despite their distance in space and time (eight hours 

time difference between Quito and Madrid), the people, the media and the state 

99 I refererred more extensively to this in Chapter II (section 2.1.) 

100 El Comercio, 'Ecuador condena atentado en Espana' 3/18/04. 
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all lived simultaneously with Spain their concern for the ciudadanos ecuatorianos 

abroad. 

In Ecuador, news runs back and forth between both countries, and most 

Ecuadorian national newspapers have included an immigrant section in their 

paper. In June of 2001, the Ecuadorian newspaper El Comercio started a space 

called 'El Rincon del Migrante', where immigrants can send their letters. A look at 

the immigrants' discourse in these letters helps unveil some of the ways through 

which immigrants overcome distance in space and time101 to become 

transmigrants. Despite their distance from the nation, Ecuadorian immigrants still 

feel they are Ecuadorian citizens. Through their transnational discourse they are 

able to articulate the signification of their nationalism from abroad. 

3.1. Letters to the Nation: an Analysis of Transmigrant Speech Behavior 

Literally translated as 'the immigrant's corner', this space in the national 

newspaper El Comercio, started in June of 2001 and continues to the present. 

Although the printed version of this paper does dedicate a separate section to 

immigration, the space for immigrants' to address their letters and tell their 

stories is available online. 

The letters follow the characteristics of written correspondence. They 

normally start with a salutation to a second person plural ( Queridos compatriotas, 

Ho/a amigos, Ho/a queridos compatriotas, Reciban un cordial saludo, Ho/a 

101 All examples drawn from a sample of forty three letters from this newspaper. I did not 
have to craft a method for random sampling. The letters I used were the first and only letters that 
would open in the newspaper's Website. I copied and pasted the letters onto a word document 
respecting their chronological order. 
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Ecuador, Saludos a Ecuador,, followed by a personal introduction which often 

includes name, and country of location and always includes the time away from 

the geographic boundaries of Ecuador (i.e. Soy ecuatoriano y 1/evo en Madrid 

siete anos, or, me llama Edison y salf de Ecuador hace dos anos). After this 

introduction, authors proceed to describe their attachment and longing for 

Ecuador, which is overwhelmingly preceded by the possessive 'mi' and the 

adjectives 'lindo', 'querido', or both (Mi querido y lindo Ecuador ... ). After this 

evocation to the nation, which ratifies the immigrants' sense of belonging despite 

the distance, the authors bring up some thoughts on the experience of 

immigration, including its hardships and gifts. A list of recommendations to those 

considering the possibility of leaving, followed by messages of courage and 

support to those already migrados, close the body of the letters. Closures vary, 

from sending best regards ( Saludos, Sinceramente, Atentamente, Un saludo, 

Hasta pronto ... ) to more emotionally charged formulas ( Con todo carino, Que 

Dios Jes bendiga ... ), or a new reference to location (Desde Madrid un saludo, 

desde Murcia me despido ... ) and often just closing with words of encouragement 

(Ade/ante!, Caminemos hacia el futuro, Trabajemos y adelante, Tranquilos, 

recuerden que Dios ajusta pero no ahorca ... ) and many close by thanking El 

Comercio once again, for the national space to express themselves (Muchas 

gracias, Muy agradecido, gracias ... ). 
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Benedict Anderson describes the newspaper as "a technical means for 

're-presenting' the kind of imagined community that is the Nation"102
. Immigrants 

understand El Comercio as a virtual space through which to enter the Nation. 

There is a sense of sincere gratitude for the opportunity to allow them to be 

Ecuadorian despite the distance: 

-"A prop6sito, felicidades por este espacio que nos brindan a los ecuatorianos 
que nos encontramos fuera" (Carlos Cando, 08/20/02). 

-"Gracias por damos la oportunidad de expresar nuestras ideas desde la 
distancia" (Cristina Lema, 08/09/02). 

-"Un agradecimiento sincero por la preocupaci6n que tienen por la gente que 
estamos lejos" (07 /27 /02) 

-"Gracias por darnos la oportunidad a los ecuatorianos de participar de 
experiencias de otros migrantes" (Lili, 7/11/02). 

-"El Comercio lo leo todos los dias por medio de la Internet, asi que sigo viviendo 
en mi mente en Ecuador" (Fanny, 14/09/03) 

The national newspaper is a space through which Ecuadorian immigrants 

can exist in the Nation. In the above quotes, there is a clear conscience of we-

ness despite the distance. 

In the letters, Ecuadorian transmigrants employ the terms aca and al/a, 

using the former to refer to the receiving country (Spain) and the latter to the 

country of origin (Ecuador). Aca is where their bodies are, and al/a is the space 

102 Anderson (1983:25) Anderson, Benedict. 1991 [1983). Imagined Communities: 
Reflections of the Origins and Spread of Nationalism. 2nd_ Ed. New York: Verso. 
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their bodies abandoned103
. In order to maintain their nation-ness, the authors 

defragment their bodies: 

-"Mi coraz6n esta en el Ecuador" (anonymous, 04/23/03) 

-"Estamos en pel/ejo ajeno" (Eliana, 04/29/03) 

-"Llevo en el pecho el nombre de Ecuador" (lza, 5/15/03) 

-"No dejare de ser ecuatoriana, esta en mi sangre, en mi a/ma ... "(Malena, 
05/04/03) 

-"Flamante residente espariol pero con el coraz6n ecuatoriano" (Jaime, 05/13/03) 

-"Partimos y rompemos el cord6n umbilical que nos une a lo que consideramos 
nuestro" (Juan, 05/09/03). 

The space in El Comercio becomes the site for them to reunite their cold 

dismembered bodies to the hearts, minds and roots left in Ecuador. Ecuador is 

the heart they lost, the skin they shed, or it is written across their chest and 

running in their blood. This provides a new meaning to the expressions of the 

immigrants' pain. References to el dolor and el sufrimiento de/ emigrante indicate 

the somatic characterization of nostalgia, the result of living in a dismembered 

body. Schiller and Fouron describe nostalgia as a form of amnesia that 

obliterates painful memories and makes it difficult to understand the present 

realities 104
. Migrants fight against this amnesia to legitimate their decision to 

migrate: 

103 I find that the deictics 'aca' and 'alla' are more fluid than their counterparts 'aqui' and 
'alli'. This supports the transnational discourse of Ecuadorian migrants, who rarely employ the 
latter. 

104 Schiller and Fouron (2001:30). 
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No era un mal suelio, eran realidades palpables que me lanzaron a 
vivir una cultura diferente a la que respeto pero que no es la mia" 
(Fanny, 04/16/03) 

But the shared feeling of nostalgia can also provide hopes and 

expectations that connect immigrant's daily lives to a better future in Ecuador. 

Nostalgia makes it possible for the Nation agents, to hold a nationalist position 

that "thinks" in terms of historical destinies, where fellowships are imagined and 

futures are dreamed105
. Ecuadorians in Spain engage in activities to reunite their 

bodies (letters, participation in Ecuadorian organizations in Spain, phone 

conversations, etc), but this is only fully possible through the restoration of 

Ecuador's economy. The letters show this forward-looking conception of the 

nation, with references to dreams, illusions and the common destiny of those 

who left with those who stay: 

-" ... nuestras existencias [of those who stayed and those who left] deben ser 
como dos vidas semejantes que viajan paralelas buscando nuestro destino" 
(Juan, 08/21/02). 

-" ... por nuestro oro y nuestro petr61eo, por nuestras Islas Galapago y por sobre 
todo por nuestra gente, mejoremos nuestra 6ptica y caminemos hacia el futuro" 
(Patricio, 07/31/02) 

-" ... trabajemos y adelante!I!" (anonymous, 07/18/02). 

-" ... queramos a nuestro palsy trabajemos para producir mas para un feliz 
regreso ... " (Elizabeth, 07/13/01) 

-" ... no podemos perder la esperanza ni dejar de luchar por nuestros objetivos" 
(Veronica, 07/27/02) 

-" ... espero realmente el momenta de regresar a mi Ecuador" (Edison, 07/12/02). 

-" ... que Dias nos ayude en nuestros planes para el futuro ... " (Marco,04/7/03). 

105 Anderson (1983: 143). 
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In this feeling of common destiny, the transmigrant identity emerges as an 

in-between, actively living in two nations, but placing the present as a bridge 

between the past and the future, both in Ecuador. The family they left behind, 

Ecuador, and God are all part of the common project. Being of the immigrant 

collective ''we" does not result in a loss of patriotic feeling, much on the contrary: 

"el motivo de esta carta es para que continuen ayudandonos a 
mantenernos de una manera u otra atados a nuestro pedacito de 
sue/o americano, y decir con fuerza de lo orgullosos que nos 
sentimos de ser ecuatorianos; ya que para los que estamos aca, 
masque nunca crece nuestro patriotismo" (Manuel, 09/24/03). 

The patriotismo that Manuel feels creates a new definition of 

Ecuatorianidad, different from the ideologies of Hispanidad and Mestizaje. 

Manuel's patriotismo relies exhorts the value and pride (orgullo) of tradition over 

modernity, thus challenging the ideology of Hispanidad. The immigrants' 

patriotismo does not depart from the discourse of Hispanidad, but from the 

differential factors between Ecuador and Spain. The result is the emergence of a 

new definition of we-ness. 

Schiller and Fouron (2001) describe "the energizing impulse of nostalgia', 

whereby feelings of we-ness translate into political projects in the nation state. 

The we-feeling of immigrants as Ecuadorians translates into concrete actions in 

both Ecuador and Spain. At present, Ecuadorian immigrants are trying to obtain 

the right to vote in the Ecuadorian elections. Ecuadorian immigrants defend this 

right based on their economic contribution to the country and their ties to 
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Ecuador through family and property106
. At the same time, they are involved in 

political action to obtain citizen status in Spain and vote in municipal and local 

elections. Ecuadorian immigrants act as citizens in both countries. They 

perceive they should have the right to choose their political leaders and act 

accordingly. 

Ecuadorians act as citizens of Ecuador, attempting to have an effect, 

despite their physical distance, on Ecuador's economy and politics. At times the 

immigrants' definition of 'we-ness' draws from the ideology of Hispanidad and 

helps to reinforce it. For instance, Ecuadorian immigrants' political actions serve 

to support what Schiller and Fouron term the apparent state. The term apparent 

state occurs when people around the world still regard their own countries as 

sovereign and blame their country's disastrous conditions solely to the corruption 

of their political leaders 107
. According to the aforementioned authors, the 

construct of the apparent state translates into the idea of a natural incapacity of 

Ecuadorians to govern, erasing the global forces acting behind the scenes. In a 

letter to El Comercio, Alex, an Ecuadorian immigrant living in Spain, states how 

the problem in Ecuador is the backward mentality of its people, him included. He 

calls for a "cambio de mentalidad": 

Un cambio de mentalidad a esa escala es muy complicado, pero si 
este pais, Espana, despues de su aislamiento que mantuvo por 
decadas al mundo exterior par su nefasta dictadura franquista, 
pudo resurgir en tan solo veinticinco alios de democracia real, y 
logr6 ubicarse en el sitial en el que esta, Por qua no podemos 

106 Remittances are the second form of income in Ecuador, followed by oil. Only in 1999 
remittances rose to more than 1,200 million dollars. 

101 Schiller & Fouron (2001: 215). 
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hacerlo nosotros? Por que no hemos podido hacerlo? Facil, por 
nuestra mentalidad. (Alex, 06/08/02) 

This quote marks the separation between Spaniards and Ecuadorians, but in a 

way that fosters the racial discourse of Hispanidad and the need to learn from 

Spain how to become a modern nation. While this 'nationalist self-deprecation' 

can reinforce the ideology of Hispanidad, and the feeling of dependence on 

Spain, it also sets boundaries between members of the Ecuadorian government 

and the Ecuadorian people. In the letters to El Comercio, immigrants place 

themselves as a collective "we" that includes all other Ecuadorians who suffer 

from the corruption of the government. Corrupt politicians are held as the sole 

responsible for the Ecuadorian crises and the creation of a migrant nation: 

Soy una mas de tantas personas que debido a la sinverguenceria y 
la corrupci6n de unos cuantos ladrones vestidos con corte casimir, 
maletin y corbata, he debido empreder el via crucis del auto-exilio. 
(Estrella, 04/07/02). 

The notion of transnationalism refashions spatial-temporal boundaries to create 

the sense of 'we-ness' inside and outside the geographical borders of the nation. 

Ecuadorian immigrants construct a double sense of identity as both Ecuadorian 

citizens and Ecuadorian migrants. 
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3.2. NosOtros con VosOtros 

La historia del Ecuador independiente ofrece muchos puntos de contacto con la 
nuestra ... sin embargo, no deben ser los siglos pasados los que atraigan nuestra 
atenci6n ... Hagamos votos por que nuestros paises consoliden unas relaciones 
bilaterales acordes con sus respectivas situaciones en el mundo actual y con sus 
irrenunciables vinculos y raices comunes. (Juan Carlos I, 1995)108 

A response to the terrorist attacks in Madrid, the article entitled, 

'Solidaridad con Espana' expressed the extreme feeling of solidarity coming from 

"los ecuatorianos desde la mitad del mundo". The author, an Ecuadorian 

journalist for El Comercio, reminded the nation that, "debemos a Espana la fe, el 

idioma, el sentido trascendente de la vida y una parte crucial del caudal de 

nuestra sangre". Deeply moved, he exhorted Ecuadorians to remember the 

words of the famous hispanista Montalvo, who he quotes: 

"El pensar a lo grande, el sentir a lo animoso, el obrar a lo justo, en 
nosotros son de Espana; y si hay en la sangre de nuestras venas 
algunas gotas purpurinas, son de Espana" .... recordando la 
acogida que ahora, en hist6ricos aportes, da a casi 300,000 de 
nuestros compatriotas, no podemos sino enviar al Gobierno 
espatiol y su oueblo, en esta hora de pesadumbre, nuestro amor y 
solidaridad"10

~. 

The boundary maintaining discourse described in the letters of immigrants to El 

Comercio, suddenly moves from an Ecuadorian we-ness to a larger sense of we-

ness under the ideology of Hispanidad. 

108 Et. al. Calvo-Sotelo (2001: 125): "The history of independent Ecuador offers many 
points of contact with our own history ... however, we should not focus our attention on past 
centuries ... let's make a commitment to consolidate the bilateral relations between our countries 
according to each of our respective situations in the world today, and our undeniable links and 
shared rootsn. 

109 El Comercio, 'Solidaridad con Espana'. 4/15/04: Our big thoughts, our lively feelings, 
and fair behavior we owe to Spain. The few drops purple drops in our blood stream are also from 

· Spain ... keeping in mind Spain's welcoming of over 300,000 of our fellow citizens, the least we 
can do in this time of grief is send our love and solidarity to the Spanish government and people. 
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Ecuadorian transnationalism is framed, to a great extent, in the ideology of 

Hispanidad. Many immigrants described their preference for migrating to Spain 

as based on the constituents of Hispanidad: language, religion and values. To 

support the immigrant plight, Ecuadorian immigrants appropriate the discourse of 

Hispanidad, sometimes reproducing it, and other times challenging it. 

The discourse of Hispanidad resurrects with new energy in key moments, 

at both the levels of the State and the people. The most salient example of 

renewed Hispanidad were the terrorist attacks of March 11th in Madrid. With the 

title "Nos han matado a todos ... " a representative of the Ecuadorian organization 

in Spain Ecuador Llaktakaru, expressed the horror of the massacre, and the 

sincere solidarity: "sintiendonos estrechamente herrnanados en su dolor y 

angustia" (my emphasis). His message ends with a motion for Ecuadorian 

citizenship in both Spain and Ecuador: "convocamos a la comunidad 

ecuatoriana, alla donde resida, para que exprese su dolor y rechazo participando 

activamente en las manifestaciones que la ciudadania convoque en repulsa y 

duelo"110
. F.E.N.A.D.E.E. (Federacion Nacional de Asociaciones de Ecuatorianos 

en Espana) also made a national call to join demonstrations against the violence. 

The Ecuadorian government was quick to express to the public its concern 

for the Ecuadorian citizens abroad, addressing the pain of the Ecuadorian 

people, united to the Spanish through blood and historic bonds. The Spanish 

110 El Comercio, 'Secci6n del Migrante', 3/11/04 
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government responded conceding the residency to the victims of the attacks and 

their immediate family111
. 

On other occassions, immigrant activism denounces Spain's amnesia to 

Ecuador's good hispanidad in welcoming the Spanish immigrants of the Civil 

War: 

'Parece que el dolor de miles de esparioles exiliados durante la 
Guerra Civil y los emigrantes econ6micos de los arios setenta pasa 
desapercibido; que la forma como se recibieron a los esparioles en 
America, practicamente es asunto olvidado112

. 

Ecuadorian immigrants, in their plight for transnational citizenship made 

decisions and engage in activities that both reproduce Hispanidad and denounce 

its contradictions. The contradictions suffice when the State discourses of 

Hispanidad in both Ecuador and Spain do not respond to the immigrants' life 

experiences in the new transnational space. These incongruences result in the 

reaction against the collective 'we-ness' of Hispanidad and the turn to a 'we-ness' 

of ecuatorianidad113
• The interpretations and unfolding of Ecuadorian 

transmigration rest, to a great extent, on gendered constructions of the Nation, 

the Ecuadorian citizen and the Ecuadorian immigrant. 

111 
This was extended to all affected immigrants, regardless of nationality (El Mundo 

03/13/04) El Comercio (03/13/04) 

112 Jimenez Zabala, Raul. 'No miren la paja en el ojo ajeno' El Comercio (20/09/01): It 
seems as if the pain of the exiled Spaniards and economic immigrants during the Spanish Civil 
War has been overlooked; that the way the Spaniards were received in Latin America is forgotten 
in the past. 

113 This lower case ecuatorianidad is counter to capitalized Ecuatorianidad. The latter 
refers to the Ecuador's National discourse, which as previously explained, shares its roots with 
Hispanidad. 
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CHAPTER IV - Gendered Constructions: Nation, Citizen and Migrant. 

Women have been widely described as the bearers of culture, the 

reproducers of tradition, of religion and ideologies. They reproduce the group 

biologically and they are symbols of the nation and/or ethnic group 
114

• Floya 

Anthias (2000) describes how women have been used as reproducers of good 

citizens, embodiments of modernity, associated with notions of women's 

emancipation, or to embodiments of tradition, associated with notions of family 

values. 

Hispanidad and Ecuatorianidad, both embedded in the myth of modernity, 

are deeply intertwined with racialized and gendered constructions of the Nation. 

In the ideology of Hispanidad and Ecuatorianidad, women appear as tropes of 

the modem nation and culture. A transnational analysis turns attention to the 

gendered construction of Nation, Citizen and Immigrant. 

Women have been used as symbols to represent Hispanidad, Mother 

Nation Spain, and the Indigenous reality. Instead, the citizen and the immigrant 

are both constructed as male. The first section of this chapter looks at some of 

the ways in which women have embodied the ideology of Hispanidad. These 

representations shed light on the gendered and racialized constructions of 

Nationhood. This chapter calls for the need to historicize the representations of 

the Ecuadorian woman through time, and raises questions about constructions of 

the Ecuadorian immigrant woman in Spain. 

114 Anthias (2000:31). Anthias, Floya. 2000. 'Metaphors of Home: Gendering New 
Migrations to Southern Europe' in Anthias, F. and Lazaridis, G. (eds.) Gender and Migration in 
Southern Europe: Woman on The Move. Oxford: Berg. Pp15-47. 
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The second section of the chapter looks at the simultaneous constructions 

of Spain as Motherland and Step-motherland as related to national ideologies of 

Hispanidad and Europeidad respectively. Finally, I look at the predominance of 

androcentric representations of migration between Ecuador and Spain and 

conclude that there are material incentives to silencing women's migration. 

Ecuador can promote the image of the male immigrant and blame the country's 

problems on the female immigrant. Spain, on the other hand, can justify the focus 

of migration laws on the male immigrants while meeting the demands for 

domestic workers. Rather than a thorough analysis of the gendered constructions 

of 'nation', 'citizen' and 'migrant', the aim of this chapter is to posit the importance 

of this kind of analysis, give some examples of how it applies to the Ecuadorian 

women's experiences as immigrants in Spain, and point at directions for future 

study. 

4.1. Embodying Hispanidad: Hispano-lbero-Americanas in Madrid 

Transnational spaces and transmigration between Spain and Ecuador are 

framed in colonial relations, starting in the sixteenth century and continuing to the 

present. Today is not the first time that Ecuadorian women have arrived in Spain. 

Since the 16th century people, ideas and goods moved between Spain and 

Ecuador, creating important transnational networks, especially between the 

coastal region of Ecuador and the Southern regions of Spain. Men and women 

moved between both countries for economic, political and personal reasons. 
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At the turn of the century most of the women who came from Latin 

America to Spain belonged to the higher and intellectual classes. These elite 

women were essential to the ideology of Hispanidad. They organized 

fundraisers and founded groups for the promotion of la cultura . 

This discourse of Hispanidad intensified in 1892 with the celebration of the 

centenary of 'discovery of America'. According to Patricio Guerra (2003), this 

year marked a period of renewed feelings of common destiny between Ecuador 

and Spain. One of the most salient outcomes of this renewed feelings of 

Hispanidad, coincidentally, were the creations of various women associations, 

such as the Liga lntemacional de Mujeres lbericas e Hipanoamericanas, and 

Cruzada de Mujeres Espana/as. Especifically in Ecuador, president Julio Tobar 

Donoso started the Circulo Femenino Hispanico. Twenty-nine Ecuadorian 

women conformed this group, whose first president was the wife of the Consul of 

Ecuador in Seville 115
. 

In 1952 Eliana Valero, from Venezuela, called women to attend the fifth 

International Congress of 'mujeres lbero-hispanoamericanas' in Madrid: 

... En Espana ha sonado ya la hora de la mujer, y con los brazos 
abiertos y el coraz6n a flor de piel, esperamos a nuestras 
hermanas americanas y latinas, para fundir en un abrazo fraternal 
los nobles idea/es feministas de humanidad, patria y 
cu/tura ... Acudid al Congreso con entusiasmo, para que el congreso 
de nuestra Liga sea algo tan brillante y transcendental como 
merece la idea que nos guia; porque la Liga Internacional de 
Mujeres lbericas e Hispanoamericanas es lo mas noble que existe, 
labora solo por la patria y la humanidad. 116 (my emphasis). 

115 Patricio Guerra, Manuel (2003: 161). 
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The discourse of Hispanidad opened spaces for women. Belonging to 

these groups was a way of attaining social recognition. The women who ascribed 

to Hispanidad carried the connotations of 'modernity', and could benefit from this. 

However, embedded in the State's definition of women, this discourse of 

Hispanidad also worked to further exclude indigenous women. In order to have 

access to la cultura, these women from the higher classes are set against the 

image of the indigenous woman. 

As late as 1994, the Community of Madrid published a book on these 

'distinguished' women, entitled Mujeres Hispanoamericanas en Madrid (1800-

1936)117. Only the first fifteen pages cover the period before 1892 and well over 

half of the book describes the presence of Hispanas in Madrid post 1892, the 

year that marked a renewed commitment to Hispanidad. The descriptions of 

these women call attention for their focus on the physical appearance and 

construction of the Hispana - Other. One woman is described as beautiful and in 

her black eyes "donde reverbera el fuego tropical que le di6 vida". Olga Briceno, 

a Venezuelan writer, is described as "una de esas americanitas nuestras 

trasplantadas a Europa, que sin perder el aire nativo, un aire lanquido, dulz6n y 

116 Et. al. Martinez Gomez & Mejras Alonso, (1994:93). Martinez G6mez, Juana and 
Mejras Alonso, Almudena.1994.Hispanoamericanas En Madrid (1800-1936). Madrid: Direcci6n 
General de la Mujer. 
Translation: "In Spain, the time for women has come. We await our American and Latin sisters 
with open arms and a warm heart to blend together into the fraternal hug of the feminist ideals of 
humanity, fatherland, and culture ... Arrive to the congress with enthusiasm, so that our League 
may represent the brilliance and transcendence of our guiding principle; for the International 
league of Iberian and Hispanic American women is the most noble there is, and works for the 
only interest of the fatherland and humanity·. 

117 Martinez G6mez & Mejras Alonso (1994) 
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cadencioso de danza tropical, se asimilan a la elegancia de otras civilizaciones" 

(my emphasis). Physically, she is "morenita y aromada, coma el fruto del capuli, 

parecia una estatua griega modelada con barro de las lndias espaliolas"118
• The 

Indigenous presence is restricted to the eyes, skin and sensuality of these Latin 

American women, the Hispanoibero-americanas. 

The talent of these women is that they are able to make their erotic bodies 

fit in the civilized modern world: Spain. Their portrayal as representations of 

Greek statues hyperbolizes their ascription to la cultura and marks their distance 

from the 'savage'. Their Hispanidad allows them to display the elegancia of other 

civilizations. The illustration bellow is the cover page of the magazine Uni6n 

lbero-americana, specifically for the year 1892: 

118 Et. al. Martinez G6mez & Mejias Alonso, (1994:155). 
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The Uni6n is represented with the figure of a woman, who resembles 

indeed, a Greek statue. Above her head are two globes, each representing a 

world, the Old and the New World. The laying out of the maps from left to right 

starts with Spain, just like the term Hispano-iberoamericana. Both worlds are set 

against a background of palm and chesnut vegetable motifs, wrapped in the 

constituent elements of Hispanidad: industria, religi6n, ciencia, arte, literatura, 

idioma and comercio. The latter brings to the fore the intertwining of value 

(economic in this case) with processes of identity construction. The mujer 

hispanoibero-americana, as she is often referred to, carries an olive branch in 

her left hand, like the dove that announced the end of the floods to Noah 119
. 

This Neoclassic Hispanic-Iberian-American woman does not have much in 

common with the majority of Ecuadorian women arriving to Madrid today. Her 

physical traits and access to la cultura allow her to move at the pace with 

modernity and sets her against the Latin American woman of indigenous 

appearance, who is constructed as traditional, backward, and unable to 

assimilate. 

One is left wondering the reasons that would motivate the municipal 

government of Madrid to fund such a project in 1994. Perhaps its initial intention 

was to publish it on 1992 in commemoration for the centenary of the 'discovery of 

America', but this is just a speculation. What is certainly true is that the women 

the book describes have little in common with Latin American immigration 

119 Olive trees are also a symbol of Spain and the Mediterranean cultures. 
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arriving to Spain since the start of the 1990s, much less with migration arriving in 

the last few years from Ecuador. 

The female body continues to represent the ideology of Hispanidad. Last 

summer, Ecuador was declared the future center for the celebrations of the Miss 

Universe contest. This was 'big' news in both the immigrant, Spanish and 

Ecuadorian media. In a picture in the immigrant magazine Ecuador, Miss 

Ecuador stands by Miss Venezuela. Their physical appearance holds a strong 

resemblance with the women in the picture described above. The pride of 

Ecuadorian immigrants in the internationality of 'Miss Ecuador' and her use as 

representation of the country and all its women, evidences how Europeanness 

continues to be valued and promoted in the national discourse. 

However, Ecuadorian women also react against the national image of the 

Ecuadorian woman, and offer alternative definitions counter to the ideology of 

Hispanidad. Ecuadorian immigrants arriving to Spain today do not meet the 

requirements of the Greek Latin American goddesses, nor are they constructed 

as the crusaders and envoys of a second mestizaje in the Iberian peninsula. 

Many women, well aware of this, were also discontent with this phenomenon. 

They felt the media only portrayed irrelevant aspects of Ecuador. The racialized 

and gendered constructions of Hispanidad and Ecuatorianidad underlie much of 

the experiences of Ecuadorian women in the transnational space today. 
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4.2. Spain: From Madre Patria to Madrastra. 

Under the ideology of Hispanidad, Spain has been constructed as the 

motherland. This serves to frame Ecuador's demands for Spain's assistance, and 

justifies Spain's growing investments in Ecuador. At the same time, it serves to 

maintain the hierarchical position of both countries with respect to one another: 

Desvanecidos los antiguos recelos, y calmadas las pasiones del 
periodo de las hostilidades, al recuperar la vieja Espana el afecto 
de los pueblos que nutri6 con su sangre y anim6 con su a/ma, es 
llegada la hara de reconocer en todo su inmenso valor la mision 
diplomatica llevada a feliz termino por las legiones de obreros, que 
viviendo en espiritu en su Patria ausente y fecundando con su 
esfuerzo las tierras cubiertas y pobladas de sus antepasados, 
mantenian la comunidad de intereses materiales y morales de 
aquella y de estas, ungiendo su obra de Concordia con el 6/eo 
santificante del trabajo que vigoriza todo lo que toca, hasta triunfar 
de la acci6n corruptora de las malas pasiones" .120 (my emphasis). 

Much of the transnational discourse departs from the contradictions 

between the ideology of Hispanidad and the mystique of Spain as motherland 

vis-a-vis the lived experiences of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain. Spain is 

tangled in a double discourse of Hispanidad vs. Europeidad. Ecuadorians are 

embedded in the former, but excluded in the latter. Accordingly, Spain turns into 

the Other (La Madrastra) vis-a-vis Europeidad, but becomes the Madre Patria 

vis-a-vis Hispanidad. 

120 Et. al. Ribes Borreg6n (1951: 320): "Now the old mistrusts have vanished, and the 
passions from periods of hostilities are appeased. Old Spain has regained the affection of the 
peoples it nurtured with its blood and encouraged with its soul. The time has come to recognize, 
the full value of the joyous diplomatic mission of the legions of workers, who arrive carrying their 
absent motherland in their souls. With their hard work they fertilize the land of their ancestors, 
and maintain the material and moral interests of both lands. Their reconciliatory mission is 
redeemed with the holly oil of their work, which revitalizes everything it touches and triumphs over 
the destructiveness of bad passions" (my translation). 
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In the news, pictures from the demonstrations against the immigrant Law 

reform of 2001 show people holding up banners that read: "Espana, acoge a tus 

hijos", "Espana, te queremos. Concedenos el permiso para trabajar" and 

"Espana, necesitamos tu apoyo"121
. These messages are calling directly for the 

responsibility of the Madre Patria (Spain) to serve its Ecuadorian sons and 

daughters. 

Often times, the Spanish state appears to privilege Ecuadorians over 

other immigrants (Le.Plan de Retomo Vo/untario)- if not in concrete actions, 

definitely in discourse. The discourse of Hispanidad underlies employers' 

discourse about their preference for hiring Ecuadorian immigrants over 

Moroccans, Gipsies, and/or immigrants from East Europe. The general 

perception is that, as Hispano-iberoamericanos, Ecuadorians speak Spanish, 

they are Catholics, and they hold true values, including the stoic attitude towards 

hard conditions and labor. These traits are seen as outcomes of Ecuador's 

121 In order of appearance, these banners were in photographs for articles in the 
Ecuadorian newspapers, "La Opinion, 11/01/01; La Hora, 20/01/01; El Comercio (23/01/01). 
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shared history with Spain. In addition to the Iberian elements, their indigenous 

blood is perceived as the component that makes them hardy, docile and quiet, 

earning them the name amongst employers of "los ponys". The overlap of 

Spanish values with colonial representations of the Indigenous Other, constructs 

Ecuadorians as the dependants of Spain and justifies their representations as 

childlike, victims, and innocent or, the opposites: unable to control themselves, 

impulsive and stubborn. 

Sometimes immigrants' attempts to trigger feelings of Hispanidad in the 

Spanish government and people, call to the historical responsibility of Mother 

Spain to Latin America and denounce Spain's failure to ascribe to the ideology of 

Hispanidad: 

Espana debe ubicarse equitativamente por una soluci6n 
humanitaria; debe dar una mirada hacia atras y reconocer el "error 
hist6rico" que signific6 el viaje de Col6n a las lndias. Hacerlo no es 
diflcil y asi lo asumieron los alemanes ante el genocidio nazi y el 
mismo Papa ante las cruzadas religiosas y la lnquisici6n. No se 
puede continuar hablando de los paises de America, como 
iberoamericanos, hispanoparlantes, solamente en el Dia de la 
Hispanidad o justificar sus lazos culturales en otros temas, hasta 
cierto punto insignificantes como la participaci6n en certamenes de 
belleza o artisticos 122

. 

Under Hispanidad, Spain is described as "generosa difusora" and "Madre 

Patria"123
. Much of the discourse of Hispanidad has historically relied on 

122 Jimenez Zabala, Raul.' Tan dificil es la integraci6n de los inmigrantes?' (El Comercio, 
01/08/01): "Spain must find the balance and lean to a humanitarian solution; it must turn to look at 
the past and admit the 'historical error' of the journey of Columbus to the Indies. It is not hard to 
do. The Germans assumed their responsibility for the nazi genocide and even the pope took 
responsibility for the religious crusades and of the Inquisition. It is not acceptable to refer to Latin 
American countries as lberoamerican and Spanish speaking only in the the Day of Hispanidad. It 
is not acceptable to base cultural links between Latin America and Spain solely on things as 
irrelevant as beauty contests and art exhibits. (My translation). 
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transnational relations between Spain and Ecuador. These became particularly 

strong in the years of the Spanish Civil War124
. The national discourse of the 

suffering of the Madre Patria, invigorated the sentiment of Hispanidad. But most 

of all, the Civil War meant new arrivals of Spanish immigrants. 

4.3. The Male: citizen and immigrant 

The political situation in Spain had some effects on Ecuador's political 

arena. During the Spanish Civil War, the Ecuadorian population, including 

Spanish residents in Ecuador, took sides. Ayala Mora (2003) states that Spain 

was a referent for ideological definitions in Ecuador125
• The Ecuadorian Socialist 

Party overtly supported the Spanish republicans. According to Ayala Mora 

however, the strongest influence of the Spanish Civil War on Ecuador was the 

confrontation it fueled in Ecuador between Church and laity. According to Ayala 

Mora, Franco's insurrection became for many Ecuadorians a symbol of the 

defense of Christianity against the barbaric. This goes a par with constructions 

123 Et. al. Ribes Borreg6n (1951: 320). 

124 The Spanish Civil War had a strong effect all over Latin America, including Ecuador. 
It became an ideological referent in the Ecuadorian political scene. The Uni6n Nacionalista was 
founded in Guayaquil (1938) as an organ of the Falange Espanola Tradicionalista (F.E.T.) and 
the Juntas de Ofensiva Nacional Sindicalista (J.O.N.S.). Women founded the Secci6n Femenina 
de Guayaquil, in support for these nationalist groups. At the end of the war, solemn masses were 
celebrated in Guayaquil, Quito and Cuenca. (Alou Forner (2001. 'La Guerra Civil Espanola y Su 
lmpacto en las Espanoles del Ecuador' in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria Elena (eds.). Ecuador 
-Espana. Historia y Perspectiva. ·Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el Ecuador/ Archivo 
Hist6rico del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 186-189). 

125 Ayala Mora, Enrique. 2001. 'La Guerra Civil Espanola y los Socialistas 
Ecuatorianos' in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria Elena (eds.). Ecuador-Espana. Historia y 
Perspectiva. Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el Ecuador/ Archive Hist6rico del Ministerio 
de Relaciones Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 184-85. 
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of Spanish immigrants to Ecuador, who are described as the 'crusaders' of 

Hispanidact. 

Debe tenerse en cuenta que el emigrante desempelia un papel tan 
destacado en la Hispanidad, que bien mereceria la preocupaci6n 
necesaria para convertir a cada uno de los que marchan no solo en 
el mas apto de los vehfculos, sino tambien en un autentico cruzado 
de la Hispanidad126

• (My emphasis). 

The sons of Spain include her immigrants, who are represented as 

"pobres, humildes y tenaces negociadores de las nuevas alianzas 

hispanoamericanas", and "sold ados pacificos de la reconquista moral". Although 

I did not find a good description of the politics of Spanish immigrants to Ecuador 

at the time, the official discourse shows a preference for the ideals of the Falanga 

(Franco), which results in the strengthening of the discourse of Hispanidad. 

Following the steps of their Conquistador forefathers, Spanish immigrants 

are believed to bring to Latin America a new injection of cultura, which runs right 

along the ideology of blanqueamiento. In the history of migration between Spain 

and Ecuador, the protagonists are the immigrant founding fathers, who conceive 

the mestizo man, whereas the females remain as symbols of the nation and 

means for the reproduction of its traditions. 

Transnationalism therefore is also framed under the ideologies of 

Mestizaje and Hispanidad, maintaining the binary modern white Spain vs. 

bakward Indian Ecuador. Today, in what some refer to as a second mestizaje, 

126 Ribes Borreg6n (1951): "We must count on the important role of the immigrant in 
Hispanidad. It is so important that it well deserves the efforts to make each of those who leave 
Spain, not only its adequate vehicles, but also authentic crusaders of Hispanidad'. 
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the male Spanish immigrant arriving to Ecuador has been replaced by the female 

Ecuadorian immigrant arriving to Spain. 

Despite this gender reversal, the androcentric representation of the citizen 

and immigrant continues to define migration between both countries today. The 

Ecuadorian immigrant is configured, both in Ecuador and Spain, as a 

breadwinner and father. This is particularly revealing given Ecuadorian women's 

role as pioneers of migration to Spain and their notorious majority. 

I find that the androcentric representation of the immigrant, can work as a 

strategy to justify migration and keep the flow of immigrants between both 

nations. To secure the flow of remittances into Ecuador, the Ecuadorian states 

constructs male immigrants as Messiahs, while quieting the contributions of the 

female workers: 

Vienen a la mente al unisono las imagenes de nuestra clase 
politica, emperiada en convencernos de ser los 'Mesias' que el 
pueblo necesita para salir de la crisis, que en muchos casos, son 
ellos mismos los precursors de tanto desastre (Alex, 06/08/22) 127

• 

Thus, in the State discourse, the male Ecuadorian immigrant is described 

as a brave father on a journey to save the family and the country at large. In 

contrast, the female Ecuadorian immigrant is blamed for abandoning the country 

and she is prone to accusations of selfishness and promiscuity. Presented as 

samples of bad mothers, Ecuadorian women immigrants are most commonly 

blamed for the problems that result from migration: raise of violence, dropouts 

127 "The images of our political classes comes to my mind at once. Their persistent efforts 
to convince us that we are the 'Messiahs' that will save people from the effects of the crisis, when 
the truth is that in many cases, they are the very precursors of all these disastersff. (My 
translation). 
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from schools, and broken families, to mention just a few. The attention turns to 

the failure of these mothers, instead of presenting the conditions that lead them 

to the difficult decision to migrate. 

Both Spain and Ecuador foster the image of the Ecuadorian immigrant as 

male. There are various advantages for both states in perpetuating this image. 

Ecuador can promote the immigrant Messiah and blame the country's problems 

on the female immigrant. Spain, on the other hand, can justify the focus of 

migration laws on the profile of the male Ecuadorian immigrant, who has 

increasingly been portrayed as violent, drunk and macho 128
• These androcentric 

laws include the tightening of family reunification procedures, raiding the 

countryside for immigrant hires, and inviting young male immigrants to join a 

restricted niche in the Spanish military. 

Most important, by turning national attention to Ecuadorian males, the 

Spanish state can continue to veil and assure the flow of single young women 

into the Spanish labor market as domestic workers. The state discourse silences 

the role of Ecuadorian women in opening opportunities for Spanish women's 

entry in the professional field. 

In Spain, Ecuadorian women are presented as a minority, and portrayed 

as victims of Ecuadorian male machismo. Though it is true that many women 

migrate for problems in their relationship, it is not the generalized reason, nor the 

only one. This construct fosters the image of Spain as the refuge of traditional 

women who are escaping the oppression of traditional machismo. Under this 

128 Antonio Ban6n Hernandez (2002) does a quantitative and qualitative study on the 
changing portrayals of Ecuadorian males in the Spanish media. Cited in the biography. 
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light, Ecuadorian women are presented as victims, and contractors as their 

saviors. In this same line of thought, Spain becomes the land of opportunity, 

where these women can find shelter and anticipate their eventual turn into the 

'modern woman'. 

The media in both Spain and Ecuador has fostered the idea of the 

immigrant as male. Coincidence or not, the male immigrant features in the news 

events that have captured transnational attention for immigrants' struggles in 

Spain.129 

The accident of Lorca involved twelve Ecuadorian victims, eleven males 

and a young girl. The Spanish government, in response to this event, increased 

the penalties for hiring undocumented labor. The employers responded by 

disposing of their undocumented workers, many of them Ecuadorians. This 

resulted in thousands of unemployed Ecuadorian men, whose images and voices 

protagonized Ecuadorian and Spanish newspapers. When referring to the 

numbers of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain, nor the Ecuadorian nor the Spanish 

media bothered to clarify that, over half of the Ecuadorians in Spain, are females 

in the domestic sector. The media also failed to explain that most Ecuadorian 

men had arrived to Spain after their wives and sisters. 

Following the Lorca incident and the second regularization process, the 

Plan de Retomo Voluntario also took a prominent space in Spanish and 

Ecuadorian national newspapers. The images of Ecuadorian men lining up to 

129 The image of the male immigrant was already strong in Spain. Moroccans, the first 
largest group in many regions in Spain, have in fact been predominantly male. Their labor niche 
is mainly agriculture, especially in the greenhouses along the Southeast regions of Spain. 
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ascribe to this plan, once again showed the Ecuadorian immigrant as male. 

Ecuadorian newspapers showed the pictures of mothers, crying for their luck of 

their children back in Spain, and their fear of the tragic consequences of the halt 

of his remittances. Once again, Ecuadorian women employed in domestic work 

were kept in the background, taking care of the homes, children and elderly of 

Spaniards, while their remittances fueled the Ecuadorian economy and assured 

their families' income back home. Many had to see their husbands depart, and 

their dreams of reunification shattered. 

The latest event that brought attention to international migration to Spain, 

were the terrorist attacks of March 11th, which also served to boost the image of 

the male Ecuadorian immigrant. The news reports in Ecuador focused on the 

families of those victims who died, all male. This called my attention, since any 

recent user of the Cercanias train at the Madrid stations where the bombings 

took place, knows that Ecuadorian women are far more visible than Ecuadorian 

men. 

When the final list of Ecuadorian victims was released in the Ecuadorian 

newspaper of El Comercio, the total results were of twenty-two Ecuadorian 

victims. Of this total, fourteen were women and eight were men. The Spanish 

and Ecuadorian media focused on the seven fatalities, of which six were male. 

These numbers were the ones that made it into the news and of course, do not 

include the total of Ecuadorian males and females traveling in the targeted trains. 

The news reported the repatriations of the male corpses back to Ecuador, and 

the despair of the families of these men back in Ecuador. In the Ecuadorian 
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media, the dead are referred to in the masculine gender, as "hermanos" and 

"ciudadanos ecuatorianos". 

In short, despite the larger numbers of Ecuadorian women and their role 

as the pioneers of migration to Spain, the collective fiction of the immigrant is 

androcentric and much more seductive to both Ecuador and Spain. The 

Ecuadorian immigrant is constructed as male, father and provider, working to 

save up money and reunite his family in Spain. As a result, migration laws in 

Spain have responded to the profile of the male Ecuadorian immigrant. 

The gendered constructions of Nation, Citizen and Immigrant are erasing 

the centrality of immigrant women in both Ecuador and Spain, and distracting 

attention from the global forces behind these women's difficult decision to 

migrate, their choice of destination and their lives in the new transnational space. 

These women, despite their erasure and their situation of triple jeopardy as 

women, immigrants and seemingly indigenous, have found new spaces to both 

strengthen and counter the gendered and racialized nationalist discourse. 
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CHAPTER V: Ecuatorianas in Madrid 

Two characteristics describe recent migrations to Southern Europe today: 

1) the ethnic and gender specialization of different labor sectors; 2) the 

feminization of the migrant population 130
. Ecuadorian migration to Spain meets 

both of these characteristics. 

Immigration from Ecuador to Spain has been predominantly female and 

linked to domestic work. In 1998, 7 4% of the work permits granted to Ecuadorian 

immigrants were for women. Of that percentage 69% were in the sector of 

domestic work. Ecuadorian women, as did immigrant women from the Dominican 

Republic, Peru, and the Philippines during the 1980s, are arriving to meet the 

demands for domestic service. Many went into in the nearly extinct work of live-in 

employees (intemas). 

According to Floya Anthias and Gabriela Lazaridis, the migratory 

phenomenon in Southern Europe must be understood in the context of the large 

informal economy where irregular employment is very common and absorbs the 

great majority of immigrants. The estimations are that the informal sector 

accounts for over 25 % of the gross domestic product in Spain 131
. 

Natalia Ribas-Mateos (2000) explains how in the case of Spain, the state 

has encouraged the flow of Ecuadorian immigrant women through the 

establishment of quotas since 1993, which predominantly cover domestic 

130 Anthias & Lazaridis (2000) (eds.) Into the Margins: Migration and Exclusion in 
Southern Europe. Brookfield: Ashgate. 

131 Ibid. (2000: 4). 
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service 132
. This is in agreement with a study by J. Izquierdo 133

, who explains 

migration flows in Spain as the outcome of both labor demand and political 

decisions or quota system patterns. According to Ribas-Mateos, quota system 

patterns function as a way of 'covered regularization 134
', and are made to meet 

the demand for domestic workers. Spain's growing demand for domestic labor is 

linked to changes in the employment of local women, changing conceptions of 

the family, and the existence of weak welfare state regimes. Migrant women are 

also arriving to cover the demands for child and elderly care 135
. 

Escribano Izquierdo points at two characteristics of what he terms 'the 

Spanish model': the irregular and multiple regularization processes and the 

growth of female flows 136
. This type of migration reproduces Spain's traditional 

organization of the household, which places women in the reproductive roles. An 

analysis of the feminization of labor requires a consideration of the situation of 

women in the sending countries, the situation of women in Spanish society, and 

132 Ribas-Mateos, Natalia. 2000. 'Female Birds of Passage: Leaving and Settling in 
Spain' in Anthias, F. & Lararidis, G. (eds.) Gender and Migration in Southern Europe. Women on 
the Move. Oxford: Berg. Pp. 173-197. 

133 Izquierdo, Escribano A. 1996. La Migraci6n lnesperada. Madrid: Trotta. 

134 Ribas-Mateos (2000: 174). 

135 Spain is the second oldest country in Europe behind Portugal. Although in less 
numbers, projects are starting to employ Ecuadorian immigrants for repopulation plans of ghost 
cities and towns in Spain's interior. 

136 Izquierdo (1996) 
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the different situation of migrant women according to social variables such as 

class and ethnic origin 137
• 

Although women's migration to Ecuador varies widely in response to 

individual motivations and community needs, many arrived as pioneers of a 

family project: they would arrive in Spain and first work as live-in domestic 

workers. Then they would gradually seek a pre-contract from their patrons and 

save money to return to Ecuador. From Ecuador, they would return back to Spain 

as regularized workers, this time with a male companion, either a husband, 

brother, son or other family member. Male immigrants have a harder time finding 

jobs. Women become the providers, often saving enough to bring their sons and 

daughters, then their parents. Most of the time, the women live alone as 

domestic internas, while their male partners share all male apartments. The 

demands of these women are rarely heard, partly because of their seclusion to a 

private realm in a labor niche that is kept at the margins of labor laws. 

From interviews and personal observations I gathered that most 

Ecuadorian immigrant women are between the ages of 20 and 40. At first the 

majority were mothers, but now the tendency shows larger numbers of single 

younger women. Grandmothers were included in the migratory projects of many 

of the women I met. Most mothers left their children under the care of the 

grandmothers. A young Ecuadorian described this reality in his town: "Es 

increible porque solo seven viejitos y ninos por la calle. Yo iba en el autobus y 

de veras que me asuste porque de pronto me di cuenta de eso" (Julio). Many 

137 Ribas-Mateos (2000:177) 
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women bring their children to Spain and later on the grandmothers, who care for 

the children while their daughters work. I interviewed three of these elderly 

women who explained having come because their children asked them for help. 

Once the grandparents arrive, the chances of returning to Ecuador appear to 

become even slimmer. 

Needless to say, not all women are pioneers of a family project. Many of 

the women I met left Ecuador by their own initiative, and some planned the trip 

secretly, letting their family know little before departure. I did not find a 

generalized pattern, although most women described problems in their 

relationship with their partners/husbands as a motivation in favor of the migratory 

project. For most women migration meant opportunities for their children, but for 

others it meant mainly opportunities for themselves. Most times, it was a 

combined effort to help economic conditions in the family and solve relations with 

a male partner. Many of the women I interviewed felt that the distance would be 

good for the relationship. The logic was that the longing for the partner would 

accentuate feelings. 

In a doctoral thesis about the mental health of Ecuadorians in Madrid, 

Javier Fresneda distinguished the following groups of Ecuadorian women in 

Spain: casadas, so/as, con pareja, con hijos, con familia extensa, separadas and 

solteras138
. Each of these categories overlaps with their individual choices, 

studies, legal status and occupation in Spain, their place of origin in Ecuador, 

their ethnic identification and their economic situation, just to mention~ few. As I 

138 Fresneda Sierra, Javier. 2003. Ecuatorianos en Espana: La Construcci6n 
Comunitaria de los Relatos Saludables. Ph.D. Dissertation. Madrid: Universidad de Comillas. 
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try to unveil the experiences of these women in the next two chapters, I am well 

aware that any generalization is exclusionary and that individual needs and 

situations are continuously reworking their way through larger structural frames. 

Contrary to the popular belief that these women arrive 'engariadas' by 

stories of quick success in Spain, every woman with whom I spoke was well 

aware of the hardships of the migratory experience. Their decision to migrate 

responded to the economic situation in Ecuador, and was also a choice 

motivated by individual perceptions and needs. Here are some of the reasons 

Ecuadorian women, their children and husbands described for migrating: 

-"Que yo no queria venir a Espana, era a Italia que iba. Pero aqui estaba mi 
prima y era mas facil. Vine porque para salvar mi matrimonio, que sabia que alla 
no se iba a arreglar, que el tenia una amante y ya las cosas estaban muy mal. 
Yo no queria que el viniese y ya venia sola pero el dijo que se arrepentia. Yo alli 
tenfa mi casa y todo pero yo sabia que tenia que dejar todo y salir del Ecuador 
para mantener la familia y ahora estamos bien. Yo ya me quiero regresar". 
(Cristina) 

-"Esque yo tenia muchisimos problemas con mi marido ... esque no me pegaba 
pero sentiamos que nos odiabamos y me decia cosas y ... alla el divorcio lo ven 
mal y yo decia, entonces la (mica soluci6n es irme, (Melva). 

-" No se .... porque se pasaban muchas noticias en Ecuador que Espana, que 
Espana, que Madrid .. . y como siempre me ha gustado viajar y asi...y en un 
principio queria viajar a Estados Unidos, pero como esque es tan dificil alla ... y 
vinieron a Madrid que todos empezaron a venir a Madrid y digo, pues a Madrid, 
me voy a Madrid" (Isabel) 

-"Tenia una vida tranquila ... no tenia mucho pero lo tenia todo ... menos ... que yo 
queria dejarles a mis hijos la educaci6n. Mi ilusi6n era verlos profesionales. Me 
entregue entero al trabajo por eso ... " (Maricela) 

-"Mi madre fue la primera y se fue trayendo a mis hermanos. Yo cuando decidi 
venir me cost6 mucho ... sentia que era como volver a empezar ... yo estaba bien 
informada de lo que iba a suceder aqui, eso no lo puedo negar, pero las 
ilusiones tu no las puedes cambiar" (Liliana). 
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-"Esque mi mami nos trajo a todos a mis hermanos, a mi papi y a mi. Vinimos 
para estar todos juntos. Cuando las cosas se pusieron dificiles en Ecuador 
nosotros lo notamos mucho porque nos cambiaron a una escuela publica y 
oiamos hablar que las cosas estaban mal. Todos estabamos listos de ver que 
harfa mi mami porque ella dice algo yes lo que se hace y algo habfa que hacer. 
Por eso vino" (Ana). 

-"Mi esposa ya estaba aqui y vino por cuestiones de las hermanas que ya 
estaban aqui y la invitaron" (Rafael). 

-"La que vino aqui fue mi hermana. Yo vine porque, pues despues se vino mi 
madre ... y un dia me llam6 y me dijo si queria venirme para aca ... y me decidf 
rapido, y le dije que si pero no me lo pense ni tampoco sabia lo que venia a 
hacer aqui, fue por probar algo nuevo, que ya estaba saturado de eso" (Javi). 

-"Lo fundamental es lo econ6mico ... pero no es solo lo econ6mico. Yo no creo 
que todo es lo econ6mico. Tambien es esa negatividad, esa inestabilidad de la 
gente. Osea, dicen, los gobiernos no valen, no hay trabajo y dicen, bueno, ya 
nosotros, quien nos extiende una mano? Entonces lo que quiere la gente es 
salir. Yo te digo, no es solamente por lo econ6mico, osea tambien es por esa 
baja autoestima del ecuatoriano porque nadie cree en el pais ... y esque ni las 
mismas autoridades tienen esa seguridad como para decir, aver ... el pais de 
aqui a diez anos va a estar mejor. Ose~, todo el cuadro es como cada dia va a 
estar el pais peor. Y lo otro es que es diffcil decirlo sin poderlo argumentar, no? 
pero yo si creo que la mayor parte de las parejas que se separan y vienen 
esposa o esposo estan ya atravesando una crisis grande ... tambien es un poco 
de eso, no? Y yo te digo, osea, si que hay mucho de eso porque esque yo una 
pareja que no tenga ... digamos una estabilidad econ6mica, tambien ahi 
empiezan los problemas. (Angela). 

Angela's observations summarize most of the findings from the interviews. 

Indeed, most women I interviewed emphasized the economic factor, but many 

also expressed the pessimism towards the country, and spoke bitterly about its 

corruption and its apparent hopelessness. The·interviews also showed how 

relationships and the status of women in the family played into the decision to 

migrate. Most described migration as a strategy to improve the economic 

conditions of their families back home. Of the infinite crisscrosses of factors, 

most are embedded in the imaginary of a better life, whether this means earning 
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more money, having a job, getting an education, or having an international 

experience. These decisions are embedded in the present contexts of both 

Ecuador and Spain. 

5.1. Leaving Ecuador 

Ecuador, the smallest country in the Andean region with a population of 12 

million, closed the 20th century with an economic crisis -'la crisis'- without 

precedents. In the political area Ecuador has featured five governments in five 

years, each unable to respond to the country's impoverishment, the fastest 

growing in all of Latin America 139 (See appendix.Graph #8). 

The crisis in Ecuador has been accompanied by an increased 

concentration of income, massive unemployment, drop of salaries, reduction in 

social investment, health, education, community development and housing, 

increased insecurity and an overall deterioration of the quality of life. Other 

factors for the crisis include the centralization of the government in the urban 

center of Quito and Guayaquil, the overall fragility of the internal markets, the 

effects of El Nino on Ecuador's shrimp exports, and the drop of oil prices. 

In 1999 the crisis caused the freezing of accounts in the banks. To avoid 

the total crash of the banks, money withdrawals were limited to $550. Many small 

businesses, unable to pay their debts and their employees, went bankrupt. Panic 

extended throughout the population and speculation went rampant. Despite all 

initiatives, the government had to suspend the payment services of the external 

debt. In 2000 the transnational demands led to the dolarization of the economy. 

139 Between 1995 and 2000 the population bellow the poverty level increased from 3.9 
million to 9.1 million (from 34% to 71% respectively). (C.I.C., 2003:3) 
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Three years later, this initiative proved to be a complete failure, raising the cost of 

Ecuadorian products in the international economy. 

'La crisis del Ecuador' and its resultant political initiatives, did not have 

the same effect on everyone: 

Las politicas de ajuste tienen un impacto deferenciado segun 
clase, el genera, la edad, y por lo general las mujeres y los ninos 
han sido reconocidos como los grupos mas afectados140

. 

Undoubtedly, Ecuadorian women experienced the outcomes of the crisis 

differently from men but, of course, women, like men, are not homogeneous 

groups. Individual differences and ethnicity, age, and socio-economic position 

intertwine with other structural factors to shape the strategies of Ecuadorian 

women and men in infinite ways. The studies I found on the effects of Ecuador's 

economic crises on women focus on the poor sectors of the population in 

Ecuador, mainly on peasant and indigenous women 141
. According to these 

studies, two effects are particularly salient: female labor and migration. 

The crisis has drawn attention to the growing numbers of poor women in 

the labor force. The incorporation of women to the labor force could potentially 

bring changes for women in the labor market, and in the family. However, S. 

Palan, C. Moser & L. Rodriguez argue that the crisis did not set the ground for 

significant structural changes in the labor market, nor in the family. They posit 

that in Ecuador, poor women continue to work predominantly in 'female work' 

140 Palan, Moser & Rodriguez (1993: 75): "The political responses to the crisis impact the 
population differently according to class, gender and age. Women and children are identified as 
the most affected". 

141 Palan, Moser and Rodriguez (1993); Borrero Vega and Vega Ugalde (1995); Correia, 
Maria {2000). 
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(i.e. domestic service, work-from-home, factories), in conditions that include 

extended hours, low wages and no benefits 142
• The family structure also 

remained unchanged: 

La incorporaci6n de las mujeres en el trabajo no cambia las 
relaciones de genero dentro de la familia. Los condicionamientos 
culturales persisten. La resistencia de los hombres a que las 
mujeres trabajen -aun cuando los recursos econ6micos son 
necesarios - es un problema senalado como importante 143

• 

Female labor is seen as a strategic response to males' job loss and low 

pay. The aforementioned studies treat the large incorporation of Ecuadorian 

women in the labor force as a novelty emerging from the crises. This is certainly 

deceiving. Women have always contributed substantially to the economy of 

Ecuador. During colonial times, the industry of textile production heavily involved 

women. Women also worked as street vendors,money lenders and bakers. Like 

today, women of lower status generally filled occupations conventionally 

assigned to women, mostly as house servants 144
. Just like in colonial times, 

Ecuadorian women today hold a variety of occupations and especially poor and 

indigenous women have always worked outside the home. 

Trapped in the logic of private vs. public and traditional vs. modern 

dichotomies, the studies of the present Ecuadorian economic crises see female 

employment as a step towards gender equality. The traditional-modern 

142 Ibid. (1993: 68) 

143 
Ibid. (1993:69): "The incorporation of women to the labor force does not change 

gender relations in the family. Cultural conditioners persist. Male resistance to female 
employment-even in the face of economic need- is seen as an important problem". 

144 Kimberly Gauderman (2003) Gauderman, Kimberly. 2003. Women's Lives in Colonial 
Quito: Gender, Law, and Economy in Spanish America. Austin: University of Texas Press. 
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dichotomy erases the presence of indigenous and peasant women from 

Ecuador's history of labor. Historically, peasant and indigenous women have 

always violated the family ideal that sets women in the home caring for the 

children. Women and men of the impoverished sectors, mostly peasants and/or 

indigenous are placed at the margins of the nation, which constructs the national 

ideal through the Ecuadorian mestizo middle-class family. 

In the aforementioned studies, the authors describe how migration started 

becoming a rational decision and shifting from an individual male adventure to a 

family objective, even a collective objective 145
: "asi la migraci6n se presents 

como un proceso nuevo, que afecta a todos los niveles de la sociedad 

ecuatoriana" (C.I.C, 2003: 1 ). The authors identify a new changing dynamic of 

migration, but do not explain how women fit in this dynamic, much less describe 

them as immigrants. 

It calls attention to how the author defines Ecuadorian migration as a new 

process. The truth is that, female migration is and has been an economic 

strategy since colonial times. Ecuadorian men and women have migrated since 

colonial times, either following the mita regime, seeking jobs in plantations along 

the coast or, especially women, migrating to the urban centers in search for a 

better life. For centuries, Ecuadorian lower classes, mostly indigenous women, 

have moved into the urban centers of Ecuador, mainly Quito and Guayaquil, to 

work as domestic workers: 

Al igual que a nivel Latinoamericano, en el Ecuador hay un 
predominio de mujeres entre la poblaci6n que migra a las 

145 C.I.C. (2003:7). 
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ciudades. En las areas urbanas las indices de masculinidad son 
inferiores a las que se registran en las zonas rurales, lo que revela 
que la inmigraci6n rural-urbana tiene un predominio femenino 

146
. 

What are some changes in migration patterns resulting from Ecuador's 

economic crisis? What these studies fail to describe, are the large numbers of 

Ecuadorian middle class women -who mostly refer to themselves as white and 

mestizas-, leading migration movements outside Ecuador, mainly to Spain 147
. 

But why do they choose Spain? The literature describes some of the reasons for 

this choice of destination including the tightening of the U.S. 'borders' and 

ideological reasons, such as sharing the language and history of Spain. A focus 

on colonial relations and the interplay of gender, ethnicity, nationality and class, 

is key to understand the newness of immigration from Ecuador to Spain. 

The last years of the crisis have created a rapid impoverishment of a large 

segment of the Ecuadorian population that defines itself as the mestizo middle-

class. The crisis poses a threat to historical geographies of power, as middle 

class men and women loose their jobs and have to turn to the labor niches 

historically occupied by poor, peasant and indigenous sectors of the population. 

This context further cushions the decision of the impoverished middle classes to 

migrate abroad. To a great extent, external migration is seen as a privilege and 

146 
Borrero Vega and Vega Ugalde (1995:30): Borrero Vega, Ana Luz & Ugalde Vega, 

Silvia. 1995. Mujer y Migraci6n. A/cance de un Fen6meno Nacional y Regional. Cayambe, 
Ecuador: Abya -Yala Editing. 
Translation: "As in the rest of Latin America, migration to the cities in Ecuador is predominantly 
female. The average numbers of males are lower in the urban centers than in rural areas. This 
reveals the female predominance of rural to urban migration". 

147 Over half of the Ecuadorians who left the country between 1996 and 2001 chose 
Spain as their preferred destination, followed by the United States and Italy. (El Mundo, 
09/26/02). 
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a marker of middle class status. During my study, Ecuadorian immigrants often 

reminded me of this difference, clarifying that migration was a choice they could 

afford, because they had status back at home. 

Forced to change their social location, many impoverished middle class 

women and men may feel that they have failed their scripted roles, the former by 

not attending to their children properly and the latter by not providing for the 

family. For men, this frustration could be channeled through domestic violence 

and drinking, further encouraging women's decision to migrate. 

Internal migration has been a constant in the lives of peasant and indigenous 

women, who have been critiqued as bad mothers, or lost women. When the 

subject of migration changes from an indigenous or peasant woman to a middle-

class mestizo woman, the critique becomes ferocious. The State constructed 

indigenous women as vestiges from the past, whereas it made the mestiza the 

sustainer and bearer of the new Ecuadorian nation. Ethnicity, gender and class 

intertwine to produce different constructions of the migrant in the national 

discourse. 

In short, the Ecuadorian crisis is not in itself the reason for migration to 

Spain, nor is female labor a novelty resulting from economic hardship in recent 

years. Ecuadorian migration to Spain stands out because it is mostly a strategy 

of the impoverished middle class, not the poor, nor the indigenous 148
. Most of 

the women I met in Madrid had been teachers, small business owners, 

community workers etc. in Ecuador, whereas in Madrid they filled the labor 

148 With the exception of small numbers of Otavalans, known for their strong international 
social and economic networks. 
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niches destined to poor women in Ecuador, mainly domestic work. Migration to 

Spain shows how ethnicity and gender are constructed globally, framed in 

colonial relations of power and the interplay of gender, ethnicity and class. 

Today, the women who hired female employees for the homes in Quito and 

Guayaquil, are moving to Madrid to work as domestic workers themselves. 

Ecuadorian women migrate to Spain to fill in the demand for domestic workers 

and caregivers. The gendered segmentation of labor in Spain, framed in colonial 

relations and notions of a shared past, language and costumbres combine to 

shape the opportunities of Ecuadorian women in Madrid. 

Ecuadorian women are marked with Hispanidad because of their religion, 

language and values, but are also constructed as the indigenous Other, 

sometimes on the basis of their physical appearance. The discourse of 

Hispanidad serves to justify the continuance of these immigrants and their status 

above other immigrants, while perpetuating their servitude as the colonial other. 

In the following chapter, I use Colen's notion of 'stratified reproduction' to unveil 

the transnational experiences of these women, and their place in the 

colonial/global segmentation of labor. 
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CHAPTER VI-Stratified Reproduction: Gender, Race and Labor in the 
Experience of Migration. 

Las mujeres que trabajan en el servicio domestico estan ahorrandole al 
estado en servicios sociales una brutalidad. La mujer espaliola se esta 
ubicando en nichos laborales nuevos, esta accediendo al estudio ... nadie 
se da cuenta y los medias de comunicaci6n solo hablan de inseguridad 
ciudadana. (Ram6n, Madrid). 

Shellee Colen places reproduction at the center of social theory. Her 

notion of stratified reproduction reveals how experiences of reproduction are 

organized through cultural ideas and practices. The observations from this 

approach challenge the so-called normalcy of everyday life, and unveil the power 

relations that establish who is empowered to nurture and reproduce and who is 

not. These questions are key to understand the experiences of Ecuadorian 

immigrants in Madrid, Spain. 

The rise of Ecuadorian immigration to Spain is framed in the period of 

Spain's consolidation as a member of the European community. This is placed in 

a discourse of modernity whereby the Spanish woman is catching up with the 

liberated modern European woman. This is strikingly similar to the discourse of 

modernity in 19th century Latin America, whereby indigenous women were at the 

end of the tradition-modernity continuum. 

Mirjana Morokvasic (1983) denounces how academic studies portray 

women's migration in terms of an evolution towards the 'emancipated' state. 

Tradition becomes a substitute for an analysis of migrant women's specific 

sociocultural background. This a-historical approach does not contemplate the 

position of women within the global economy and global labor demands. The 

experiences of indigenous women in urban colonial centers of Spanish America 
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during the 19th century show that gender and race influenced the access to the 

labor market. Women's labor as described by colonial historians Few, Pescador 

and Stern amongst others, is not personal and private, but crisscrosses with 

public realms of state ideology and labor dynamics. Race and gender influence 

the access of Ecuadorian immigrants to Spain's labor market today. The concept 

of stratified reproduction questions how gender and race continue to shape 

relations of power in the 21st century. 

Stratified reproduction adds complexity to Marxist analysis and questions 

Engel's definition of the universal defeat of women brought by Capitalism. It adds 

new criteria for division of labor and questions the place of women in the labor 

processes. Specifically the commodification of reproductive labor challenges the 

divisions between private and public, global and local. Women's work is not 

personal and private, but crisscrosses with public realms of state ideology and 

gender dynamics. 

The political nature of reproduction places women at the center of 

transnational analysis. The notion of stratified reproduction overcomes the 

universal categorizing of women, and acknowledges the common struggle of 

women of all classes facing difficult choices and tenuous childcare 

arrangements. Gender cuts through class and ethnicity, and reconsiders the 

binary oppositions of the powerful and the oppressed. Gender, race and ethnicity 

add new criteria for immigrants' location in the labor work, their socialization 

processes, and access to professional preparation. 
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The notion of stratified reproduction contributes to the ethnographic 

analysis of everyday behavior, and sheds light on how reproduction constitutes 

and reshapes society, the state, and global processes in Spain and Ecuador149
• 

The evolutionist perspective of women's migration as a move from tradition to 

modern 'emancipation', inevitably grades the emancipation and oppression of 

women 'here', as opposed to 'there', and fosters the understanding that there is 

less oppression here in the West and more there in some reified 'traditional 

background150
. Stratified reproduction helps to understand the ways in which 

stratification is reproduced by reflecting, reinforcing and intensifying the 

inequalities on which it is based151
. Eventually, these inequalities serve to 

exercise and legitimize formal and informal forms of discrimination. 

Colan's work is on West Indian women in the United States, specifically in 

New York. There are striking similarities between the case of West Indian women 

in New York and Ecuadorian women in Madrid. To be precise, the labor niche 

available to West Indian women in the United States and Ecuadorian women in 

Madrid is in domestic work and caring for other people's families. However, 

throughout my research, I experienced a mix of awe and frustration about how 

women's behavior, shaped by the common experience of migration, varied 

widely in response to individual motivations and community needs. Colen 

focuses on the differences between West Indian women and their employers as if 

149 Colen (1995:9) 

150 Morokvasic (1983:22) 

151 Colen (1995:78) 
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they were two opposed and uniform categories. Also, Colen's analysis excludes 

the opinions of males, youth and/or, other women in the same domestic sector. 

She generalizes both West Indian and U.S. women and does not include the 

elderly in the workings of stratified reproduction. 

Ecuadorian immigrant women are not a homogeneous population, nor 

tabulas rasas fixed in transnational stratified reproduction. In the paragraphs that 

follow I use the notion of stratified reproduction to describe the complex 

transnational experiences of Ecuadorian immigrant women in Madrid, Spain. 

Their experiences of stratified reproduction are conditioned, not determined, by 

the crosscutting of gender, class and ethnicity in both Ecuador and Spain. 

Ecuadorian immigrant women respond very differently to labor demands and to 

their position in the labor market. 

Women's productive and reproductive strategies are in direct relation to 

the worsening economic conditions. As the possibilities for economic 

advancement narrow, women choose to leave Ecuador and join the labor pool of 

domestic workers in Spain. Ecuadorian women in Madrid live day by day the 

experiences of stratified reproduction and the reproduction of stratification. Their 

experiences of reproduction are different from those experienced by Spanish 

women and are framed within the transnational stratified system of 

reproduction 152
• 

In the global economy today, immigrant women play the role of the 'other', 

under a discourse that defines them as mere reproducers of tradition. As Spanish 

152 Colen (1995:79) 
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women are starting to move into higher positions in the labor force, ethnic women 

immigrants are filling in for the lower positions. As opposed to the historical 

context of Colen's article during the period known as the 'baby boom', European 

countries, Spain second in the list, have very low birthrates and an increasingly 

aging population. ~thnic women immigrants are caring for Spain's children and 

elderly, allowing Spanish women to ascend in the public sphere. 

Stratified reproduction illustrates how gender, class, and race, stratify 

economies, labor markets and childcare, through complex transnational 

processes 153
. The transnational stratified system of reproduction is at work in the 

experiences of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain and of their employers. In the 

social, economic and political context of present Spain, Ecuadorian women 

accomplish physical and social reproductive tasks based on hierarchies of class, 

race, ethnicity, gender, place in global economy and migration status both in 

Ecuador and in Spain. Their limited access to material and social resources 

shapes their reproductive labor, the ways it is experienced, valued and 

rewarded154
. 

Gender, race and ethnicity add new criteria for labor division, legitimizing 

discriminatory practices of formal and informal nature. Ecuadorian women 

immigrants are not viewed, nor presented, as decisive aspects of the 

modernization of Spanish society. Rather, they are absent from the media and 

153 Ginsburg and Rapp (1995:76) Ginsburg, Faye & Rapp, Rayna. 1995. Conceiving the 
New World Order. The Global Politics of Reproduction. Los Angeles: University of California 
Press. 

154 Colen (1995: 78). 
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when they do appear, they are portrayed as a hindrance to modernization in a 

contradictory discourse that perpetuates their undocumented status, justifies 

discrimination and limits their room for social mobility. Ecuadorian women who 

decide to migrate are very aware of this reality: 

Yo sf creo que por ejemplo para los ninos la migraci6n puede ofrecer 
otros tipos de oportunidades, pero para nosotras no, porque solo venimos 
a ser una pieza del engranaje. (Angelica, Madrid). 

Eso es lo que hacemos aqui, no hay mas, es asi como nos conocemos 
"esta la que esta de interna" o "aquella la externa" ... estamos o de internas 
ode externas, es lo que hacemos (Marisol, Madrid). 

I witnessed what Marisol described above innumerable times. When trying 

to identify common acquaintances, Ecuadorian women would always ask about 

labor status (esta de intema o extema?). During my work this summer with the 

group of immigrant women in Madrid, I witnessed how new members introduced 

themselves to the group: I am ___ and I am extemalintema. I've been in 

Spain since ___ and I have/I don't have my papers. This information is 

enough to quickly place an Ecuadorian woman's situation in the migratory 

context. Sometimes this introduction would include whether they were from 

Ecuador's Northern region (Sierra) or coastal region (Costa) without specifying 

any particular city. After this brief introduction, other women would normally ask 

the newcomer about what she did back in Ecuador, whether she had family, etc. 

Clearly, the identity of Ecuadorian women in Spain is largely determined by their 

employee profile. 
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6.1.Profile of the Domestic Worker 

Colen concentrates on employers' conceptualizations of childcare, the 

qualities sought in workers, notions of appropriate age specific care and cultural 

discords between employer and childcare arena 155
. 

No doubt, the ideal caregiver in Spanish society is the Ecuadorian woman. 

She is seen as warm, docile, hard working and reliable. She has preference over 

immigrant women from other immigrant women of other nationalities: "vamos yo 

no meterf a en mi casa a una dominicana ... yo he estado en Santo Domingo 

y ... que quieres que te diga ... son unas guarronas ... las marroquis iguar (Marina, 

Madrid). Dominican women are perceived to be too sensual and Moroccan 

women do not speak Spanish and, as Muslims, are the farthest from the values 

of Hispanidad. In the paragraphs bellow I describe the different groups of 

Euadorian women in Spain according to their labor profile. 

a. lnternas/Externas 

Upon arrival to Spain, Ecuadorian women are placed within a hierarchy of 

household reproductive work that for the most part allows little time for personal 

enjoyment. With few exceptions, Ecuadorian women usually start their 

employment in Spain as live-in domestic workers (internas). Once they manage 

to obtain a work permit and have saved money to bring their family, they can 

choose to leave their job as internas and work as part-time domestic workers 

( externas). 

155 Colen (1995:92). 
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The work as interna is perceived to be the hardest and less prestigious 

form of domestic work. lnternado offers barely any possibilities for social mobility, 

partly because workers at this stage are mostly undocumented, and thus more 

vulnerable. The lack of boundaries between living and working space limits their 

freedom, enforces their isolation and makes it difficult to establish networks with 

other immigrants. These jobs are viewed as a strategy for saving money to pay 

off their debt back in Ecuador and start the proceedings to sponsor their 

reunification with their children. 

Once they are able to save enough money and hopefully get their job 

permit with the help of their employer, Ecuadorian immigrant women normally 

move from the position as intema to the status of extema. Networking can truly 

unfold at this stage, and the feeling of freedom is a constant in these women's 

discourse. 

Nowadays, Spanish domestic workers, popularly called 'las chicas' or 'las 

muchachas', normally work as externas, moving from their home to the 

workspace and getting paid by the hour. But extemado is in conflict with lifelong 

forms of servitude in Spain and most people, especially older generations would 

much rather hire the services of an intema. Since Spanish women are no longer 

accepting this form of employment, the nature of domestic work is shifting from 

domestic work, fixed and defined by class, to domestic work, mutable and 

defined by ethnicity (Ecuadorian) 156
. In Spain, my grandmother was raised by a 

156 For the most part, this has provided the necessary conditions to facilitate Spanish 
women's access to other labor niches. However, some Spanish domestic workers perceive this 
as a setback to the achievements of the domestic work sector. The feeling is that the labor 
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woman we all knew as La Tuba, and who was never addressed by her real 

name. La Tuba always served the family and raised my mother and her sisters, 

and my sister and I during our early years. She died this summer at the age of 98 

and still addressed my grandmother as her superior- "senorita". For my 

grandmother, as for most women and men of her generation, class structure 

relied on personalism, a system of gifts and favors that expect life servitude. 

Recently, her friends have hired Ecuadorian immigrants as caregivers and 

offered them a house and food in exchange for their services (sometimes they 

did not even pay them a salary), as was done in the old days, and spoke of them 

as una mas de la Familia. 

Accustomed to lifelong forms of servitude, elderly Spanish women overtly 

resented when their Ecuadorian intemas would resign and take another job as 

extemas. The elderly women I spoke with could not understand why Ecuadorian 

women left their jobs as internas. My grandmother for instance, was puzzled 

when she found out that the Ecuadorian caregiver of her best friend had left the 

house. 

Era una muchacha buenisima y le dieron todo, como de la familia. 
La ayudaron con sus papeles y a traer a sus hijos y cuando 
llegaron, se fue ... es lo malo de estas muchachas, muchas las 
ayudas y se van. 

What my grandmother did not say is that clearly the employer would not 

have allowed her Ecuadorian 'muchacha' to live under her roof with her three 

children. Despite the above complaints, Ecuadorian women in Spain are, by far, 

demands of Spanish domestic workers cannot compete with the readily available Ecuadorian 
domestic workers. 
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the preferred domestic employee and caregiver. The concept of stratified 

reproduction further helps unveil the processes behind the definition of 

Ecuadorians as the ideal domestic workers. 

b. Serranas/Costenas 

Gender constructs in Ecuador are reworked in Spain and serve to support 

the colonial discourse. When Ecuadorians are asked about their place of origin 

in Ecuador, they do not say the name of a specific city. Rather, they define 

themselves as either from the northern region (serranos), or from the coast 

region (Costenos) and only specify the city when asked. Regardless of gender, 

everyone of my interviewees explained the difference between both regions in 

gendered terms: 

La Sierra es mas conservadora y organizada, pero y que no se 
entregan a otro hombre solo que la prostituci6n es igual ... pero ahi 
son mas hip6critas, pero es igual. Siempre hay el regionalismo. La 
sierra es un mundo aparte de la costa y hasta el gobierno da 
siempre mas a la sierra. Pero las mujeres son mas abiertas en la 
costa pero la gente no es tan buena y hay que andar con ojos muy 
abiertos aunque la sierra ultimamente tambien se esta daliando. 
Si, pero las mujeres de la sierra me gusta que son mas 
organizadas pero nosotras somos mas abiertas. (Rosa, Madrid). 

These gendered descriptions have survived since independence from 

Spain 157
, and are rooted in the historical processes of each region. During the 

colonial years, Quito was the capital of the Audiencia and as such, Spain had a 

stronger hold in that area. The forms of land tenure in the Sierra were mainly 

landowners of the old aristocracy, whereas the Costa, represented by Guayaquil, 

157 See Londono { 1997) for fascinating descriptions of Serranas and Costerias in the Real 
Audiencia during the 18th and 19th centuries. Londono, Jenny. 1997. Entre la Sumisi6n y la 
Resistencia. Las Mujeres en la Audiencia de Quito. Quito: Abya-Yala. 
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became a center for plantations and commerce relations outside Ecuador. 

Guayaquil experienced its true growth as a city upon independence from Spain, 

and as a result much indigenous labor from the Sierra migrated to work in 

plantations along the coast. 

What is most revealing for the purpose of my work is that the growth of 

Guayaquil was precisely during the time of the decadence of the Real Audiencia 

and the tightening of the Bourbon reforms. As explained in chapter II, the 

Bourbon measures had a strong effect over questions of birth and race, 

specifically the Royal Pragmatic Marriages Law and the increased mobility of the 

illegitimate and racially mixed. The elites feared the growing difficulty of linking 

racial mixture with illegitimacy, and discriminatory behaviors probably increased. 

This was particularly strong in the northern region of the Sierra and the city of 

Quito, where the indigenous population was a majority. When compared to 

Quito, the defensive tightening of the social hierarchies during 18th century 

Guayaquil seems to have been less intense: 

La dinamica economia guayaquilelia basada en la exportaci6n y la 
propia estructura poblacional- con absoluta preponderancia de las 
mezclas raciales y la afluencia masiva a Guayaquil de gentes 
atraidas por el auge econ6mico- llegaron a configurar una sociedad 
mas abierta, menos jerarquizada y dotada de un mayor grade de 
movilidad social que la existente en lugares de economia mas 
cerrada 158

. 

158 
Laviana Cuetos (2003: 332): Laviana Cuetos, Maria Luisa. 2003. 'Astillero, Puerto, 

Ciudad: Modernizaci6n y Desarrollo del Guayaquil Colonial' in Noboa, Elena and Porras, Maria 
Elena (eds.). Ecuador-Espana. Historia y Perspectiva. Madrid/Quito: Embajada de Espana en el 
Ecuador/ Archivo Hist6rico del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Ecuador. Pps. 44-48. 
Translation: The dynamic economy of Guayaquil relied on exports and on the very structure of its 
population -there was an absolute preponderance of the racially mixed. Massive numbers arrived 
to Guayaquil attracted by its economic growth, conforming a society that was more open, less 
hierarchical and offered more room for social mobility than other places with less open 
economies. 
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Ecuadorians hold that Serranas are timid, noble and introverted, whereas 

Costelias are extroverted, very social and sincere. The warmer weather of 

Guayaquil, according to them, makes women less inhibited, whereas in the sierra 

women are much more reserved. These personality traits extend to differentiated 

physical traits. I was told that women in Guayaquil are mas bonitas (pretty) and 

sensuales (sensual) than Serranas. Since Serranas have a more indigenous 

appearance, the contrast narrows down to the mulatto vs. indigenous 

archetypes. Interestingly, the racial mix of Guayaquil creates a woman who fits 

the archetype of a mulata, hot blooded and unpredictable, whereas the woman 

from the Sierra, holds the perfect balance of Spanish and indigenous blood and, 

as a balanced mestiza, feels she embodies the ideal of the national woman. 

These traits reflect the gendered definitions of space and the ways in 

which women's bodies work at the crisscross of gender and ethnicity to represent 

the different female profiles. Thus, Guayaquilenas are described as promiscuous 

and prone to infidelities, whereas Serranas are said to be better mothers, and 

cleaner than Guayaquilelias. This in turn will serve to define the description of 

the preferred domestic worker/caregiver in Spain. 

Both Spaniards and Ecuadorians work to perpetuate these relations. 

During my work as a volunteer in Madrid with the Ecuadorian organization 

Rumiliahui, I spent about two hours every day inputting names in the computer of 

Ecuadorian men and women seeking employment. On a couple of occasions 

Spanish employers called asking for available domestic workers and specified 
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their preference for a Serrana. On another occasion, one of the Ecuadorian 

volunteers at the organization, expressed that he felt much better about 

recommending Serranas than Costenas, because the latter were not as hardy, 

were less disciplined and their behavior more unpredictable. 

Spanish women have learned this stereotype and, following the 

recommendations of Ecuadorians themselves, choose the quiet Serrana as their 

preferred caregiver/domestic worker. The multidimensionality of stratified 

reproduction extends to women's relation to their family. The preferred caregiver 

is a woman with no family. 

c. Casadas/Separated/Solas/Madres 

In a doctoral study on the mental health of Ecuadorian immigrants in 

Spain, Javier Fresneda (2003) divides Ecuadorian women into married 

(casadas), separated (separadas), alone (solas) and mothers (madres). 

Immigrants consider that the best condition for migrating is to be both single and 

childless. From my observations, the most common scenario was a separated 

woman with children either in Ecuador, in Spain, or in both countries. 

Spanish employers prefer that the caregiver is single. Women who work 

as internas are ideally single, or at least need to pretend they are. Many reunite 

with other members of their family on Sundays, using the park as the family 

space, or if they can afford it, renting a room in an apartment with other internas 

during the weekend. This generally does not solve the need for privacy since a 

room is shared with many others. Some employers allow the interna to live with 

one of her children, but these are exceptions to the norm. 
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Ecuadorian women know that upon arrival to Spain their first stage is to 

work as 'internas'. This requires that they present themselves as single and 

childless women. The popularly known 'efecto llamada' ('call effect') reflects the 

fear that hiring an Ecuadorian could mean dealing with the whole family soon 

after. 

Most employers however, do not mind if their employee has family as long 

as they are back in Ecuador. For many employers hiring an Ecuadorian woman 

is an altruistic initiative, more so if she is a mother trying to maintain her family 

back in Ecuador. It is quite common for employers to help their Ecuadorian 

employee to obtain a work permit and the necessary paperwork for her to reunite 

with her family. Sometimes networks develop between employers and 

employees. I met various Ecuadorian women whose sisters, mothers and 

daughters worked for the friends and family of the same Spanish employer. In 

effect, sometimes employers help bring members of their employee's direct 

family to Madrid so that they will work in the houses of the employer's friends 

and/or family. The assumption is that the female family members of a good 

Ecuadorian employee are trustworthier than an unknown Ecuadorian. 

So, in brief, Spanish women employers choose the Ecuadorian woman as 

their preferred domestic worker, mainly because she speaks Spanish, and is 

perceived as submissive and hardworking. Other preferences include that she 

serrana and that she is single, or at least removed from her family. 

Ecuadorian women responded in diverse ways to Spanish women's 

perceptions of them as ideal domestic workers and caregivers. Most agreed that 
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their employers did not care about the families of their Ecuadorian employees: 

"Lo que es importante es que la mujer espaliola no valora el papel de la 

ecuatoriana ni tampoco la familia alla" (Consuelo). 

Ecuadorian women felt their Spanish employers were very ignorant about 

anything that had to do with Ecuador. They were offended when their employers 

would refer to Quito as a space removed from the global market, and advances 

in technology. Women were also frustrated with their employer's resistance to 

understand that, back in Ecuador, they were professionals themselves and hired 

their own domestic workers. 

At the same time however, Ecuadorian women also reinforced their profile 

of Spain's ideal domestic worker. Thus, most insisted on their reliability and 

trustworthiness and stated that in fact, they were much better candidates for 

domestic work than women from other countries. The descriptions of their 

capacity as workers would turn into stoic narratives of how, no matter how much 

pain they suffered, or how sick they felt, they had never missed one day of work. 

A question women often posed during meetings was: que nos pasa a las 

mujeres que venimos aquf y cual es nuestra evoluci6n ?". Looking at stratified 

reproduction can shed light on how women change and negotiate their 

reproductive roles overtime. An approach that uses stratified reproduction in 

specific time and place can effectively show how various classifications specific 

to a community intersect with gender, reconfigure reproductive roles, and 

reconsider the boundaries between private and public, local and global. 
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Performing paid reproductive work for pay -especially caring for other 

people's children and parents- is not always compatible with taking daily care of 

one's own family. Stratified reproduction, above all, raises questions about the 

meanings and definitions of motherhood in the 21st century. Ecuadorian women 

cannot be mothers in Spain and loose their status as mothers in Ecuador. In this 

last section I analyze how Ecuadorian women define motherhood and transform 

its meanings to accommodate their distance from their children. 

6.1.2. Mothers 

Ya no tenemos ni el derecho a la felicidad de nuestros hijos. Loque digo 
es que lo estamos perdiendo todo. (Consuelo, Madrid). 

Motherhood is historically and socially constructed. It is a key organizing 

principle in Ecuadorian society. Its meaning extends to the understanding of the 

elderly, and the place of the Ecuadorian women is organized around definitions 

of what it means to be a good mother and daughter. Children are the purpose of 

life, and they are expected to care of their parents in their elderly ages as a form 

of reciprocity. However, cultural notions do not deterministically dictate what 

people do. 

Evelyn Nakako Glenn's work on the notion of motherhood posits how 

mothering occurs in specific social contexts that vary in terms of material and 

cultural resources and constraints 159
. Ecuadorian immigrant women and Spanish 

women represent two different contexts of mothering, one interdependent of the 

159 
Nakako Glenn, Chang Forcey (1994:3). 'Social Constructions of Mothering: A 

Thematic Overview' in Nakano Glenn, E. Chang, G. and Rennie Forcey, L. (eds.) Mothering: 
Ideology, Experience, and Agency. New York: Routledge. Pp1-29. 
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other. Ecuadorian immigrant women need to act from the traditional ideal of 

motherhood and fit the model of the traditional woman relegated to the private 

sphere, so that their employers can expand that same idea of motherhood and 

represent the emancipated mother who can successfully be both a professional 

and a mother. 

Ecuadorian women in Spain live the irony of transnational experience by 

which, in order to be good mothers and daughters, they must abandon their 

children and parents. The notion of stratified reproduction shows that Ecuadorian 

women take care of others' children and parents, while arranging the necessary 

networks to sustain social reproduction back home. For the most part, the 

grandparents care for the children of immigrant women. The irony is that while 

immigrant women care for the Spanish elderly and children, they have to 

abandon their children and parents. The immigrants' elderly care for the 

immigrants' children. 

Despite labor demands and legal procedures that impede immigrant 

women from having their own family, Ecuadorian immigrant women work to 

sponsor their children and bring them to Spain. They are various reasons for this 

priority: fear of losing their children's affection, desire to give them a better 

education, and moral reasons. The latter are framed by the notion of stratified 

reproduction and its definition of appropriate motherhood. 

In the role as caregivers of Spanish children and elderly, Ecuadorian 

women immigrants face the stratified reproduction in Ecuador, which describes 

women who migrate as loose women (libertinas), traitors, and bad mothers. In 
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punishment for their deviant behavior, women face the loss of their children and 

of their sexual partners: 

El (mico concepto que tienen de la mujer que viene aca es que se 
vuelven prostitutas, que vienen a trabajar en la prostituci6n, que 
salen a bailar en las discotecas, emborracharse y que empiezan a 
fumar. Porque la mayoria de las mujeres alla no fuman, se 
restringen mucho, no es costumbre que la mujer fume. El hombre, 
con esa desconfianza que tiene, porque nosotros en el Ecuador 
somos muy machistas, piensa que la mujer le va a traicionar, que 
va a perder la mujer. Y esta necesidad sexual tambien tiene que 
sufrirla el, y va a buscar otra mujer. (Marco, Madrid). 

The traditional understanding that a woman cannot work and be a mother 

at the same time does not affect men, who are relieved from any reproductive 

role. Women migrants' failure as mothers extends to their role as reproducers of 

the nation. They are often accused in the national discourse as the sole 

responsible for about every problem in Ecuador today: 

La gente se queja, de modo sorprend~ntemente compartido, de 
que los hijos de los emigrantes se estan "malcriando" sin 
supervision, "se danan" sin querer trabajar desde que reciben 
dinero facil desde Espana, ingresan en las pandillas, se llenan de 
vicios, las hijas se desvian "de lo ~ue separa de una senorita", y se 
convierten en mad res solteras ... 16 

• 

While not underestimating the cost of migration to children, what is 

significant for the purpose of this paper is the identity split that results from the 

impossibility of reconciling the role of the migrant woman with the role of the 

mother. This was a repeated topic in the women's weekly meetings. Immigrant 

women feel the guilt of being "bad mothers" (cargo de conciencia) and suffer 

watching and/or imagining the effects that their decision to migrate has on their 

families. Women worry that their children will get in trouble during their absence 

160 Et.al.Fresneda (2003:44) 
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and that their children will blame them and stop loving them. This anxiety 

translates into somatic symptoms. Most of the Ecuadorian mothers I worked with 

suffered or were recovering from serious depression. At the least, most 

described having trouble sleeping, high or low blood pressure, and other 

symptoms of anxiety. One of the Ecuadorian women with whom I lived, would 

awake crying on a regular basis from nightmares of her children suffering back 

home. Often times I heard women say that their children revenged bad 

motherhood by hiding information from them during phone conversations, or by 

not writing them e-mails: "mis hijos me estan castigando" (Estela). 

During the meetings women would discuss the anguish they felt as they 

lost communication with their children: "Aqui nose viene sino a sufrir, porque yo 

te digo, esto es una tragedia" (Blanca, Madrid). Like Blanca, many women use 

the verb 'sufrir' to describe their experience of migration. During an interview 

Javier Fresneda161 discussed the connotation of 'sacrifice' embedded in 

Ecuadorian women's use of this verb. In their transnational experience, 

Ecuadorian women maintain the romanticized image of their motherhood as life-

giving and self-sacrificed. However, this image survives along with the negative 

image of themselves as the bad mothers who abandoned their children. 

Ecuadorian women's locus in reproduction cannot be reconciled with their 

professional and labor responsibilities. In the above conversation, after Blanca's 

deeply felt comment on her sufrimiento, her discourse shifted and she proudly 

161 Javier Fresneda is author of a study on the effects of migration on Ecuadorian 
immigrants (2003) and very active amongst the immigrant population in Madrid. 
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pulled out her final exams for the convalidation of her Bachelor's degree 162
. She 

had aced them, and she passed them around the room so we could all take a 

look. She had accomplished this alone, while working as an interna and while 

pulling herself out of a depression rooted in the perception of herself as a failure 

to her children. She was immensely proud and looked forward to the possibility of 

working with children, although she also remarked that she knew that, despite it 

all, the only labor niche accessible to her as an Ecuadorian immigrant woman 

was domestic work. 

Clara's example illustrates the contradictory emotions that Ecuadorian 

immigrant women feel as they try to balance their identity as mothers with their 

spatial distance from their children and their role as the breadwinners of the 

family. In a study of transnational motherhood, authors Hondageneu-Sotelo and 

Ernestine Avila claim that immigrant women's alienation and anxiety about 

mothering should refrain the celebratory impulses of transnational perspectives 

of migration 163
• 

During the meetings, Ecuadorian women often reminded each other of the 

differences between Ecuadorian and Spanish women's opportunities of family 

life. On one occasion women began to discuss what they liked about Spanish 

families. Most agreed that Spanish men took up more responsibility towards their 

children than Ecuadorian men. They spoke about how they liked seeing whole 

families in the park whereas, according to them, men in Ecuador rarely take their 

162 Claudia's degree is in Educational psychology 

163 Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila, Ernestine (1997: 567) 
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children to the park. Suddenly, one of the women interrupted the conversation: 

"es verdad que se ve mas libertad pero no para nosotras porque nosotras no 

podemos tener aqui una familia como tienen los espanoles. Que estemos en 

Espana no es lo mismo que poder hacer como hacen ellos, y esque no es lo 

mismo". (Nelly, Madrid). This was just one of the many occasions in which the 

conversation shifted from the discourse of Spain as a space for freedom and 

reconfiguration of family roles, to reminders of the limited opportunities available 

to Ecuadorian women. Ecuadorian women are well aware of the spaces available 

to them in Spain under the system of stratified reproduction. Ecuadorian women 

use various strategies to overcome what Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila describe 

as a the "uncertainty of what is good mothering", both resisting and reinforcing 

the common understanding of motherhood. 

To defend their integrity as mothers when others may criticize them, 

Ecuadorian women construct new scales for gauging the quality of mothering by 

favorably comparing themselves with the negative models of mothering they see 

in Spaniards 164
• Ecuadorian women do n·ot understand why Spanish women 

have children if they cannot take care of them, and denounce the neglect of the 

elderly in Spanish society as a sign of dehumanization. In this sense, they resist 

the State's definition of them as 'bad mothers' by describing themselves as better 

mothers and daughters than Spaniards. 

Ecuadorian women in Spain describe their alignment with the values of 

traditional motherhood and caregiver roles. They overtly express their rejection of 

164 Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila (1997:567). 
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modern feminist discourse. During the meetings, women expressed their opinion 

that las feministas were a threat to family values and had failed to recognize their 

responsibilities as women. Ecuadorian women firmly believe that they hold truer 

values than Spaniards. As evidence oftheir better motherhood, Ecuadorian 

women compare the behavior of Ecuadorian and Spanish children, the former 

polite and mature whereas the latter rude and obnoxious. Spanish children reflect 

the loss of values and are seen as undisciplined and unmannered: 

Y le digo que los chicos, esos chiquitos, son bien 
adelantados ... osea, como podemos decir, malcriados, porque 
mire, en Ecuador por ejemplo a mis nietitos nunca les oigo una 
mala palabra. Pero aqui, por ejemplo, disculpe la mala expression, 
"hija de puta" es como tomarse un vaso de agua. Pero aqui, no, uy 
no! ... ni Dios quiera oirles esa palabra. En cambio aqui ha sido, ps, 
ya una palabra que ... para ustedes creo que no quiere decir nada 
pero en cambio en Ecuador nos hiere bastante, que Dios no quiera 
nuestros hijos digan esas palabras (Juvencia, Madrid) 

Rita explained how a little boy she had raised (as her domestic caregiver) 

learned the values of Ecuador, and so behaved politely. Rita posits that the 

mother got nervous because of how Ecuadorian the child was becoming and 

hired Rita to care for the grandfather instead. The elderly man lived in another 

town and Rita expressed how difficult it was to be suddenly separated from 

Pedro, who she loved as one of her sons because, as she repeated: "yo lo crie y 

le ensene todo". 

Ecuadorian women use their good motherhood to claim status and 

privilege. The paradox is that to gain access to power they have to reinforce the 

very ideology that justifies their subordination, that is, that they are better 
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caregivers and mothers and should thus be relegated to the those labor niches in 

Spanish society. 

In her analysis of black female headed households, Mullings explains how 

ideologies and social policies reinforce stratified reproduction, turning immigrants 

into criminals and relegating them to the lowest paid forms of labor, especially 

domestic work. Like black female-headed households in Harlem, Ecuadorian 

households in Madrid are subject of scrutiny. Images of Ecuadorian immigrants 

looking out to the camera from an overcrowded dark bedroom help construct the 

Otherness that will sustain Ecuadorian women's reproductive labor. 

The public discourse runs counter to Spaniards' preference for 

Ecuadorian caregivers. The Spanish media never depicts women and when it 

does, they appear as neglecting parents. In the fall of 2001, Melva, a 23 year-old 

Ecuadorian immigrant gave birth in the central park of El Retiro and abandoned 

the child in a garbage container. This was a major headline and Melva was 

sentenced to five years in jail on the basis of mental imbalance. Both 

Ecuadorians and Spaniards expressed their outrage at what they considered an 

inhumane and monstrous crime-an Ecuadorian L/orona. Last summer, the 

program 'lnforme Semanal', rated an example of good reporting, aired a 

documentary about Ecuadorian parents' -mostly mothers' - neglect of their 

children. In fifteen minutes, it showed plenty of examples: mothers who left their 

kids all day watching TV, a mother who tied her four year-old to the leg of the bed 

when she left to work, and other mothers who let their children wander through 

Madrid unwatched. Rather than questioning the structures that shaped these 
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events, the documentary presented a succession of examples of bad 

motherhood. In Ecuador, the image of the immigrant woman is depicted under 

the lens of selfish failure of motherhood. In Spain the image of the immigrant 

Ecuadorian woman is depicted as a good caregiver for others' children and 

elderly, but not for her own family. 

Ecuadorian women are the image of old tradition. The antiquity of the 

Americas returns to the motherland in servitude. They are the Other from which 

Spanish women define their reproductive labor as modern liberated Europeans. 

Altogether diverts attention from the injustice of the racial and gendered labor 

market 165
. 

To close this section, I write down the words of some Ecuadorian 

youngsters about their mothers. Some of the kids I spoke with, explained how 

they sometimes released their anger and blamed their mothers for migrating. 

One of them said his mother cried when he told her: "el dinero no compra el 

amor a una madre". A young woman also remembered her mother's expression 

of sadness when, during one of her visits to Ecuador four years ago, she told her 

not to help her with her homework: "tu no, que luego te vas". Without exception 

however, these youngsters expressed their regret for blaming their mothers, who 

they said they knew had done what was best for the family. Here are the words 

of some of the sons and daughters of these transnational mothers: 

Yo no podria hablar mal de mi madre (Javier, 22) 

Yo estaba aqui primero con mi hermana. Cuando mi madre vino ya 
en menos de una semana empez6 a componerse todo, porque es 

165 Colen (1995:131). 
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impresionante c6mo hace todo mi madre: se enter6 de todos los 
papeles, nos abri6 una cuenta en el banco, compr6 una television y 
ya sabia mas que nosotras que ya teniamos aqui coma dos alias 
(Isabel, 25). 

Nunca lo entendi por que se vino ... pero ella siempre ha tenido el 
apoyo de todos por encima de todo ... Ahora todo el mundo ve que 
ha sido la mejor soluci6n (Liliana, 24) 

"Mi mami dice alga y es lo que se hace. Todos estabamos listos de 
ver que haria mi mami, porque era que habia que hacer 
alga ... cuando vino mi mami trajo todos nuestros papeles del 
Ecuador y cuando llegamos nosotros averigu6 todo para que 
pudiesemos estudiar aqui...esque mi mami...la mas sabia. (Ana, 
21) 

In Spain, the reproductive futures of Ecuadorian women are despised, 

whereas the reproductive future of Spanish women is encouraged. In Old Spain, 

Ecuadorian children are also embedded in the workings of stratified reproduction. 

The children of Ecuadorian immigrant caregivers and domestic workers are not 

seen as the new blood that will counterbalance Europe's low birthrates. 

Ecuadorian women are very aware of the limitations their children 

encounter, especially in terms of education opportunities. During one of the 

meetings, the women debated what was best for their children in the 

transnational context. The agreement was that "no estan bien ni alla ni aca" 

(Adriana). Often times it was difficult for the mothers to determine whether their 

children's low grades were a result of their individual performance and 

capabilities as students, or the result of an educational system that did not offer 

immigrant children the same opportunities as to Spanish children. The children 

were unsure themselves, and sometimes they would blame the system to avoid 
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their mother's scolding. As an example, during a discussion about grades, an 

Ecuadorian woman scolded her son and the system at the same time: 

Ya esta bien, que tu no has venido al primer mundo a llevarte una 
educaci6n de tercera que llevarte de regreso a Ecuador ... si 
continuan ofreciendo educaci6n de tercera a las migrantes, van a 
tener a Espana convertida en un pars de tercera (Rita). 

Women feel powerless and responsible for their children's low performance in 

school. By blaming themselves, they reinforce the common discourse which 

would rather blame the mothers than look at the true root causes of the 

problems, deeply embedded in global economy and labor dynamics. In the age 

of globalization, using the notion of stratified reproduction to understand the 

transnational experience of Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain, shows that women 

are still responsible for reproduction. The structure does not change and the work 

is just shifted to a poorly paid female employee, now of specific ethnic and 

national traits. 

Ecuadorian women in Spain have internalized much of the national and 

others' definitions of what it means to be an Ecuadorian woman. Their isolation 

in domestic work makes networking difficult and limits their possibilities of 

organizing in labor movements and/or ethnically based political and cultural 

movements. Despite this, Ecuadorian immigrant women in Madrid do find 

strategies to challenge their position as female immigrants in Spain, and present 

alternative definitions of the nation and of Ecuadorian womanhood. This is the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII- The Construction of Ecuadorian Women's Identity: NosOtras 

In late colonial society the tightening of racial and class hierarchies were 

framed by a discourse of modernity and independence that saw the loss of ethnic 

identity as the move from an ethnic traditional society to a modern class based 

society. Women's migration in the last century has been described in similar 

terms. That is, as a move from tradition to modernity. 

Some authors hold that migrant women experience absolute improvement 

in status and the strengthening of their position in the family 166
• Others argued 

that these women's access to more economic independence through waged 

work gave women more strength to fight their emancipation from traditional 

female roles 167
. 

Various scholars have reacted against this evolutionist perspective. 

Morokvasic ( 1983) denounces how under the 'emancipatory' perspective tradition 

becomes a substitute for an analysis of migrant women's specific sociocultural 

background. The migrant woman is defined as an a-historical agent whose 

decision to migrate responds exclusively to individual motives and personal 

drives. The evolutionist perspective grades the emancipation of women 'here' as 

opposed to 'there', from the understanding that Western societies are less 

oppressive. This veils the forms of oppression that immigrant women face in the 

space of destination. Rather than a linear move from one society to another in 

166 Hoffman-Nowotny (1994). 'Oportunidades y reisgos de las sociedades multiculturaled 
de inmigracion'. In Revista del lnstituto de Estudios Economicos 4:125-230. 

167 Borris (1973), Kosack (1976), Leonetty and Levi (1979). See bibliography. 
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space and time, Das Gupta (1997) argues how women immigrants' identities 

"spark articulations of in-betweenness". Das Gupta poses that women's 

experiences of migration reflect "new forms of agency and identification that 

confuse historical temporalities, confound sententious, continuist meanings, and 

traumatize tradition"168 
. 

The price of modernity is often times reduced to laments for the loss of 

ethnic identity or acclaims of its survival. Women often bear the weight of 

signifying the communities' ethnic identity, and thus are seen as responsible for 

its maintenance and guilty of its loss. This, das Gupta argues, hides the true 

signifiers of ethnic identity. That is, the relations of power that name, produce, 

and rename culture. According to das Gupta, ethnicity is not a cumulative of 

cultural identifiers. Rather, it is an effect of power that reorganizes gender 

hierarchies across nations 169
. 

According to Das Gupta (1997) a gendered, transnational approach must 

overcome its preoccupation with loss or persistence of ethnic identity, which she 

states, separates culture from current and historical links between receiving and 

sending countries 170
• The way to think about community and identity varies as a 

result of historically specific circumstances. Along the same line of thought, 

Martha Few calls ethnicity an aspect of social experience. In the migratory 

experience, women use ethnicity and other aspects of social journey such as 

168 Das Gupta (1997:574). Das Gupta, Monisha. 1997. 'What is Indian about you? : A 
Gendered, Transnational Approach to Ethnicity'. Gender and Society, 11 (5): 572-596. 

169 Das Gupta (1997: 590) 

170 Das Gupta (1997:573). 
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gender, status and religion to create and recreate themselves and their 

communities 171
. 

In a more recent study, Pessar and Mahler (2001) insist once more in the 

need for further research on how identities inflect and are inflected by 

transnational (and global) processes. They urge scholars to look at gender and 

other identities in association with one another, not in isolation and to look at how 

gender articulates with race and nation across borders. In this chapter I look at 

how different women rearticulated their identities in Madrid. Women's 

articulations of their identity in Madrid are deeply intertwined with the racial 

processes in both Ecuador and Spain and their loss of their status as 'mestizas' 

in Ecuador. At the transnational level, the indigenous movement in Ecuador has 

influenced Ecuadorian immigrants' discourse of alterity and helped to formulate 

new definitions of women's location in the social geography of power. I use the 

word 'alterity' cautiously; that is, aware that, as is normally the case, the voices of 

these subaltern groups, indigenous, immigrants, and women often overlap with 

mainstream ideologies. 

Women spoke about their life adjustment to Spain, but not in terms of 

'ethnic loss'. Rather, they explained their adjustment to life in Madrid in terms of 

the difference between enseflarse (teaching oneself) and acostumbrarse (getting 

accustomed). I asked various women to explain the difference between both 

verbs. According to Ana, "Para nosotros enseriarse ya es otro verbo, ya es de 

171 Few (2002:110) Women Who Live Evil Lives. Gender, Religion, and the Politics of Power in 
Colonial Guatemala. Austin: University of Texas Press. 
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coraz6n, mas profundo". The difference between both is that the former has 

sentimental value: 

Que no te ensenas es como que no te adaptas. Tienes que estar a 
gusto para ensenarte ... es como que no estas todavia contento, 
adaptado, feliz, sentirte parte de esto ... no se siente bien. Que 
obviamente eres parte pero no estas a gusto. (Gabriela) 

In response to their failure to become 'enseriadas' women turn to their 

ethnic identity as a way of legitimizing their differences with Spaniards. Immigrant 

women arriving from Ecuador to Madrid employ ethnic identity as a tool to protect 

themselves from their position of social, gender and racial jeopardy. Every one of 

my interviewees made clear differentiations between US Ecuadorians and THEM 

Spaniards. Ecuadorian immigrants felt their culture was an a priori element of 

their identity, which could not be lost, and which they believed was important for 

their survival in Spain: 

Mantener la cultura para mi es vital, porque te dan identidad y al 
darte identidad puedes echar raices aqui pero con tu forma de 
ser ... porque el de aqui nunca te va a ver de aqui y los de alla 
nunca te van aver de alli. (Esteban). 

Yo creo que la cultura no cambia. Yo he cambiado mucho el 
acento de hablar, por muchas cosas ... a veces como que te marca 
un poco, no? y entonces para atender a un publico pues forzarlo 
aunque sea ... y mi jefe incluso me dijo "en tu forma de hablar tienes 
que cambiar algunas cositas". He cambiado mi acento pero mi 
forma de hablar no, porque la cultura es algo que no, 
definitivamente no, en costumbres, en forma de dirigirte a una 
persona ... yo por ejemplo no puedo tutear a una persona asi coma 
asi. (Luz) 

Yo creo que algunos cambian por ser aceptados, que no creo que 
esta mal ... pero claro, .. yo vine a Espana y esta casa de Espana 
tiene unas costumbres y unas leyes que yo tengo que cumplir" 
(Luz). 
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The integration of Ecuadorian women in Madrid should not be read as 

ethnic loss either. Instead, it should be understood as the initiatives and 

accomplishments of these women in the new context, as they work in the 

formation of new collective subjectivities that will facilitate their relations with 

individuals in and outside their community. The assumption of ethnic loss could 

undermine the efforts of these women to empower themselves in the new urban 

environment. Women are very aware of their efforts and do not describe them in 

terms of 'gains' or 'loss' of ethnic identity. However, in their discourse they 

continuously justified themselves for their decision to migrate and their behavior. 

7 .1. Libertad vs. Libertinaje 

The conditions of Madrid seem to configure a steady stream of 

independent, even defiant female personalities that pose a direct threat to the 

traditional roles of men as providers. In Ecuador, women who migrate are oft~n 

depicted as lost women ('perdidas') 172
• In Madrid, Ecuadorian women are 

encouraged to integrate into Spanish society, and are believed to do so better 

than men. The irony is that, in order to integrate, they must ascribe to traditional 

women's behavior, not to the model of the European woman. If they choose to 

behave as a Spanish woman, they will likely be judged by both Ecuadorians and 

Spaniards and be accused of being "loose" women. In fact, the generalized 

belief in Ecuador is that the majority of women who migrate are either full time or 

part time prostitutes. In his study of Ecuadorian immigrants' health, Fresneda 

172 Prostitution is rare amongst Ecuadorian immigrants. To this date, there are no 
identified networks of international prostitution between Ecuador and Spain. The number of 
Ecuadorian women in prostitution is estimated to be about 1% (Fresneda, 2003). 
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notes how in response to this popular belief, Ecuadorian women feel the need to 

continuously justify themselves 173
. I witnessed this on numerous occasions: 

Se dicen muchas cosas pero yo te digo, por mi persona, he tenido 
muchos problemas por tener una mentalidad abierta y me acusan 
mucho, pero yo he sido siempre muy estricta conmigo misma y 
muy trabajadora y sf estoy orgullosa de lo que he hecho con mis 
hijos, porque como personas son muy buenos. (Maricela). 

Therefore, Ecuadorian women are seemingly trapped in an evolutionary 

dichotomy between Ecuatorianidad and Europeidad. The first is associated with 

tradition, whereas the latter is associated with openness and freedom. As a 

result, Ecuadorian women stand on a very thin line between the freedom of 

modernity (libertad) and the threat of becoming lost women (libertinaje). This was 

a constant in women's discourse: 

Aqui lastimosamente nuestra gente viene a hacerse muy a lo 
europeo ... yo he sacado una conclusion de todo eso esque es que 
nosotras venimos de una cultura muy cerrada, muy tradicional y 
bueno ... las personas adultas nos abrimos pero no nos abrimos 
mucho, osea, nos acostumbramos no?, pero hay personas que no, 
osea se abren. Ellas dicen esque somos libres y ya el libertinaje 
que es muy diferente libertad y libertinaje, pero sera por ser 
j6venes, o por un circulo muy cerrado ... o lo que yo creo es que es 
la soledad. (Marisol). 

Decia el otro dia una chica que en Espana es mas libre que ella se 
sentia mas libre aqui en Espana ... y la respuesta mia fue: "mira, 
una persona que quiere hacer a Igo lo hace aqui y alla" ... no, a mi 
no me parece. (Liliana). 

Porque yo veo que hay mujeres aqui que yo veo que 
cogen ... mujeres de 40 anos, se van a bailar, amanecen y se van a 
trabajar ... !Ah!, ahora que estas en Espana ya eres mas libre y ya 
eres una espanola, pues no, yo no lo veo asi ... y poco a poco nos 
vamos acostumbrando nosotros tambien a eso" (Ana) 

173 Fresneda (2003). 
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Many Ecuadorian women felt the conditions in Madrid had a lot to offer. 

This was especially true for women who left behind abusive husbands, the 

stigma of single motherhood and/or divorce and also for younger women: "Yo te 

digo, que lo que senti cuando llegue a Espana es una palabra: libertad" 

{Claudia); "Soy completamente libre aqui. Divorciada, vivo con mi hijo y con mi 

trabajo" {Judith). Ecuadorian women often spoke about how migrating had 

contributed to their personal growth and self-confidence: 

Ahora si, ya si me siento preparada para enfrentar a la vida, 
porque la autoestima yo la tengo fatal con las espanoles y esque 
no lo puedo controlar. Pero ahora estoy bien porque para lo que al 
principio pase, humillaci6n tras humillaci6n y ahora yo me defiendo 
mas yen el Ecuador ya si me puedo enfrentar {Marisol). 

Yo siento que he madurado mucho, si he cambiado mucho" 
{Isabel). 

Tengo una ilusi6n de hacer cosas, que a lo mejor alli no habria 
tenido ... a lo mejor si estuviese alli fuese coma todas las nirias, no? 
que se dedican a estudiar, a las novios, y de la calle a la biblioteca 
y nada mas pero aqui coma que vas cogiendo otro tipo de 
mentalidad. (Victoria). 

Si he cambiado un mont6n, coma mas responsible, mas seria, 
pienso mas las cosas ... osea, valoras mas las cosas. {Olga). 

However, regardless of their situation, Ecuadorian women's achievements 

in Madrid are accompanied by numerous costs and have been attained in a 

context of limited options 174
. They know that their access to the European way of 

life is limited :"Estar en Espana no es que podemos vivir como espanoles" 

{Andrea). 

174 Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila (1997). 
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During their meetings, Ecuadorian women discussed whether or not 

migration had contributed to their emancipation as women. They attempted to 

define what they had accomplished and to identify the gains and costs of those 

accomplishments. The feeling of freedom was inextricably linked to women's 

sense of accomplishment. Most women agreed that economic independence 

was key to their feeling of freedom: 

Yo he escuchado a muchas chicas decir eso ... no entiendo yo esa 
libertad, aunque eso sf, el trabajo da mucha independencia ... pero 
hasta cierto limite. (Ana). 

Other women thought the feeling of freedom was the outcome of learning to 

survive alone in another culture. They felt that the hardships of migration made 

women stronger and more independent. Independence was a par with capacity 

for initiative: "aqui cualquier cosa yo le hago" (Maria). The expression "yo le 

hago" was regularly used to express the readiness to confront hardship. Rita 

however, drew a clear division between feelings of autonomy and freedom: 

Muchas mujeres vienen por arreglar su familia. No es solo el 
prop6sito econ6mico. Muchas llegan y creen que su esposo va a 
esperarles (en Ecuador] ya su regreso se encuentran sin esposo y 
con las hijos abandonados. Entonces ellas tienen que hacerle, y 
consiguen autonomia, no libertad sine autonomia de que ellas 
pueden hacer las cosas y pueden decidir ir al cine si gustan o a 
bailar porque ellas quieran y lo deseen. (Rita). 

Rita, like many other women, believes she has become more 

autonomous, but at a high cost. 

As a norm, the feelings of freedom prevailed in the discourse of younger 

Ecuadorian women. The children of Ecuadorian women also felt their mothers 

had changed as a result of migration. They pointed at their mothers' physical, 
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mental and cultural changes. This is very clear when they describe their re-

encounter with their mothers at Madrid's airport. Without exception, they 

described this as a memorable experience: 

Cuando vine yo la vi mas guapa. Yo ... dios mio, que guapa y que 
joven estas, que encima como era invierno, que nosotros nunca 
usamos esos abrigos tan largotes ... y es que nisiquiera fue que se 
meti6 en la moda de aqui, simplemente que le regal6 su jefa y ella 
se lo puso y punto ... esque se la veia muy bien ... esa vez estaba 
ahi tan joven, todo el mundo feliz porque la veiamos y estaba 
guapa guapa, y alegre y abierta y decia "hijos, quieren esto y lo 
otro y ya me contaran ... (Ana) 

Puta cambiada, sobretodo mi mama. Mi mama tenia una foto que 
parecia abuelita, toda canosa, con sus falditas largas ... y llegue 
aca ... pelito corto, pintado, con pantalones, bien ajustados, yo me 
quede .... mami, mami! Que cambiazo que se ha pegado! (Omar) 

In terms of mental changes, Ecuadorian youth often thought their mothers 

had become more secure of themselves ("como mas seguras"), and more lively 

("como con mas animo"). Culturally, Ecuadorian youth felt their mothers still 

showed resistance to the cultural norms of Spain: 

Yo quiero vivir solo porque mi mama es demasiado pendiente y no 
entiende que aqui hay como mas liberalismo ... al principio me 
gustaba porque tenia mucho tiempo solo en el Ecuador y me 
gustaba la atencion, pero ya no me gusta. (Lauro) 

No puedo a mi madre decirle que quiero vivir con mi novio, y esque 
yo no puedo, nose por que no podemos y esque ella dice que 
nosotros no hacemos asi en el Ecuador (Wendy). 

Despite this, most perceived that in Spain their mothers had become 

much less strict about cultural norms in Ecuador. At times, the mothers' changes 

of cultural behavior caused feelings of confusion and/or rejection in their children: 
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Es mas fria y ya n9 es coma antes. Esta mas joven y sale a bailar y 
eso .... No es la 'mamitis' de antes y esque en Ecuador era siempre 
"hijo esto", "hijo que aquello" y no, ahora no. (Mateo) 

Most times however, the sons and daughters of immigrant women felt the 

generation gap between them and their mothers had narrowed as a result of 

migration. They thought their mothers were more understanding in Spain than in 

Ecuador: 

Ella es igual que aqui pero ... no, es diferente porque si hay que 
reconocer que aqui en Espana la gente esta muy abierta a muchas 
cosas ... osea, no alarma que una chica este con un chico 
conversando abajo, sin embargo en Ecuador sf, entonces ... es 
coma que ahora mi madre me ve conversando con· un chico abajo 
y no me dice nada, pero en Ecuador si que ... (Maria). 

Ahora yo le digo a mi novia de Ecuador, "mi mami ya te quiere" y 
ella me dice, "no te creol" y yo, "siiii. ... esque ha cambiado mucho" 
porque antes no me dejaba hablar con mi novia y pensaba 
diferente. 

Often times, mothers acted as cultural bridges between their husbands 

and their children, for example, setting later curfews and keeping girl/boyfriends 

secret from the father. Some students explained with a mix of humor and 

frustration that their fathers feared they would adapt to the chaos and 

permissiveness of Madrid's youth: "se amarga, se amarga mucho. Esque cree 

que ya nos hemos adaptado totalmente ... le preocupa que ya este 

ensenandome" (Ana). One student explained how her mother and her hid from 

her father that she went out with Spanish friends, and would tell him that they 

were from whatever other country. From my experience, mothers did not share 

this resistance, and even seemed to encourage their children to make Spanish 

friends and join groups of Spanish youth. 
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The words of the sons and daughters of immigrant women further 

question the ways in which these women redefine their identity in Madrid, 

sometimes reinforcing and other times challenging relations of race and class in 

Ecuador: 

En el Ecuador uno se relaciona con los de su clase ... mi mami alla 
nunca hubiese aceptado que yo limpiase, o que tuviese un novio 
obrero albariil, alla no (Isabel). 

Isabel's last observation calls attention at how women's social geography of 

power changes upon their arrival to Spain. In this next section, I describe some 

of these identity processes and the ways in which women rework their identity as 

Ecuadorians to empower themselves in Madrid. The interrelatedness of gender, 

class, race and constructions of the nation both in Ecuador and in Spain is at the 

center of these identity processes. 

7 .2. Reworking Ethnic Relations 

Often times immigrant groups formulate their ethnic identity in terms of the 

feeling of we-ness amongst themselves and/or with other immigrant groups. I 

agree with Fresneda (2003), that Ecuadorian migration is too recent and has not 

shown signs yet of a sense of coherence with immigrant groups of other 

nationalities. Ecuadorians felt they were very different from immigrant groups 

from elsewhere in Latin America and did not share a feeling of 

Latinamericanness ("No nos entendemos, por eso estoy en desacuerdo con lo 

de los latinos llevarse todos", Luis). 
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Some Ecuadorians expressed their we-feeling as Ecuadorian immigrants 

over other forms of identification: 

"Yo creo que aqui falta mucho fortalecer la cuesti6n de la identidad. 
Aca asumes una identidad mas nacional porque estas en un 
ambito internacional. Aqui es 'soy ecuatoriana y me tratan como 
migrante' (Adriana, 38). 

"Nosotros migrantes nos hemos convertido en una peste, somos el 
nuevo pueblo judfo, tenemos una nueva nacionaiidad, nuestro 
nombre es inmigrantes y nuestro apellido ilegalidad" (Fanny). 

Despite this, I found that, for the moment, Ecuadorians still attach value to 

their identifications of the national and regional type and continue to defend their 

regional and ethnic identity back in Ecuador: 

Se mantienen .... se mantienen y fuertemente ... yo donde me he 
movido en diversas partes de Espana veo esto ... alla los monos, 
los serranos ... algunos inclusive se ponen los famosos motes, que 
si los pachakutis, los indigenas, los indios, o los estos, los 
otros ... es una pena que nose logre romper. (Esteban) 

During organizational meetings, often times Ecuadorians would sit with the 

group that shared a same regional and ethnic identity. Clearly then, immigrants 

are not blank slates. They arrive with their own defined geographies of power, 

which are reworked in Spain through a variety of ways. Immigrants' rearticulation 

of the geographies of power can only be fully understood within the framework of 

colonial relations between Spain and Ecuador. 

For centuries, Ecuador has drawn from an ideology of mestizaje that 

places Spain as the motherland and relegates the indigenous as a sign of 

underdevelopment and shame. 
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Mestizaje is not just the mix of races or cultures. It is a specific cultural 

construction that might not even entail ethnic differences 175
• For instance, in 

1972 President Rodriguez Lara argued that there was no longer an Indian 

problem because the natives became like white men when they accepted the 

goals of the national culture. This sets the Ecuadorian population against itself. 

Opportunities for social advancement increase in Ecuador upon the denial of the 

indigenous element, even if physically visible. Within these contradictions, there 

is a continuous over-evaluation of Europeanness. 

The majority of Ecuadorian women in Spain defined themselves as 

'mestizas' or 'blancas' in Ecuador, meaning the unmarked category of 

Ecuadorian society and, most of them state they are from the urban centers, 

specifically Quito and Guayaquil. In Ecuador, mestizas construct their ethnic 

identity through their pride in their Spanish ancestry. Their status as mestizas 

can help them overcome their position of jeopardy as women. Upon arrival to 

Spain, immigrant women's social location in Ecuador looses its value, as 

Spaniards ascribe to them ethnic and national markers. For a Spaniard, these 

markers often overlap, and Ecuadorians in general are seen as the indigenous 

Other. 

In 19th century urban centers of Spanish Colonial America the elites 

fiercely protected their ethnic identity, seeking ways to weaken the Others' 

175 As a result, the racial composition of Ecuador's population is a controversial issue. 
According to Gerlach, some claim the Ecuadorian population is 40% Indian, 40% mestizo, 10% 
white and 10% black. Others insist that the composition is 25% Indian and 55% mestizo (Gerlach, 
2003:7. Indians, Oil, and Politics: A Recent History of Ecuador. Wilminton: Scholarly Resource 
Inc.). 
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identities. The tendency for officials and elites was to attribute uncontrollable 

behaviors to racial status. In this view, poverty and misery were constructed as 

inherent conditions determined by birth, not results of a hierarchical system of 

injustice 176
. 

In this space, indigenous women soon learned that in the urban centers, 

being indigenous was, at the least, irrelevant, and at the most, a threat to their 

survival. In response to these pressures, many would have felt compelled to 

redefine their identities and take up the markers of mestizo women, such as 

dress or speech. In the context of migration between Ecuador and Spain today, 

immigrant women realize that their professional preparation, ethnic status, family 

history and social class back in Ecuador are worthless in Spain. In response to 

this, they undergo a quiet struggle to redesign their ethnic identity to fit the new 

context: 

Yo me acuerdo que la chica que trabajaba en mi casa en Ecuador 
hasta nos cambiaba de ropa, que ni pelar una papa sabiamos. 
(Isabel). 

Todas hemes pasado par eso de sentir queen nuestro pais somos 
lo maxima y aqui somos una porqueria. En Ecuador casi todas que 
se han ido eran duelias de su casa y llevaban las riendas y aqui 
estan sirviendo. (Rita). 

Ecuadorian Mestizas in Spain today are suffering some of the hardships 

that indigenous women face(d) in Ecuador's urban centers. Similar to how 

mestizos see the indigenous in Ecuador, Spaniards see Ecuadorians in Madrid 

as a racial Other, and define their subordination in terms of opposition between 

tradition and modernity: 

176 
Deeds (1997), Pescador (1999). See bibliography. 
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Yo, mi cultura, les discuto yoL.porque a veces, como que me 
molesta un poquito que me denigren. Yo les digo que de Ecuador 
ha venido toda la gente de Espana, que igual que ellos fueron, 
ahora nosotros volvemos. (Cumanda). 

This comment calls attention to the ways colonial relations influence 

Ecuadorian women's efforts to draw a clean line between US Ecuadorians and 

THEM Spaniards. The irony is that back in Ecuador, many of these women 

resorted to their Spanishness in order to strengthen their locus of power. 

Ecuadorian women react against their identification with the indigenous in 

Spanish socie___ty: 

Yo no me siento feliz de vivir en Espana, porque esta gente racista 
nos explota, nos hace trabajar y no nos pagan solo porque piensan 
que somos indios y porque somos migrantes somos tratados con 
desprecio. (Lucia) 

In the above example, Lucia establishes a clear demarcation between the 

indigenous population in Ecuador and mestizo immigrants. This is evidence of 

how structures of power in Ecuador survive in Spain. In an episode in the bus, a 

Spanish woman asked an Ecuadorian friend of mine if she was indigenous, to 

which my friend replied: "no, soy mestiza, igual que usted". In this example, my 

friend reinforced the Spanish aspect of her identity, while for Spaniards she 

fulfills the image of the indigenous. 

Ecuadorian immigrants saw the opportunity to migrate as a marker of 

status that differentiated them from the poor: 

Por que creernos los gringos solo porque vivimos en el exterior? A 
pesar de tener pelo castano y piel blanca, se nos nota de alguna 
manera de d6nde provenimos. (Claudia). 
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Migration can be a marker of status back in Ecuador. After all, those who migrate 

had the choice of selling their property and/or small business to buy a ticket and 

carry out the migratory venture. This economic capacity is linked to the racial 

identification of mestizo and the denial of the indigenous. 

Part of Ecuadorian women's reaction against their loss of social status as 

mestizas, is their resistance to victimization. Spaniards pity Ecuadorians and 

describe them as ignorant, submissive, hardworking and sacrificed, just like 

mestizos describe the indigenous in Ecuador ("Lo peor es cuando uno se pone 

de victima y cuando lo ponen de victima" , Maritza). Ecuadorian women resent 

Spaniards' descriptions of Ecuador ("mi jefe me dijo que habia de ser muy triste 

vivir en Ecuador, y que alli estabamos muertos de hambre, que los nines se 

morian y que todo era pobre ... ", Isabel). 

Ecuadorian immigrants bring to Spain their social geographies of power. 

Sometimes they react against their construction in Spain as indigenous, but other 

times they embrace it. Immigrants' idealization of the homeland results in their 

romantization of the indigenous. The well-known Ecuadorian painter, Kishor, 

explained how as a result of migration he experienced new feelings of 

indigenismo: 

Esas ganas de estar alla, ese desapego de mis costumbres me 
hizo cambiar y valorar mas mi pais de origen ... entonces es cuando 
empiezo a pintar tematicas mas relacionadas con el 
indigenismo ... una etapa de necesidad de querer estar metido de 
nuevo en ese ambiente, de querer decir que esta es mi cultura, y 
que este indigena y este poncho soy yo ... 1n 

177 Kishor has lived in Madrid since 1995. He is the founder and director of an 
organization of Ecuadorian and Latin American artists in Madrid. 
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In the transnational scene, besides these feelings of romantization and 

longing for the country of origin, Ecuadorian women experience the loss of their 

ethnic status back in Ecuador. In Spain, being mestiza no longer holds significant 

value and women must undergo difficult processes to reformulate the social 

geography of power both in Spain and in Ecuador. This process is greatly 

influenced by the strengthening of Ecuador's indigenous movement in the last 

decade. 

The experience of migration has motivated a new sense of we-ness 

between migrant mestizos and indigenous. Mestizas occupy in Spain the same 

labor niche that indigenous women fill in Ecuador. They also experience similar 

forms of discrimination as racial others. For many women the experience of 

migration meant a reevaluation of the geographies of power in Ecuador: 

Te digo que nosotros de aqui, alla denigramos al indio y digo, y 
aqui como que te denigran a ti, digo que cuando vaya a Ecuador 
voy a ir abrazando a los indios ... esque asi se deben sentir ellos 
cuando uno nose sienta a su lado ... osea, que bestia, hemos 
sentido lo que es sentir eso. (Cumanda) 

Queridos ecuatorianos que estan en Espana, nose olviden de 
nuestra identidad, y cuando regresemos a nuestro Ecuador, no 
seamos racistas, porque ya lo vivimos y no nos gust6. (Alejandra. 
Letter to El Comercio, 07/13/02). 

Indigenous immigrants are also reacting to these transnational 

reformulations of power. Although Indigenous Ecuadorians form a minority of the 

total of Ecuadorian migration to Spain (about 4%), I witnessed some revealing 

interactions between mestizas and indigenous Ecuadorian women in Madrid. 

During a church meeting, Rita was talking to Juliana, an indigenous Ecuadorian 
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woman. Rita was victimizing Juliana. Rita asked Juliana to explain how she had 

managed to adjust to a big city and a modern context, after leaving her little town. 

Rita started talking to Juliana about how hard it must have been for her to leave 

her place and move into an urban city where she had to speak Spanish and 

change her indigenous clothing. Juliana's reply was direct and I could see it 

caught Rita by surprise: "Para nosotros? No, mas dificil ha de ser para ustedes, 

que nosotros ya estamos acostumbrados a servir". 

Mestizas were continuously reminded that in the international space, they 

were a par with their indigenous other. Some women commented that in Ecuador 

an indigenous person would never address them as "tu", whereas in Spain they 

did so all the time. When asked about this, some women remarked, "lo hacen 

pero se nota que les cuesta". 

Although being a mestizo does not mean anything in Spain's society, 

being indigenous could. Some immigrants have realized that the New Age 

exotization and peculiar revival of the Native, could offer them some advantages. 

Ecuadorian women in Spain believe that taking on an indigenous identity holds 

more value than claiming equality with Spaniards. Thus, many turn to the 

indigenous identity they had previously despised: 

He visto como en varias ocasiones la gente europea ha respetado 
mas a los otavalenos porque con orgullo dicen que son indios. 
Desde entonces siempre digo que soy India y hay mas respeto y 
admiraci6n. (Gladys) 

Interestingly, immigrants' favoring of the indigenous identity over the 

mestizo identity holds considerable advantages in the transnational scene. In 
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order to understand this one must turn to the centrality of the indigenous 

movements in Ecuador today. 

7 .3. Appropriating the Indigenous Struggle to Address Migration and 
· Gender 

CONAIE is the major Indian organization in the continent. In 
contrast, Ecuador's political class is the least prestigious, weakest 
and most backward in the Americas (El Comercio, 4/28/00) 

It is too soon to tell if the managers have learned anything. It is also 
too early to know whether or not the Indians can transform the 
country. But in the last several decades they have made enormous 
advances in terms of self-pride, organization and assertiveness, 
which benefit us all. (Ecuadorian analyst). 178 

Alarcon, Kaplan and Moallen question the continuous presence of gender 

and sexuality and their symbolic power in both the historicity and temporality of 

the nation. They look at the repetition of raced ethnicities as powerful signifiers 

counter and disruptive to the nationalistic totalizing pedagogical discourse 17
9

• 

The disruptive discourse of the Ecuadorian nation is, no doubt, the discourse of 

the Indigenous movement in Ecuador, which is known for its occasional capacity 

to depose presidents and affect state policies. 

Ecuador's discovery of oil fueled the country's economy, but also 

presented a direct attack on many indigenous groups. These joined forces and 

created Ecuador's first truly indigenous organization in 1986, CONAIE. Although 

initially CONAIE's main concern were issues of land distribution, it broadened its 

scope to confront the country's traditional system inspired in what they termed 

178 Et. al. Gerlach (2003: 238). 
179 Alarc6n, Kaplan and Moallen (1999:10). 
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'the Hispanic-Ecuadorian nationality'. Therefore, the indigenous movement 

posed a direct challenge to the ideology of Hispanidad and fostered the 

emergence of a new ecuatorianidad that would include indigenous subalternity. 

In 1996 CONAIE founded the political party Pachakutik, marking the 

indigenous entrance into Ecuador's electoral process. As a political party, 

Pachakutik allowed the indigenous movement to focus on national concerns such 

as low wages, inflation, corruption, privatization and dollarization of the economy, 

precisely the causes that led to growing migration to Spain. 

According to Allen Gerlach (2003), from their outset, both CONAIE and 

Pachakutik were not exclusive movements. They joined labor unions and other 

national organizations against government policies that were contrary to Indian 

interests 180
• In their struggle, they included others on the margins of society, 

among them women, ecologists, human rights activists, and various NGO's 181
• 

Ecuadorian immigrant organizations in Spain quickly expressed their 

admiration for the indigenous plight and their alignment to Pachakutik. The main 

Ecuadorian organization in Spain is named after indigenous leader Rumiliahui. 

This organization has signed agreements of mutual cooperation with CONAIE 

and its supportive institutions. Ruminahui's mission statement includes include its 

commitment to "la Uni6n de los pueblos" (the Union of the People), which 

applies to both the indigenous population and immigrant mestizos. Indigenous 

Ecuadorians and immigrant mestizos claim their rights to occupy a space and 

180 Gerlach (2003:73) 

181 Ibid (2003: 77). 
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carry out a form of citizenship adequate to their conditions at the margins of the 

nation. Immigrant organizations in Spain work from the model of the indigenous 

movement in Ecuador: 

Hoy por hoy, los ecuatorianos emigrantes, tenemos mucho que 
aprender del (mica colectivo que ejerce autenticamente su 
ciudadania actualmente en el Ecuador: el indigenado, cuyo 
compromise en mantener y reforzar una estructura social 
politicamente participativa debemos reconocer y admirar182

• 

According to Gerlach the indigenous movement in Ecuador has largely 

replaced traditional parties of the left and labor unions in expressing social 

discontent, "the Indian movement was far more powerful than the traditional left 

had ever been"183
. 

The death of the 12 Ecuadorian undocumented immigrants in Lorca in 

January 2001, coincided with indigenous uprisings in Ecuador. In Spain, the 

protests against the new migration law of 2001 and the signing of the latest 

migration accords between Spain and Ecuador were following the steps of the 

recent indigenous uprisings. Gabriela, a member of Pachakutik and active 

community organizer in Ecuador helped me understand all these connections: 

Cuando las indigenas dijeron "queremos ser reconocidos, 
queremos ser parte de esta sociedad" entonces lo que siempre 
hacian ellos es tomarse las plazas y las iglesias ... es una practica 
tradicional indigena y eso es increible, que aqui comenzaron a 
hacer lo mismo ... es toda una revelaci6n del indigena yen este 
sentido las migrantes aqui cuando empezaron a tomarse las 
plazas, las iglesias y todo eso, yo creo que como que volvieron a 
recuperar eso (Gabriela). 

182 Gonzalez, Miguel. Ecuador Llactacaru. (El Comercio 01/08/01) 

183 Gerlach (2003:79). 
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At this same time, the families of immigrants joined in Ecuador to support 

the immigrants' plight in Spain. The deaths in Lorca focused on immigrant 

Ecuadorian agricultural workers, mostly men. Ecuadorian men were the ones 

suffering the consequences of unemployment, not women. This meant that at 

first, the most visible supporters of the immigrants' plight in Ecuador, were 

women, wives and mothers of these men: 

Nosotros en el Ecuador veiamos que no era justo que alla se estan 
jugando la vida y nosotros aqui no exijamos al gobierno para que 
pidan la regularizaci6n ... y se consigui6. Yo soy del movimiento 
Pachakutik pero yo veo que esto es una conquista social, no 
politica. Osea, esto va porque va, porque esto es asf y es lo justo. 
(Gabriela) 

Ecuadorian organizations working from Ecuador to support immigrants in 

Spain succeeded in their plights primarily as a result of the indigenous 

movement's support for their plight. Gabriela was very active in both the 

indigenous uprisings and the protests of immigrants' family members. As active 

participant in both Pachakutik and the immigrants' plight, she provided enormous 

insight on this crisscross of transnational events: 

En ese tiempo, como el movimiento indigena estaba digamos 
planteando algunas cosas y habia un levantamiento muy fuerte en 
esos dfas, dentro de los puntos de las propuestas que se 
presentaron al gobierno estaba el tema de la migraci6n, introducido 
por Juan Carlos Manzanilla desde la CONAIE. Se incluy6 el tema 
de la migraci6n entre los puntos fundamentales. (Gabriela). 

Gabriela embodies the crisscross of subaltern discourses. In terms of 

ethnic identity she defines herself as a mestiza from Quito, as a member of the 

indigenous party Pachakutik and as an activist in support of the immigrants' 
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struggle. First the wife of an immigrant, she arrived to Spain last summer and is 

now an immigrant herself. 

Like most Ecuadorian women in Madrid, Gabriela comes to feel the 

oppression as a migrant above other forms of oppression. Most Ecuadorian 

women in Spain, if they suffered any form of abuse from a Spanish male, would 

explain it in terms of immigration, not gender. Although this could be read as a 

weakening of Ecuadorian women's struggles for gender equality, my experience 

shows that it is more likely that women will appropriate the fight for migration 

rights to reinforce their claims as women and as citizens both in Spain and in 

Ecuador. 

During their meetings Ecuadorian women in Madrid discussed the 

specific consequences of migration on women: "Si como mujeres no articulamos 

nuevas propuestas, no vamos a solucionar nada" (Claudia) and proposed 

initiatives to address these issues both in Spain and in Ecuador. One of these 

initiatives were their weekly meetings, to which they invited different speakers to 

address issues important to them. At the same time, Ecuadorian women felt their 

fight as immigrants in Spain extended to their responsibility as Ecuadorian 

citizens: "A pesar de no estar alli nos afectan sus cambios, nos sentimos y nos 

debemos a ese pais por labor social" (Dora). 

The indigenous movement has opened spaces for Ecuadorian women to 

express their concerns. Both CONAIE and Pachakutik include women's groups, 

and offer alternative definitions of the place of women in the nation. The 

president of Ruminahui is a woman, and most of the leadership of the 
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organization is ran by women. Most female and male active members in the 

organization identified indigenous woman Nina Pacari, was their preferred 

Ecuadorian politician. 

The case of Ecuadorian women in Spain is in agreement with research 

that suggests migrant women can find strength and power in the oppressive 

conditions of tli!e migratory experience. In accordance with these findings, the 

intensification f Ecuadorian women's gender and racial subordination may have 

overtime a liberating potential1M. Gabriela, experienced in both the indigenous 

and immigrant movements, makes the following diagnosis of Ecuadorian 

women's situation in Spain: 

Yo creo que esque faltan espacios de unidad, de acoplamiento. 
Osea, mas que divisiones, es que cada uno viene a sobrevivir. 
Viene por una opci6n personal pero cuando ya somos muchos 
puede pasar algo interesante ... Yo veo que las posibilidades 
todavia ... no es que no haya gente o fuerza o motivos, lo que creo 
es que la gente esta llegando. Recien son tres anos. Ahorita 
apenas estan terminando de pagar sus deudas. Es un momenta 
que ahora toca pelear mas, lo que pasa es que la gente trabaja 
doce horas y en el servicio domestico entonces tal vez solo hay un 
dfa y no es suficiente tiempo ... se podria propiciar alguna cosa para 
ver alg(m espacio serio de trabajo con mujeres migrantes ... se 
podria empezar por ahi, pero asi como pensar que se va a 
mobilizar un gran colectivo, no todavia. 

Ecuadorian women in Spain undergo intense processes to define their 

ethnic identity in Madrid. These processes are gendered and racialized and work 

to open spaces for women in the transnational space. The ways in which 

Ecuadorian men and women perceive and construct their identities are 

embedded in historical processes at work in both Ecuador and Spain. 

184 
Wilson (1978), Philzacklea (1982) et. al. Morokvasic (1984). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

My aim with this thesis has been to present a gendered analysis of 

Ecuadorian transmigration to Spain. I set myself three objectives: 1) show the 

workings of gender in migration processes between Spain and Ecuador; 2) show 

how gender crisscrosses with race and constructions of the nation to shape the 

experiences of Ecuadorian women in Madrid; 3) to inform of the reality of 

Ecuadorian migration to Spain, its causes and outcomes. 

Colonial relations between Spain and Ecuador frame the construction of 

space, gender and ethnicity in both countries. Most Ecuadorian immigrants in 

Spain are women. This demands a gendered analysis of the experiences of 

migration from Ecuador to Spain at all levels: historic-structural, cultural symbolic, 

and personal. Gender crosscuts at all three levels to shape the lives of 

Ecuadorian women in Madrid. 

A historical-structural analysis reveals how relations between Spain and 

Ecuador through time influence migration policies in Spain, and the responses to 

these policies in Ecuador. Colonial relations between both countries frame 

Ecuadorian's preference for Spain over other destinations. The historical

structural analysis also reveals how women have historically performed similar 

roles. In Colonial America, Ecuadorian indigenous women migrated to the urban 

centers to work primarily as domestic workers. In today's global economy, 

Ecuadorian mestizas are migrating to Madrid to work primarily in domestic work. I 

used the notion of stratified reproduction as the theoretical framework to 

historicize women's labor niches through time. 
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At the cultural symbolic level I attended to the constructions of women in 

Ecuador's national project. The construction of the Ecuadorian nation is marked 

by the rejection of the indigenous woman and the over-evaluation of 

Europeanness. I show how women have been used as symbols of the union 

between Spain and Ecuador through time. The racialized and gendered 

constructions of the ideologies of Hispanidad and Ecuatorianidad underlie much 

of the experiences of Ecuadorian women in the transnational space today. The 

gendered constructions of Nation, Citizen and Immigrant hide the key role of the 

Ecuadorian women in the economies of Spain and Ecuador, and move attention 

away from the global forces behind these women's decision to migrate and 

experiences of migration. 

Finally, Ecuadorian women in Spain, despite their erasure and their 

situation of triple jeopardy, as women, immigrants and seemingly indigenous, 

have found strategies to benefit from a context that offers them limited options. 

These strategies should not be read in terms of loss or maintenance of ethnic 

identity. Their personal stories reveal the variety of strategies they are employing 

to rearticulate their place in Spain's social geographies of power. Historical 

processes in Ecuador and Spain influence these strategies. The Indigenous 

movement in Ecuador has crosscut with migrants' plight in Spain and opened 

spaces to redefine relations of gender, race and class in both countries. 

Throughout my work I tried to keep gender continuously in mind, treating it 

as a structural force behind Ecuadorian women's decision to leave the country, 

their experiences in Spain, their location in global labor dynamics, re-articulations 
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of identity based on cultural constructions of motherhood and womanhood, and 

their transnational demands as Ecuadorian citizens and as immigrants. The 

complexity and variety of Ecuadorian women's personal experiences challenges 

any attempt to generalize their situation, based either on their individual 

motivation or on broader structural determinants. 

Although the feminization of Ecuadorian migration has been 

acknowledged in academic circles, it has not had an effect on governmental or 

media discourses neither in Spain, nor in Ecuador. Spaniards and Ecuadorians in 

general, would still maintain that migration from Ecuador to Spain is 

predominately male, and there have been no legal initiatives to regulate domestic 

work. Further efforts are needed to incorporate women into migration theory and 

show how gender constructions affect the experience of migration at all levels. 

The gendered constructions of migration are latent in the generalized feeling that 

Ecuadorian migration is the start of a new mestizaje: 

A nivel social, c6mo ha cambiado la sociedad espaliola ... pues 
mucho, un mestizaje mucho mas grande, la musica latina, la 
comida latina en los supermercados ... c6mo van variando tambien 
los hijos de estas senoras migrantes, de nuestras mujeres, osea, 
es un cambio muy grande, brutal y me da mucha pena porque el 
gobierno no esta hacienda nada para facilitar ese cambio ... osea, 
en vez de que sea un parto normal, inclusive lo menos doloroso, lo 
esta hacienda lo mas doloroso y lo mas terrible posible. (Esteban). 

Esteban's description is heavily gendered at all levels. Gendered studies 

of migration are key to facilitate these new processes of mestizaje where women 

are true protagonists. 
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One of the last field experiences I had was a church meeting of Spaniards 

and Ecuadorians. The former asked the latter to list their reasons for wanting and 

not wanting to return to Ecuador. In the first list, everyone listed the family, and 

some included business or property back home. The list of reasons for not 

wanting to return was much more varied. Jose was in Madrid with his family. He 

said he would not return because of 'pride'. He felt it would be a failure to return 

with the same economic level he left. Sofia said she would not return because of 

'desapego'. She felt disengaged from Ecuador and now had her friends in Madrid 

and wanted to start studying. Others said they would not return because they 

were just starting to make their way in Madrid. Three of the women had just 

reunited with their children and this gave them new incentives to stay in Spain. 

Isabel, a young woman said she did not have anybody to return to because she 

had brought all her family over to Spain (her mother, her two sisters, her brother, 

three uncles and the grandparents). Some described Spain as a 'drug' that 

increasingly absorbs one's hopes of leaving and described the migratory 

experience as 'estar atrapado' (being trapped) and 'estar enchufado' (being 

addicted). Everyone expressed a preference for keeping the ties with both 

countries: "Quisiera hacer una comparaci6n, ver c6mo me sentiria alli, nose 

c6mo sera volver pero poder mantener las dos puertas abiertas, no?" (Katia); 

"No, no, yo en cuanto tenga mi documentaci6n voy a dar una vuelta, luego voy, 

luego regreso, voy y asi" (Luis). 

During this same meeting an Ecuadorian priest reminded a group of 

Ecuadorian immigrants, men and women that they were the first generation of 
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immigrants in Spain and that their hearts were back home but 'aca tienen solo un 

pie' (here you only have one foot). Evidence of this was that the popular 

'locutorios' were always full of people communicating with their family and 

friends. Ecuadorians' presence in Spain has barely started and therefore, there 

is a certain urgency for further study. The threat is that this topic be turned into a 

new topic to be dissected. By the time I arrived to the organization, four other 

students from U.S. universities had preceded me. The director of the 

organization explained how they appeared, took the information they needed and 

where never seen again. During my work as a volunteer, two researchers from 

two different French universities came through the office requesting interviews 

and information. 

When I arrived to Madrid, Pepe, the father of the family that hosted me 

throughout the summer, enquired 'entonces, que vienes a estudiar la migraci6n 

del Ecuador? .... pues aqui hay mucho ... fijate que vas aver, es como cuando 

tiras de un hilito y cuando tiras un poquito va saliendo mas y mas y mas". 

Throughout my research, he often asked me if I had already figured out what 

exactly I would write about. Over and over I would tell him that I was still pulling 

that string and I was getting buried. The topic of this thesis is complex. Gender is 

embedded at every level and to understand the experiences of women has 

meant analyzing all these levels through a gendered perspective. 

One day, an Ecuadorian women activist told me "es necesario un estudio 

mas de abajo, que capture la experiencia de la gente". This motivated me to 

continue because I thought perhaps I would be able to do this. I soon realized 
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that from my position as a university student from Spain studying in the United 

States, this might not be my place. It is the place of the immigrants themselves, 

who are gradually making their situation known to Spanish society, and who, with 

the support of various sectors, will continue to do so in years to come. My thesis 

is in recognition to the work they are doing, and a personal attempt to improve 

my understanding and raise more questions. 
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Appendix#l 

Graph #1: Foreign residents in Spain. Evolution 1980-1999 
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Graph #2: Foreign residents in Madrid. Evolution 1980-1999 
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Graph #3: Foreign residents in Spain according to nation of origin. December 1999 
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Graph #4: Foreign residents in the region of Madrid according to nation of origin, 
1999-2000 
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Graph #5: Main economic migrant groups in the region and city of Madrid, 2000 
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Graph #6: Foreigners with active work permits by labor sectors and region in Spain. 
December, 1998. 
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Graph #7: Applications to the regulariz.ation process of 2000 by labor sectors and 
regions and provinces in Spain. 
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Graph #8: Evolution of poverty in Ecuador (by% of the population) 
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illustration # 1: Administrative sectors in Madrid city. 

The highlighted area in the center is known as Madrid's 'almendra' and covers seven districts. The rest 
are all considered Madrid,s periphery. 

illustration #2: Spatial distnbution of the Ecuadorian residents in Madrid. 
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illustration #3: Spatial distribution of foreign residents in the region of Madrid, 2000 
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illustration #4: Male presence amongst foreign workers (with work pennit) in Spain 
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illustration #6: Foreign workers in Spain. Active work permits in agriculture, 12/98 
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lliustration #7: Foreign workers in Spain. Active work permits in the service 
sector, 12/98 
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illustration #8 & # 9: Lorca, region of Murcia, 12 Ecuadorians killed by a train. 
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Illustration # 10 & # 11 : Travel Agencies 

Illustrations # 12 & # 13: Radio channels 
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illustration # 14: Latin American products -stores. 

filustrations #15, #16: Ecuadorian Restaurants 

lliustrations #17, #18, #19: Latin American restaurants (collective initiatives). 
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IDustration #20: Nueva Espana Magazine. A publication of the Spain's 'falange 
nacionalista' and the J.O.N.S. Guayaquil, July 15dl 1939. Archive of the Spanish 
embassy in Ecuador. 
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lliustration #20: Cover Page. Ecuadorian magazine Si/encios. 
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Appendix II - Translated discourse 

Bellow are the translations of the oral discourse throughout this thesis, by 
chapter and page number. The translations of written text and citations appear as 
footnotes. 

• Opening Stories, Pages 1-6 

LILIANA 

My mother was the first one who came, five years ago ... no one, nobody in the family supported 
her decision ... but we weren't too close to the family. We moved when we were little because my 
father left us. We moved to another city because my mother used to say that nobody but her 
should take up the responsibility of caring for her children ... back in Ecuador she was an 
educator, she worked with children. She worked for the State and traveled a lot. 

Then one day we went to school and when we returned she had already left ... I didn't quite 
understand it, I couldn't assimilate the idea ... no, I never understood it. .. I never understood why 
she came ... my mother has suffered a lot ... I have seen it myself ... my father left when I was eight 
and she raised all of us alone. I never understood, but we (her children) have always supported 
her decisions above all else. 

Nobody understood it and things were said, but now they all see that it was the best solution. 
They know that back home we would not be able to have the same aspirations as we have 
here .... actually, we are the salvation of many there. 

My brothers came first and then I came ... I am the oldest. I thought about it for a year and a half, 
trying to decide whether I should come. I was eighteen and I was in charge of my three younger 
brothers ... my brother stopped studying when he turned 19 and I almost lost a year ... .I finished 
high school and I felt well and it was difficult to make the decision to leave. I had started college 
there and I had my friends and my place. It was hard to leave all that.. .. when I came to Spain, 
because I had already had a difficult life, I did not think it would be much harder .... but I felt it was 
like starting all over again ... I was well infonned of what I would find here, I can't deny that, but 
you can't control yQur hopes. 

She has never returned [my mother) ... I arrived two years later ... it was amazing when I came 
because she looked so different. .. like if she felt more secure about everything she did, I always 
notice that. .. I find myself looking at her sometimes and feeling that she is secure of 
herself ... everything, as a person .... and she has never said she regrets coming to Spain, 
never ... and she was already a strong woman back in Ecuador, really. But here I can see that 
she feels secure and that is what ... .l cried a lot when I first came ... but when I'd see her so 
secure, I'd stop crying .... I never blamed her for leaving and all that, · but at first, I needed to vent 
and I did it through her, but now I know that is isn't so, it isn't. 

No ... I don't think you can say that those who arrive undergo different phases, because each of us 
lives her own story, and we can't call each story· a phase .... they are more like personal stages 
and they depend on many things ... not everybody is the same, that's not how it is. 

I don't think culture changes. I have changed my accent a lot for many reasons ... sometimes it 
kind of marks you, right? and also to attend the public, at least you have to force it a little ... even 
my boss told me: "you have to change some little things in the way you speak· ... I have changed 
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my accent, but not my way of speaking, because culture is something that does not, definitely 
not, ... what one is accustomed to, how to address somebody ... for example I cannot just address 
someone as 'you' because out of resped I can't. 

I think some people change just to be accepted, which is not wrong, because of course ... I came 
to Spain and in this house of Spain people are accustomed to different things and have laws that 
I need to follow. 

I don't really think people change .... like the other day a girl was saying that she was more free in 
Spain ... and my reply was, "look, someone who wants to do something can do it here and 
there· ... no, I don't agree ... little by little we are getting used to that and we loose pretty things .... 
I want to return someday ... but it is very different, isn't it? But yes, I want to return. 

MARICELA 

I arrived in 2000 ... 1 don't know ... my life was calm there ... l didn1 have much but I had it all ... l ran 
a business there with my husband ... it is because he was very old and we already had problems. 
Besides, I wanted to give my children an education. My dream was to see them become 
professionals. That"s why I worked so hard, that's all I wanted, that is what I saw as my 
profession. 

I took up many responsibilities since very young, and then I married very young ... I wanted to live, 
I never lived my youth ... so besides economic problems one also gets tired of the routine and the 
children leave ... because there were moments when I could not feel a thing ... as if dead. And now 
I say ... I think I also came looking for something new, I think I wanted to adventure myself. 

Because divorce there is seen as something bad and I would say, "then the only solution is for 
me to leave• and I was already doing the role of both father and mother back in Ecuador, I was 
the one who worked. 

My sons .... no, they did not understand me. They suffered a lot. .. l had a lot of problems with my 
husband, and then the economic, and I would say "well, I am leaving, I am leaving and I am 
leaving•. 

Nobody knew anything about me coming, only my sons, they did know. One day before my 
departure I started calling my brothers .... but my sons did know. 

I am open-minded ... which has always affected me very much, I am very open-minded ... but 
because of that I have had many problems in Ecuador . 

. .. One suffers a lot here. I had many depressions and it was like a nightmare, I can't even 
remember the hardships I went through ... I think I finally understood that there is only one step 
between depression and madness, I lived it ... I felt lost, like ... yes, like a bad dream, just like that. 

I am not working as intema anymore. It was like prison ... I worked for a countess .. . . she did hurt 
me a lot ... I think that because of her ... I have a terrible self-esteem with Spaniards, I just can't 
help it ... when I worked with the countess, that marked me a lot and I felt continuously humiliated. 
Now I am extema and it is different, now I can say that I am a worker like any other ... my boss 
now screams to me at work ... she screams to everybody ... but she is younger than me ... it hurts 
me because I am like her mother but I work with the pace of the 20-year old girts. They love me 
and they hug me but ... it is always different, one does not feel comfortable ... then, outside work it 
is different but at work I am careful and yes, many times I feel humiliated. 
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Now I defend my culture in front of Spaniards ... because it bothers me that they don't know 
anything and that they say that in Ecuador everything is poor and that we are dying of 
hunger ... they don't know anything, they are very ignorant. .. l read a lot, and I love to read and 
learn. I have read a lot of things about the history and culture of Spain since I came, and they 
don't know it. 

I would have returned, I would have already returned [to Ecuador] ... up to a month ago I was 
ready to return, I felt ready to return and also because of my sons ... but now things have changed 
because my son is with me, and because of studying ... I want him to study and then time will 
tell .. . 

Yes, he did understand when I left. He told me "sell this shit and give this an end· ... because he 
saw what was happening ... that my husband didn't hit me but it was all very difficult and he could 
see it. 

With my son, it is very difficult, because it is not the same anymore ... you don't stop loving them 
but there is a distance ... and he says •my mom has changed a lot, she is not the loving person 
she was before· ... and I tell him, ·it's because I have been alone for three years without any 
love ... you can see that, it is hard to caress after that, it is not easy•[ ... ] and he has also changed 
a lot, he has become very serious, everything bothers him ... it is difficult for both of us. I feel very 
bad. It is because I feel the guilt ... and but he has also changed. 

Now I know I don't complain about anything in front of him. ·rm not going to get surgery 
anymore•, I tell him, "because I am feeling well, really, I feel very wen· because he feels bad and 
he worries ... and I tell him, -what you should do is study• but he thinks he is a burden and he 
wants to work and not be a burden. He doesn't understand and he feels bad. 

JAVI 

My sister came first, then my mother. I came because ... well, one day my mother called and 
asked me if I wanted to come ... I made up my mind quickly and told her I'd come, but I didn't 
really stop to think, and I didn't know what I was coming to do here ... it was ... to try something 
new, I was tired of that. 

There are many bad people there, you know? That is the reason I came, really, I was not looking 
for a better life, not that. .. but I was looking for good things and for tranquility ... I think here there 
are more bad people but the bad people there are meaner than here .... l think ... l have seen some 
violent kids here ... they are so violent they take one kid between twenty and beat him up ... but 
there, I don't know ... my dad has been robbed three times already in his own house. 

I didn't really imagine anything about Spain, realty. I always know I'll get along with people, no 
problem ... I thought, well it must be like everywhere, they might have their way of speaking and 
whatever but just like anywhere ... but, you know, when I arrived I felt it was kind of 
strange ... truly ... yes, they were all white ... l mean, there are many whites there [in Ecuador), you 
know? But they looked strange here, their faces had a weird shape and then I was like ... oh, so 
these are the people of Spain? Cool, but I mean, I really expected anything, you know?. 

I'd like to be my father, he always pulls out strength ... when I came here I worked in construction 
and it was the worst ... I was very aware of being exploited but I did it to prove something, I don't 
know ... not anymore though, that was horrible, just horrible. 
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I think the kids who arrive from Ecuador get along well ... maybe they miss their colleagues back 
home, it's different here. I miss my friends from Ecuador immensely. Also, they may feel rejection. 
Just image ... if you are rejected because you are foreign then it becomes harder to communicate 
with people. 

There are many groups of Ecuadorians here. I don't have too many Ecuadorian friends but that is 
because I have a different perspective. I think they are closing up, you know? I don't think it is 
right because I know people who only have Ecuadorian friends and ... well, also one must ask why 
it is they do that and that is sad ... I think it is because of some experience of rejection. 

Colombians think they are better than the rest, they think they are the cream of South America, I 
don't know. But yes, their faces do have a different physiognomy, they are whiter and all that, but 
I don't think it is right. .. 

She is ok [my mother], ... or at least she's not bad. I really don't speak with her about how she 
feels but I can tell you how I see her. I see she is ok ... I don't mean I don't care about how she 
feels but I don't know ... l think she is worried about being ok, and about us and she is probably 
worried about returning, and I don't know ... she must be worried about many things ... she doesn't 
tell me those things ... when we talk we don't talk about how we feel. We talk about silly things, like 
something we've seen ... but even if I was not feeling ok I would not tell her ... to not worry her. 

If I tell you the truth there is not one day I don't think about returning. I don't know how to explain 
it, I don't know how. It is feeling something I felt there and I don't feel here ... and that I really need. 
I don't know what it is, I guess something that ties you, you know what I mean? Something that 
ties you to the place. Feeling that I don't owe explanations to anybody. Here people are going to 
criticize me more, I am not in equal conditions. 

I also miss the people, because I can't talk to my peers about things like ... hey, do you 
remember? And I want to be able to say and to remember too, you know[ ... ] Here they [people] 
are more serious, I feel like a five year old inside and I get bored here with the people my 
age ... here people are desperate to be grown ups. They are always worried about their image, 
and about how people see you, and think about you, which I can't understand. 

RAFAEL 

Well, I worked in the department of public relation$ in Ecuador ... since it is a public institution, the 
salaries were not too high. Wrth the privatizations and all of that many of us lost our jobs. 

The public institution there is very unpopular. We have a history of participation in unions, 
workers' plights and all that ... and so, it is not well seen. My wife used to work in a bank, you 
probably already know what happened with the banks there. 

I decided to give myself a last chance and at first I wanted to go to Australia ... but .... after all my 
wife was the first one who came. When she got here she started working almost immediately in a 
house. They helped her get the papers and she brought me and my son. It was very hard 
because I spent something like five or six months searching for a job. Also, when I got here there 
were around 40,000 Ecuadorians in Spain, the numbers have increased tremendously. 

' 

Ecuadorian migration has been going on since the 1970s, but to the United States. Nobody, 
absolutely nobody has spoken about this, because the only thing we know is that Ecuadorians 
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migrate to the United States, that they go through Mexico ... and that they work in factories ... there 
haven't been any studies, nothing. 

At the personal level, many things have improved. Here the Spanish expression ·nadie es profeta 
en su tierra· applied to my experience. I have had to migrate to do what I have always wanted to 
do back in Ecuador ... the interesting part about all this is that I still have not met all my objectives. 

In Ecuador we are racist. We are more racist .... we have always been told that look, here is the 
Indian in the street, and here's the black ... so one brings that here and then there they also give 
you the image that "oh, in Europe racism is terrible· ... I have a lot of trust in the capacity and 
feelings of the Spanish people to hold up their opinion, and not let it be infuenced ... because there 
are good people here ... but we are all subjects to institutional racism. What I feel is not the result 
of a trauma, it is a reality. 

• Introduction -translations in text 

• Chapter I. Gendering Migration: Theoretical Perspectives. -Translations in 
text 

• Chapter II. Spain: A New Country of Destination. - Translations in text 

• Chapter Ill. Ecuadorian Transnationalism in Spain. 

• Section 3.1 : Letters to the Nation: An Analysis of Transmigrant Speech 
Behavior. 

Page64 

Car1os Cando: "By the way, congratulations for this space you offer to those of us abroad·. 

Cristina Lema: "Thank you for the opportunity to express our ideas from afar' 

07/27/02: "My sincere gratitude for your concern for those of us far away' 

Lili: "Thank you for the opportunity you provide for us to share the experiences of other 
immigrants" 

Fanny: " I read El Comercio every day on the internet, so my mind is still in Ecuador' 

Page65 

04/23/03: " My heart is in Ecuador' 

Eliana: -We are in someone else's skin· 

lza: ·1 carry the name of Ecuador in my chest· 

Malena: ·1 will always be an Ecuadorian, it's in my blood, in my soul· 
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Jaime: ·outstanding Spanish resident with an Ecuadorian heart• 

Juan: ·When we leave we break the umbilical cord that ties us to what we consider ours· 

Page 66 

Fanny: ·11 was not a bad dream. Concrete realities set me off to live in a different culture, which I 
respect but which is not my own· 

Juan: "Our existence [of those who stayed and those who left] must create similar lives that travel 
parallel journeys and seek our common destiny• 

Patricio: ·For our gold, our oil, our Galapago islands, and above all, for our people, let's improve 
our point of view and walk towards the future• 

Anonymous, 07 /18/02: • ... let's work and move forward!! r 

Elizabeth: "We must love our country and work to produce more and await our happy return·. 

Veronica: "We cannot loose our hope. We cannot stop fighting to meet our goals• 

Edison: • ... I really cannot wait the moment of my return to Ecuador" 

Marco: • ... God help us in our plans for the future• 

Page 67 

Manuel: "This letter is so that, in one way or another, we can maintain our ties to our little piece of 
American land, and voice our pride to be Ecuadorian, because to those who are here pn 
Spain], patriotism is stronger than ever". 

Page 68 

Alex: ·it is very complicated to change our mindset to such extent, but if this country, Spain, was 
able to emerge in only 25 years of true democracy, and after decades of isolation under 
Franco's dictatorship, why can we not do the same? Why have we not done it? The answer 
is simple, because of our mentality9. 

Page 69 

Estrella: ·1 am one more of the many people who have had to join the via cruces of exile, 
thanks to the dishonesty and corruption of a few thieves with suit, briefcase and tie·. 

• Chapter IV. Gendered Constructions: Nation, Citizen and Migrant. -
Translations in text. 
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• Chapter V. Ecuatorianas in Madrid. 

Page 94 

Cristina: • I wanted to go to Italy, not to Spain, but my cousin was here [in Spain] and it was 
easier. I came to save my marriage, because nothing would get faxed unless we left. He had a 
lover there pn Ecuador] and things were not going well. I did not want him to come. My plan was 
to come alone, but then he said he repented. There [in Ecuador] I had my house and everything 
but I knew that I had to leave everything behind and leave Ecuador. This was the only way to 
keep my family and now we are doing ok. Now I want to return. 

Melva: ·1 just had too many problems with my husband ... he didn't hit me but we felt we hated 
each other and he would tell me things, and ... there pn Ecuador} people see divorce with bad 
eyes and I said, well, then my only solution is to leave• 

Isabel: ·1 don't know why .... there were a lot of news in Ecuador about Spain, Spain this, Madrid 
that. .. and since I have always liked to travel and such ... first I wanted to travel to the United 
States, but it is just too difficult there ... and then people started leaving for Madrid and everybody 
started coming to Madrid, so I said, ok, then Madrid, I am going to Madricr. 

Maricela: ·1 had a calm life ... l didn't have much, but I had it all ... but ... l wanted to give my children 
an education. My dream was to see them as professionals. That's why I dedicated myself to 
work ... " 

Liliana: ·My mother came first, and she started bringing my brothers. When it was my tum to 
come, it was very hard for me to make a decision .. .l felt it was like starting all over again ... l can't 
deny that I was well-infonned of what I would find here [in Spain], but you cannot control your 
dreams·. 

Page 95 

Ana: ·Marni brought us all, my brother, my father and I. We came to be all together. When things 
got difficult in Ecuador we really noticed it because we had to change to a public school and we 
heard that things were not going well. We were all ready to see what mami would plan, because 
when she says something she does it, and something had to be done. That is why she came· 

Rafael: ·My wife was already here and she came because her sisters were already here and they 
invited her-. 

Javi: • My sister came first. I came after my mother came ... one day she called me and asked me 
if I wanted to come ... so I made the decision quickly and told her that I would, but I didn't think 
about it. I didn't know what I would do here, but I came to try something new because I was 
saturated with that [Ecuador]9. 

Angela: "The main reason is economic ... but it is not just the economic. I don't think economic 
fadors are all. It is also the pessimism and instability that the people feel. They say that the 
governments cannot do their part, that there is no work, and then they wonder, who will give us a 
hand? So what people want is to leave. I tell you, it is not just the economic, it is also the 
Ecuadorians' low self-esteem because nobody has any hopes for the country .... and not even the 
authorities are secure enough to make any promises or give us an idea of where our country will 
be ten years from now. The widely shared opinion is that the country will be worse and worse 
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each day. Also, although it is hard to state this without concrete data, I think most of the couples 
that separate so that one of them migrates, are already going through a big crisis ... that is also 
true. you know? I mean, relationships are important because a couple that doesn't have 
economic stability is prone to other problems as wen·. 

• Chapter VI. Stratified Reproduction: Gender. Race and Labor in the 
Experience of Migration. 

Page 108 

Angelica: • I do think migration can open opportunities for children, but not for us, because we just 
come to be one more piece of the machinery' 

Marisol: --rhat is all we do here, nothing else. That is how we know each other ·she is intema·, 
"she is extema• ... we are either 'intemas' or 'extemas', that's that9. 

• Chapter VI. Section 6.1. Profile of the domestic worker 

Page 112 

"The Sierra is more conservative and organized, and women are not easy with men ... but 
prostitution is the same ... but there [in the Sierra] they are more hypocritical, because it is really 
the same in both places. Regionalism always exists. The sierra is a different world from the costa. 
and even the government invests more money in the sierra. Women however, are more open
minded in the costa, but people in the costa are not as well behaved as in the sierra, and you 
have to be weary, but the Sierra is also growing dangerous. Yes, I like that the women from the 
sierra are more organized, but we are more open-minded•. 

• Chapter Vt. Section 6.1.2 Mothers 

Page 118 

Consuelo: "We don't even have the right to our children's happiness. What I mean is that we are 
loosing everything•. 

Page 120 

Marco: '"The only idea they have of the women who migrate to Spain is that they tum into 
prostitutes. They think they come to work in prostitution, that they often go out dancing, that they 
get drunk and that they start smoking. Because most women there [in Ecuador) don't smoke, they 
are cautious about their behavior, it is not normal for a woman to smoke. Men are normally 
distrustful and in Ecuador. we are very machistas, so men think that their women will betray them, 
that they are going to loose the women. He also suffers the sexual need and goes get himself 
another woman•. 

"Most people complain that the children of the immigrants suffer the anomalous conditions of 
migration, that they tum bad and don't want to work because they receive easy money from 
Spain. They join gangs and have many vices and the girls forget what it means to •be a lady' and 
tum into single mothers instead·. 
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Page 124 

Juvencia: ·1 tell you, those little ones are way ahead ... I mean, they are spoiled, because look, in 
Ecuador I never hear my grandchildren say bad words. But here, for example, sorry to say, they 
say "hijo de putaD like if they were drinking a glass of water .... but here, uf, no ... I hope God won't 
hear them say that word. But here, well it is a word that does not mean much, but in Ecuador it 
does hurt, God forbid that our children would say those words·. 

Pages 126-127 

Javier: "I could not talk badly about my mother'. 

Isabel: • I was here with my sister. When my mother came, everything got immediately better. It is 
amazing the way she does everything: she found out all the infonnation about the papers, she 
opened an account in the bank for us, bought a television, and learned in one week more than we 
had learned in two years. 

Liliana: ·1 never understood her decision to come ... but she has always had the support of all of us 
above all ... now everybody understands that it was the best solution. 

Ana: "When my mother says something, she does it. We were ready to see what my mother 
would do, because something had to be done ... when she came she brought with her all of our 
papers from Ecuador and when we arrived she found out all we had to do to enroll in the 
university .... really, my mother .... she is the wisest·. 

Page 128 

Rita: Enough. You have not come to the first world to take back to Ecuador a third world 
education ... .if they keep offering a third world education to immigrants, they are going to find 
Spain turned to a third world country-

• Chapter VII: The Construction of Ecuadorian Women's Identity: NosOtras. 

Page 132 

Gabriela: • We say you have taught yourself when you adapt. It means you are comfortable in the 
new culture, that you have adapted, you are happy, you feel part of it ... you feel good. When we 
say we haven't taught ourselves it means we don't feel comfortable in the new placeD 

Esteban: • I think it is vital to maintain one's culture. Culture gives you identity and that identity 
allows you to develop roots here but at the same time, remain who you are ... because people 
here Pn Spain] will never see you as somebody from here and the people there pn Ecuador] will 
never see you as somebody from there. 

Luz: I think culture does not change. I have changed my accent when I speak, for many 
reasons ... sometimes it kind of marlcs you, doesn't it? So in order to work with the public I had to 
force a little ... even my boss told me: "you need to change some little things in the way you talk·. I 
have changed my accent but I have not changed the way I talk. I haven't, because culture is 
something that no, it simply does not change ... you retain your ways of addressing somebody, 
your costumes ... for example, I can't address a person as 'tu', I don't. 
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Luz: I think some people change because they think if they change they will be accepted. I don't 
think it is wrong that they do this, but .... well, of course, I came to Spain and this house of Spain 
has its norms and costumes to which I must ascribe•. 

• Chapter VII. Section 7.1. Libertad vs. Libertinaie 

Page 134 

Maricela: "People say many things, but I have always had problems for being open-minded. I 
have been accused many times, but I have always been very hard on myself and very hard
working. I am proud of what I have done with my children because they are good people• 

Marisol: "It is a shame, but our people here start acting very European ... I have conduded that 
this must be because we come from a dose-minded, traditional culture and well ... adults become 
more open-minded, but nottoo much. We get used to this, you know? But some people really 
become open-minded. They say that they are free and then they loose control and do whatever is 
pleasing to them. Freedom does not mean that you do whatever you want, but it 
happens ... maybe because they are young, or because they come from a very closed 
environment. .. I think it is also an outcome of loneliness. 

Liliana: "The other day a gir1 was saying that in Spain she felt free, that she felt freer here in 
Spain .... and my answer was: look, a person who wants to do something ends up doing it here 
and there ... no, I don't agree•. 

Ana:· I have seen women here, who are like forty years old ... and they go out dancing, they 
spend all night out and then they go to work ... I see! So now that you are in Spain you are freer 
and you are a Spaniard ... no, no, I don't see it that way ... and little by little we are all getting used 
to this·. 

Page 135 

Marisol: "Now I do. I feel I am prepared to confront life. My self-esteem is very low when I am 
around Spaniards, I can't help it. But now I am alright. I think on how hard it was for me at first, 
humiliation after humiliation. Now I can stand for myself better and I can confront life back in 
Ecuador'. 

Isabel: ·1 feel I have become more mature, yes, I have changed a lot•. 

Victoria:" I am excited to do new things, which perhaps would not be so in Ecuador ... perhaps if I 
was there I would be like other girls, no? thinking of my dasses, my boyfriend and walking just 
from my house to school and from school to the house, but here I think one takes on a different 
mentality'. 

Olga: "Yes, I have changed immensely. I feel I am more responsible, more serious, I think things 
through ... ! mean, I value everything much more•. 
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Page 137 

Ana: "When I arrived I thought she looked better. I said .... Oh, my god, you look so pretty and so 
young, and it was winter and she was wearing one of those long coats that we don't use in 
Ecuador .... she looked so good ... so young, and we were all happy because when we looked at 
her she looked pretty, and happy and relaxed and she said: "children, do you want this, and that, 
and you have to tell me everything ... •. 

Omar: Shit she was changed! My mother had a picture where she looked like a grandmother, with 
white hair, long skirts ... and when I got here I saw her ... short hair, painted, wearing tight pants. I 
was in awe and told her how much she had changed! 

Lauro: I want to move to my own place because my mother is too controlling. She doesn1 
understand that here it is kind of more liberal ... first I liked her control because I had been alone 
for many years in Ecuador and I needed the attention, but I don, anymore•. 

Wendy: I can1 tell my mother that I want to live with my boyfriend, because I just can 1. I don1 
know why we can1, but she says it is because that is not the way we do it in Ecuador-. 

Page 138 

Mateo: "She is colder and it is not like it was before. She looks younger and goes out dancing and 
all that. .. it is not the ·mamitis. I remember because in Ecuador it was always, "son this", "son 
thar, and not anymore·. 

Maria: 11She is the same but ... well, no it is different because it is true that here in Spain people 
are more open to things ... for example, no one is surprised if a girl talks with a boy alone in the 
street. In Ecuador this is not nonnal. So my mother here would not say anything if she saw me 
talking with a boy downstairs, but in Ecuador she would•. 

__ : ·Now I tell my girlfriend back in Ecuador, 'my mother loves you', and she says, 'I can1 
believe you! And then I say, 'really ... she,s changed a lot' because before she didn1 let me talk to 
my girlfriend and thought differently'. 

Page 139 

Isabel: ·1n Ecuador one socializes with those of the same class ... my mother there would have 
never accepted that I work as a domestic, or that my boyfriend works in construction, not there". 

• Chapter VII. Section 7 .2. Reworking Ethnic Relations 

Page 140 

Adriana: ·1 think it is important here to strengthen the question of identity. Here you assume a 
more national identity because you are in an international realm. Here what we think is, 'I am from 
Ecuador and they treat me as an immigrant'. 
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Fanny: "Us immigrants have turned into a pest, we are the new Jewish people, we have a new 
nationality, our name is immigrants and our last name is illegality". 

Esteban:· They remain, they remain and they remain strong (ethnic divisions] ... I have seen this 
in my travels throughout Spain ... the monos, the serranos ... some even take up the famous 
names, the Pachakutiks, the indigenous, the Indios, these, those ... it is a shame that we cannot 
overcome this·. 

Page 142 

Isabel: ·1 remember the woman who worked in my house in Ecuador. She did everything, even 
changed our clothes. We did not even know how to peel a potato•. 

Rita: "We have all gone though the feeling of being top notch in our countries and becoming 
nothing in Spain. Almost all the women who left Ecuador were the owners of their house, and 
managed their own house, whereas here they are serving•. 

Page 143 

Cumanda: "I stand up for my culture I ... because sometimes it bothers me a little that they 
degrade me. I tell them that the people who· 1eft Ecuador to come to Spain are from Spain, that 
just like Spaniards came to Ecuador, now they return•. 

Lucia: " I am not happy to live in Spain, because the racist Spaniards exploit us and make us 
work, and doni pay us, just because they think we are Indians and because we are immigrants 
we are treated without any respecr. 

Claudia: "Why do we think of ourselves as 'gringos' just because we are arriving from another 
country? Although we have brown hair and white skin, some of our features reveal where we 
cometrom·. 

Page 144 

Kishor: "The desire to be there [in Ecuador] and the distance made me change and value my 
country of origin even more ... this is the moment when I start working on a series of paintings that 
are more related with indigenismo ... a necessary phase. A phase where I felt the need to 
reintroduce myself into that environment, a desire to say this is my culture, and this indigenous 
figure, this poncho, is who I am ... • 

Page 145 

Cumanda: ·1 tell you, in Ecuador we denigrate the indigenous. What I mean is that, just like I am 
experiencing discrimination here ... when I return to Ecuador I will arrive with open arms for the 
lndians ... because they must feel this way when somebody does not want to sit by them ... or, it's 
amazing, we have felt what that is like·. 

Alejandra: "Dear Ecuadorians in Spain, doni forget our identity and when we return to our 
Ecuador, let's not be racist, because we lived racism here and we did not like it9. 
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Page 146 

Gladys: ·1 have witnessed various occasions in which Europeans have shown more resped for 
the otavalei\os because they are proud to say they are Indian. Since then, I always say I am 
Indian and there is more respect and admiration. 

• Chapter VII. Sedion 7.3. Appropriating the Indigenous Struggle to Address Migration and 
Gender. 

Page 149 

Gabriela: ·when the Indigenous said 'we want to be recognized and we want to be part of this 
society', they started occupying plazas and churches ... this is traditionally an indigenous pradice. 
It is amazing to see how immigrants here pn Spain] started doing the same thing ... in this sense 
immigrants here have taken up the same ideals of the indigenous struggle·. 

Page 150 

Gabriela: ·1n Ecuador we could see that it was unfair to see the immigrants in Spain risking their 
lives, and us not doing something from Ecuador. We got together to demand a regularization, 
which was approved. I am from the Pachakutik movement, but this is a social conquest, not a 
political conquest. This needs to be the way it is because it must, and because it is only fair. 

Gabriela: • Back then, the indigenous movement was questioning things. There was a strong 
uprising in those days. Included in the indigenous proposal to the government was the question of 
the immigrants in Spain, which was introduced by J. Carlos Manzanillas through the CONAIE. 
Migration was included in the list of the most important indigenous claims to the government. 

Page 152 

Gabriela:• I think.there is not enough space for unity. First, one must struggle to survive, and 
then later one, one can start overcoming divisions. Each of us makes an individual choice to 
come, but when we are many, something interesting could happen. I see the possibilities are still 
slim ... it is not about a lack of people, or strength, or reasons, but people are still arriving. It has 
barely been three years. They are just now finishing to pay their debts. It is the moment to fight 
for rights, but the problem is that most people work twelve hours a day and most in domestic 
service, so they only have one free day and this is not enough .... perhaps we could start with an 
initiative to create a space for immigrant women to start working .... we could start there, but I don't 
think it is the moment yet for a real immigrant movement. 
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